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µg  Micro grams
µl  Micro-litres
µm  Micrometers
µM  Micro Molar
BSA/PBS  Bovine serum albumin / phosphate-buffered saline
Cd²⁺  Cadmium ions
CdCl₂  Cadmium Chloride
CdS  Cadmium Sulphide
CdSe  Cadmium Selenide
CdTe  Cadmium Telluride
CTAB  Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide
Cys  Cysteamine
DAPI  4, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
DHLA  Dihydrolipoic acid
DIC  Differential Interference Contrast
DMEM  Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium EDTA
DNA  Deoxy-ribonucleic acid
EDTA  Ethylene-diamine tetra-acetic acid
Gel-QDs  Gelatinated QDs
gm  Grams
HBSS  Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution
HPMEC  Human Pulmonary Microvascular Endothelial cells
M-199  Medium 199
mg  Milligrams
ml  Millilitres
MPA  Mercaptopropionic acid
MUA  Mercapto-undecanoic acid
NAC  N-acetyl Cysteine
NGF  Nerve growth factor
nm  Nanometers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-gel QDs</td>
<td>Non-gelatinated QDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH</td>
<td>Poly(allylaminehydrochloride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC12</td>
<td>Pheochromocytoma 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Poly(dimethylsiloxane)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Polyethylene Glycol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>Polyethylene Imine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Photoluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Polylactic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>Poly-L-Lysine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS</td>
<td>Poly(styrenesulfonate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDMC</td>
<td>Quantum dot loaded microcapsules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDs</td>
<td>QuantumDots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribo-nucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>Sodium dodecyl sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>Sodium Sulphate Anhydrous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thioglycolic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPO</td>
<td>Triocetylphosphine oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vs</td>
<td>Versus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{ex}$</td>
<td>Excitation wave length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>Zinc Sulphide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABSTRACT

The main hypothesis on which this study has been based is that the surface modification of nano-particles of different size (Quantum Dots) and varying nano-surfaces roughness (Silicones of nanosurface roughness) can make them highly biocompatible in various applications of biology and medicine. In this work, attempts were made to investigate if the surface modification of nano-particles by gelatination of different size (Quantum Dots) makes them more biocompatible by reducing the toxicity on the cells and increasing the nano-surface roughness (Silicones of nanosurface roughness ranging from ~88 nm to ~650 nm) makes them more biocompatible by reducing the fibroblast growth of the cells in vitro.

To address these questions, the nano-particles [CdTe Quantum dots of thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped gelatinated and non-gelatinated] and nano-surfaces (Silicones of nanosurface roughness) were characterised and then three different types of cells were used to check the biocompatibility in in vitro cell lines. At first, the Quantum Dots (QDs) were co-incubated with undifferentiated Pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells and investigated the cellular interaction, uptake and resultant toxic influence of the QD – cell interplay was explored as the QD concentrations were varied over extended (up to 72 hours) co-incubation periods. Following this, QDs have been co-incubated with differentiated pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells and the apoptotic process involved in the cell death machinery and also the intrinsic behaviour of QDs upon uptake by the cells have been analysed to extended (up to 17 days) co-incubation periods. In the same experiment, differentiated PC12 cells were also exposed to QDs after the neurites were grown for 10 days. Subsequently QDs were co-incubated with Human Pulmonary Microvascular Endothelial (HPMEC-ST1.6R) cells and analysed their cytotoxicity, differentially expressed genes and also their pathways involved to extended (up to 72 hours) co-incubation periods. Finally, the nano-surface roughnesses of silicone elastomer samples with rms surface roughnesses varying from ~88 nm to ~650 nm were co-incubated with NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells and analysed the total amount of DNA to extended (up to 24 hours) co-incubation periods.

In conclusion, it was shown here that the surface modification of nano-particles (Quantum Dots) and nano-surfaces (Silicones of nanosurface roughness) were more biocompatible in vitro.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

The term “Quantum Dot” was first coined by Mark A. Reed in 1988 (Drummen 2010). Quantum dots (QDs) are nanometer-scale semiconductor crystals, are promising zero-dimensional advanced materials because of their nanoscale size (Mansur 2010), and are defined as particles with dimensions physically smaller than the exciton Bohr radius (Chan W. C. et al. 2002a). When a photon of visible wavelength is absorbed by such a semiconductor, it emits electrons of higher energy states and upon returning to their ground state, they will emit a photon of certain frequency characteristic of that material (Chan W. C. et al. 2002a). QDs are nano-crystalline semiconducting inorganic fluorophores, whose excitons are confined in all three dimensions spatially called quantum confinement having typically diameters of 2-20 nm (Drummen 2010). This quantum confinement has charge carriers with electrons and holes confined in all the three dimensions occupying a volume which is determined by the physical properties of the material the QDs were made. This quantum confinement occurs due to shrinkage in dimension of QD material which is smaller than characteristic volume with new physical properties not observed in the original bulk material as shown in figure 1.1. This quantum confinement can be observed based on their relationship between emission color of QDs and their size (Bentolila et al. 2009, Bhirde et al. 2011). QDs in the size range of 2-6nm are extremely very important, because of their similarities in physical dimensions with biological macromolecules such as nucleic acids (RNA and DNA) and proteins (Chan W. C. et al. 2002a).

Because of their unique physical properties, QDs are predominantly used as bioimaging agents (Drummen 2010). Optical properties like strong light absorbance, size-tunable emission means minute changes in the radius of QDs manifests as visible colour changes of the QDs in solution. This property may lead to their potential use as simultaneous multiple colour labels (Pathak et al. 2006a, Vanmaekelbergh and Liljeroth 2005, Yu et al. 2003). Bright fluorescence/high quantum yield, narrow symmetric emission bands (Alivisatos 2004, Chan Warren C. W. et al. 2002b, Han et al. 2001, Larson et al. 2003), high photo-stability and highly resistant to photo-bleaching (Bruchez Marcel, Jr. et al. 1998b, Chan Warren C. and Nie 1998a, Chen and Gerion 2004, Gao Xiaohu et al. 2004a), and their broad absorption ranges allow for their excitation and multiplexed detection across a wide spectrum of wavelengths (Alivisatos

Figure 1.1: Showing quantum confinement effects of QDs are the characteristics of broad absorption spectra, narrow fluorescence emission, high levels of fluorescence and photostability, size and composition-tunable QDs and its applications in in vitro and in vivo multicolor imaging and diagnosis along with targeted drug delivery [Adapted from (Peng C. W. and Li 2010)]. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Yan Li.

1.2 Properties of QDs
The difference in properties of QDs is due to different combinations of chemicals used in synthesizing them. Various combinations like CdTe, CdSe and CdS is used during synthesis of QDs. These combinations will show different properties and their effects on cellular activity differ upon interfering with cells (Peng X. G. and Peng 2001). Previously the QDs were hydrophobic and are not of any use in biological research as they cannot interact with cells and tissues due to diminution of fluorescence in aqueous media (Lovric et al. 2005b). To render them hydrophilic (Nie and Chan 1998) and make them useful in biological research, QDs were capped with bifunctional molecules i.e, hydrophilic on one side and hydrophobic on other side, such as Mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) (Zhang W. et al. 2009b), Thioglycolic acid (TGA) (Ji et al. 2008, Komarala et al. 2006), 2-mercaptoethylamine (MEM) and 3-mercapto-1,2-propanediol (MPD) (Komarala et al. 2006) etc.
The inherent nature of QDs is that the size depends directly on their physical properties. The size of QDs is inversely proportional to the surface area of the QDs as shown in figure 1.2. The decrease in size of QDs leads to percentage increase in the atoms or molecules displayed over the surface of QDs instead of seating in the interior of the material. This increase in surface area of QDs will ultimately determine the numerous potential of various reactive elements or groups over their surface. By the decrease in size of QDs and thereby changing the structural and physicochemical properties of QDs lead to interaction with different materials finally causing toxicological effects. So the size and surface area of QDs plays a pivotal role in respect to their toxicological studies (Nel A. et al. 2006b). QDs are less susceptible to photo-bleaching than organic dyes because of their stable emitting light owing to their inorganic composition (Alivisatos 1999, Michalet et al. 2001). High fluorescence intensity or photo-brightening of QDs is also a very important characteristic of QDs (Gerion et al. 2001, Kloepfer et al. 2003). QDs have larger diffusion coefficient than organic dyes, this property helps in tracking the QDs and analyses their trajectories. Because of the small size, QDs effect on molecules motion is very significant. This small size and high photo-stability makes QDs very useful in single-molecule experiments as a suitable and reliable probe than organic dyes (Alivisatos et al. 2005, Dahan et al. 2003).
Figure 1.2: Showing relationship between QD size and percentage of surface expressed molecules. Below 100 nm size, the percentage of surface molecules increased exponentially. In a QD size of 30 nm, approximately 10% of surface molecules are expressed. Between QD size of 10 and 3 nm, the percentage of surface molecules increased to 20 and 50 respectively [Adapted from (Nel A. et al. 2006a, Oberdorster et al. 2005)]. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Oberdorster.

The size of QDs influences wavelength of light and the wavelength has the ability to control its color as shown in figure 1.3. Because of their small size, different sized QDs can be used as multiple color labels simultaneously (Pathak et al. 2006a, Vanmaekelbergh and Liljeroth 2005, Yu et al. 2003). The graphic representation in figure 1.4 shows the linear correlation in change of size of QDs against color change of light (absorption).
Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the changes in optical behavior of QDs depending on their size. Top: Electronic structure of QDs with ‘blue shift’ due to quantum confinement. Below: From left to right (blue to red) are ten distinct colors of QDs (Chan W. C. et al. 2002a, Mansur 2010).

![Graph showing sizing curves for CdTe nano-particles supplied by our collaborator Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.](image)

Figure 1.4: Graph showing sizing curves for CdTe nano-particles supplied by our collaborator Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.

The different properties of QDs like size, broad absorption and narrow emission spectrum, photostability, high fluorescence intensity and modification of surface made QDs with different functional applications in biology and medicine as shown in table 1.1, and are a break through in understanding and discovering the unknown aspects in biology and medicine in future.
### Properties of QDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of QDs</th>
<th>Functional applications of QDs in biology and medicine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size tunable</td>
<td>Multi color imaging (Chan W. C. et al. 2002a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad absorption and narrow emission spectrum</td>
<td>Multi color imaging, <em>in vivo</em> imaging (Gao X. et al. 2005) and <em>in vitro</em> diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fluorescence intensity</td>
<td><em>In vivo</em> imaging, <em>in vitro</em> diagnosis (Rosenzweig et al. 2004, Zhang H. et al. 2009a) and drug delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification of surface</td>
<td>Hydrophilicity of QDs make them useful in biological applications (Chan W. C. and Nie 1998b, Zhang W. et al. 2009b), conjugation of QDs with drugs (Bisht et al. 2007, Chouhan and Bajpai 2009, Lai et al. 2003), proteins (Jaiswal et al. 2003) and antibodies (Goldman et al. 2002) etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.1: Showing the different properties of QDs and their functional applications in biology and medicine.*
1.3 Applications of QDs

QDs are excellent fluoropores with widespread recognition because of their exceptional photo-physical properties. They are being applied extremely to existing and emerging technologies, and have pivotal importance in many areas (Jamieson et al. 2007). There is lot of advancement and progress in biological imaging especially in the area of fluorescent semi-conductor nano-crystals because of its resistance to photo-bleaching (Bruchez M., Jr. et al. 1998a, Chan W. C. and Nie 1998b, Gao X. et al. 2004b), and this paved the way for the development in medical diagnostics and drug delivery using QDs.

One of the most important criteria for the future development of QDs as efficient cellular delivery (Derfus et al. 2007, George et al. 2009, Park K. H. et al. 2010), labelling (Muller-Borer et al. 2007, Shah et al. 2006, Vazquez et al. 2009) and targeting agents (Pietrasanta et al. 2007, Wu X. et al. 2003a, Zhang H. et al. 2009a) is that their intracellular uptake into the cells has the ability to selectively detect one molecule, or a small number of molecules. The QD probes must be able to selectively access various sub-cellular compartments which need to be targeted in order to understand the dynamics of cellular organisation without causing a cyto-toxic effect during the time period required (Delehanty et al. 2006).

Currently methods having access to single molecule properties in living cells are limited due to the size of the probe or photo-bleaching of fluorescent biomarkers. QDs have a great potential as fluorescent probes thanks to their size ranging from approximately 2 to 5 nm and their enhanced photo-stability, whereby signal detection is not diminished even after exposure to the acidic cell environment (Dahan et al. 2003).

1.3.1 Bioimaging

Quantum Dots (QDs) have been widely touted as new replacements for traditional dyes for the imaging of living cells and tissues. Due to their extremely small size QDs can, via specific and non-specific pathways penetrate and label both the exterior and interior of numerous cell types (Dubertret Benoit et al. 2002b, Gao Xiaohu et al. 2004b, Goldman et al. 2002, Jaiswal et al. 2004, Pinaud et al. 2004, Rosenthal et al. 2002b, Wu Xingyong et al. 2003b). The applications of QDs in biological imaging as shown in figure 1.5.
1.3.1.1 Fluorescent labeling of cell organelle, proteins and receptors

Labeling of cellular proteins with QDs has made rapid progress and attracted wide attention among cell biologists. Bio-functionalized QDs of different color or size have the ability to label cells. Cells labeled with these QDs give access to visualize all the organelle and different proteins of cells like nucleus/nuclear proteins, mitochondria, microtubules, actin filaments, endocytic compartments, mortalin and cyto-keratin etc as shown in table 1.2 under continuous illumination with multi-color imaging, which highlights the importance of these fluorophores over the conventional organic dyes which bleaches very easily (Medintz et al. 2005). It is very difficult for the larger QDs to enter into the cytoplasm of the cell crossing the cell membrane lipid bi-layer. This uptake will be accomplished by non-specific endocytosis, microinjection of QDs, conjugation of quantum dots to translocating proteins or cationic peptides, or membrane specific receptors where QDs often end up in cytoplasmic compartment of the cell (Ghasemi et al. 2009, Medintz et al. 2005). After entering into the cytoplasm of cell, QDs will disperse depending on their surface coating and pH stability. QDs will aggregate in the cytoplasm if they are capped with COOH-terminated groups, because of their poor stability in acidic environment of the cell, whereas protein-coated QDs will be dispersed in the cytoplasm of the cell (Medintz et al. 2005). Cell membrane receptors like glycine and erbB/HER and cell membrane protein biomarkers like p-glycoprotein, serotonin transport proteins, prostate-specific membrane antigen and Her2 proteins have been labeled with QDs enabling real-time tracking of biomarkers and imaging single molecules made QDs adventurous in recent times (Ghasemi et al. 2009, Medintz et al. 2005).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell organelle/ Proteins/ Receptors</th>
<th>Functional properties of QDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus/nuclear proteins or antigens</td>
<td>Brightness and photostability of QDs, probes and localise nucleus and nuclear antigens (Chen and Gerion 2004, Wu X. et al. 2003a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondria</td>
<td>QDs tracks and localises surrounding mitochondria (Derfus et al. 2004a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtubules and actin filaments</td>
<td>Brightness and photostability of QDs, probes and localise microtubules and actin (Wu X. et al. 2003a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocytic compartments</td>
<td>Vesicles which are formed on cell surface mediate both specific and non-specific uptake of foreign molecules (Hanaki et al. 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortalin</td>
<td>Heat shock 70 protein present in normal and precancerous cells shows different staining pattern by immune-fluorescence labeling and is a reliable marker in normal Vs transformed cell (Kaul et al. 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytokeratin</td>
<td>Cytoskeleton protein over-expressed in many skin cancer cells labelled with QDs (Sukhanova et al. 2004).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serotonin transport proteins</td>
<td>Transporter of serotonin on cell surface. Serotonin linked QD probes recognised and labelled serotonin-specific neurotransmitters as well as inhibited serotonin transportation in a dose dependent manner and explored serotonin transport mechanism (Rosenthal et al. 2002a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate-specific membrane antigen</td>
<td>Normal and cancerous prostate cells express this protein on their surfaces (Gao X. et al. 2004a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her2</td>
<td>Brightness and photostability of QDs, probes and localise marker protein (Her2) over-expressed by breast cancer cell surface (Wu X. et al. 2003a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine receptor</td>
<td>Neurotransmitter receptor on surface of spinal nerve cells whose main function is inhibition. Larger diffusion co-efficient of QDs helps in tracking QDs and analysing the trajectories (Dahan et al. 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erbB/HER</td>
<td>Cellular membrane receptor over-expressed in many cancers mediating cellular response to growth factors. QDs conjugated with EGF binds to the filopodium of cell. High photo-stability of QDs makes them enable to understand binding and internalization kinetics and this transduction mechanism is helpful in receptor-targeted therapeutics. (Lidke et al. 2004).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-glycoprotein</td>
<td>QDs labelled membrane glycoproteins to study heat stress effect (Minet et al. 2004) which is a mediator of multidrug resistance in cancer cells (Jaiswal et al. 2003).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Showing cell organelle, proteins and receptors in the cell labelled with QDs and their functional properties.
1.3.1.2 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is very helpful in measuring protein conformational changes, monitoring protein interactions and assaying of enzyme activity. It works on the basis of transfer of fluorescence energy from a donor particle to an acceptor particle whenever the distance between the donor and the acceptor is smaller than a critical radius called as Forster radius (Jamieson et al. 2007). Reports by Kagan et al. showed that resonance energy transfer occurred between closely packed CdSe QD solids (Kagan et al. 1996a, Kagan et al. 1996b). To monitor intracellular interactions and binding events, researchers are using QDs of 1-10 nm range, as FRET is very sensitive to molecular rearrangements in the range of 1-10 nm which will correlate to the size of biological macromolecules such as DNA, proteins and receptors (Medintz et al. 2005). Because of long-term photo-stability, QDs are extremely useful in the area of biosensors in a method to create an “on/off” switching capability via FRET whereby non-radiative energy transfer occurs between the QDs as highly efficient donors in FRET when coupled with a variety of acceptors, such as organic fluorophores or dyes as well as other QDs or metallic nano-particles which is helpful in real-time and continuous monitoring (Bailey et al. 2004). Because of broad absorption spectrum and narrow emission spectrum with continuous size tunable properties, QDs have unique advantage to use as donor surfaces in FRET by self-assembling acceptor dye-labeled proteins without spectral overlap by having multiple acceptor dyes interact with a single QD-donor substantially improved FRET efficiency (Bailey et al. 2004, Medintz et al. 2005). This means fluorescence resonance energy transfer occurs between QD donor/acceptor and organic dye acceptor/donor (Greenham et al. 2001, Kotov et al. 2001).

1.3.1.3 Gene technology

Because of broad absorption and narrow emission spectrums, several QDs can be excited at the same wavelength of light. This property of QDs could be exploited in high-throughput screening and analysis of genes, proteins and peptides. By multiplexing several QDs within a polymer bead assigned with bio-recognition molecules as many as six colors with ten different intensity levels for each color and exposed to multiple molecules of genes or proteins, it could give information about location, abundance and distribution of $10^6$ unique codes of different genes or proteins. But practically, 1000
different codes would be more than enough in standard terms for analyses as the present
techniques using organic flourophores with polymer microspheres would be limited to
give information about only 100 different codes (Azzazy et al. 2007, Bailey et al. 2004).
This application of QDs is popularly called as fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
to study the expression of specific RNA (Liu et al. 2006, Sealfon et al. 2005), DNA
2007). This technology facilitates the ultrasensitive simultaneous detection of multiple
RNA, DNA and protein markers in cell and tissue culture as well as in histological
sections.

1.3.1.4 Pathogen and toxin detection
Multiplexed QDs conjugated with antibodies would be helpful in immunoassays to
detect pathogens and toxins. After a brief incubation period of QDs conjugated with
antibodies, the unbound antibodies will be washed away leaving the amount of bound
antibodies to QDs flourophores. The unique spectral properties and resistance to photo
bleaching has made QDs possible for multiplexing in immunoassays (Bailey et al. 2004,
Medintz et al. 2005).

1.3.1.5 Tumor biology investigation
Imaging of multiple targets inside or on the surface of live cells simultaneously have
been made possible by characteristic narrow emission spectra of QDs which is a
breakthrough in early detection and identification of malignant tumors based on
multiple molecular markers. Using QDs as multiple color labels, it made possible in the
analysis of tissue samples by consuming less time for analysis while increasing the
number of biomarkers that needs to be examined (Bailey et al. 2004, Cho Y. H. et al.

1.3.1.6 Cell tracking
High photo-stability and the extraordinary brightness of QDs make them potential
applicants in the long-term for the tracking the particles in the living cells (Ruan and
Winter 2011). With these properties of QDs, Li et al. used QDs to detect the gene
silencing effect by co-transfected with small interfering RNA (siRNA) using cationic
liposomes, based upon an assumption that the biological effect of siRNA has direct correlation with the fluorescence intensity of QDs loaded in cells (Li Y. et al. 2011). The main major limitation with QDs in interruption of particle tracking is because of intermittent loss of fluorescence known as blinking. With the introduction of a new class of quantum dot-based composite nano-particles which exhibit near-continuous, alternating-color fluorescence and at the same time are able to discriminate aggregation status by observing the changes in color even while moving across the focal plane. These materials will greatly enhance particle tracking in cell biology and biophysics (Ruan and Winter 2011).

1.3.1.7 In vivo animal imaging

The advantages of in vivo animal imaging with QDs over other molecular imaging modalities like single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray computed tomography (CT) are due to their low cost and easy handling, no exposure of ionizing radiations, short acquisition times, and high sensitivity (Texier and Josser 2009). QDs have high-fluorescence photon flux due to high quantum yield in conjunction with high extinction coefficient. Long fluorescence lifetimes of QDs eliminated their auto-fluorescence by enabling time-gated imaging and improving the sensitivity of fluorescence detection in vivo. Because of their large surface to volume ratio, biocompatible QD conjugates are helpful in tumor targeting, metastatic tumor cell tracking, mapping of sentinel lymph nodes and tumor angiogenesis (Bentolila et al. 2009)

1.4 Intracellular uptake of QDs

Recent research on QDs shows that they are of much use as fluorescent labels in cellular and molecular live imaging applications in biology and biomedicine (Duan and Nie 2007, Prasad et al. 2010b, Xie et al. 2007). QDs can traverse through the epithelium of airway passages and vascular system and enter the cell organelle such as vesicles, lysosomes and endosomes because of their small size. This leads to aggregation of QDs as clusters inside living cells. This entrapment of QDs inside the cell organelle limits the interaction of QDs with the cytoplasm environment. As a result of this, little
information is known in terms of their interaction with other cell organelle and intracellular proteins inside living cells. To overcome this obstacle a study was done with cell-penetrating peptides like poly-arginine and TAT by conjugation with QDs. Even with the use of these conjugated QDs, the QDs were still getting entrapped inside the cell organelle like lysosomes, endosomes and vesicles thus limiting their use in cellular targeting and molecular diagnostics (Duan and Nie 2007, Ruan et al. 2007). QDs research with phagocytic cells shows phagocytic behaviour of cells with QDs rapid ingestion and accumulation of QDs in intracellular and nuclear regions. Various studies with negatively charged QDs by surface coating have shown strong tropism towards core histones and histone-rich cell organelle. This shows that the surface charge of QDs will determine the cellular uptake and their location within the cell. This is due to negatively charged QDs attracted to positively charged histones of nucleus. This is the reason why the bulk of TGA-capped CdTe QDs in our studies shows their location in the cytoplasm, surrounding the nucleus (Conroy et al. 2008).

QDs larger than 50 nm were taken up by cells through endocytotic process regardless of their surface conjugation but little is known about the uptake of QDs of smaller size less than 10 nm. Recent research on the uptake of QDs has shown that the QDs cell nonspecific binding depends on characteristic of QDs surface. Before using QDs as fluorescent labels, the main important factors to be taken into consideration are their stability, biocompatibility, non-toxic effect, ability to target and bind specific proteins and receptor sites. In order to achieve the above factors, thicker coatings on the surface of QDs may cause disadvantages in their application of manipulating the cell functions by preventing efficient transfer of electrons, holes or heat to the cells or decreasing local electric fields associated with the QDs. The increased radius of the QDs due to increase in thickness of protective surface coating may damage the bio-molecular machinery of the cell nucleus while passing through nuclear membrane pores which hinders to transport larger molecules of size more than 20 nm (Gomez N. et al. 2005a).

In our experiment, QDs were found to be localised within cytoplasm and around the nucleus and are heterogeneously distributed without entering inside the nucleus. Research studies done by Ruan et al. showed that QDs after entering into the nucleus and were entrapped by cell organelle like lysosomes, endosomes and vesicles. The nuclear pore complex and selective transport system mechanism of nucleus could be the hindering factors for the QDs to enter into nucleus (Ruan et al. 2007). In conclusion
based on research regarding the uptake of QDs inside the cells by several other groups shows that several known processes are involved that includes nonspecific uptake by endocytosis, where the QDs most often end up in endocytic compartments, direct microinjection of QDs in nanoliters of dispersion but is a tedious process and only applies to limited number of cells, electroporation process which physically pushes QDs across the membrane with different charges on QDs and mediated/targeted uptake of QDs based on the surface functionalization or modification of QDs by conjugating with various biological ligands and promoters (Mansur 2010, Medintz et al. 2005). The QD conjugate and its movement inside the cytoplasm of the cell was shown in figure 1.6 with the representation of cell membrane of lipids and proteins bilayer along with specific receptor molecules by QD-conjugate approximation in (a), affinity QD-ligand–cell receptor interaction at interface in (b) and early endosome by endocytotic process in (c) (Mansur 2010).

**Figure has been removed due to Copyright restrictions**

*Figure 1.6: Showing the representation of cell membrane with the lipids and proteins bilayer along with specific receptor molecules and the QD-conjugate approximation in (a); affinity ligand–cell receptor interaction at interface in (b); early endosome by endocytotic process in (c) (Adapted from Mansur 2010).*

### 1.5 Mechanism of interaction of QDs with Biological tissues

With quantum confinement of QDs by shrinkage in size it creates discontinuous crystal planes which increases the number of structural defects and also disrupts the well structured electronic configuration of the material, by giving rise to altered electronic properties as shown in figure 1.7 (Oberdorster et al. 2005). This leads to formation of specific surface groups and finally functions as reactive sites. These surface groups on QDs may make them catalytically active or passive and change their solubility in water by making them hydrophobic or hydrophilic, lipophobic or lipophilic. The toxicity of QDs is due to interaction of electron donor or acceptor active sites which are activated physically or chemically by molecular O₂. The additional formation of ROS is
generated from superoxide radical formation through dismutation or Fenton chemistry by electron capture. Some of the QDs coated with metals like iron and vanadium and also organic coatings lead to the formation of quinines through redox-cycling and catalytic chemistry (Nel A. et al. 2006a).

Figure 1.7: Showing schematic of mechanism of interaction of QD with biological tissues and illustrating the importance of composition of the material, electronic structure, bonded surface species of having metals, active or passive surface coatings and solubility along with the contribution of surface species and coatings and their interaction with other environmental factors such as activation of hole pairs.
1.6 Mechanism of cytotoxicity

There are four main different mechanisms that are leading to QDs cytotoxicity. The first mechanism is the release of toxic metals from the core of QDs. Second mechanism is the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Third mechanism is the QDs aggregation on the surface of cell and the last mechanism is the cytotoxicity of surface-covering molecules of QDs (Li K. G. et al. 2009a). Of course the other physical characteristics of QDs like the hydrodynamic size, surface charge and concentration also play a key role in the cytotoxicity of QDs (Bhirde et al. 2011).

1.6.1 Cyto-toxic effect of Cadmium ions

Free Cd$^{2+}$ plays a pivotal role in QD cytotoxicity at higher concentrations upon releasing into the internal environment of the cell. Cadmium metal is a potent immune-toxic pollutant to the internal environment of the cell and exhibits immune-toxicity, nephro-toxicity and hepato-toxicity. It also causes cytotoxicity with the substitution of physiological Zn along with induction of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Fragmentation of DNA is caused by cadmium ions, which is one of the hallmarks of apoptosis. Cadmium toxicity affects the cell by the induction of apoptosis. Apoptosis is a programmed cell death which involves activation of cell death machinery, Caspase-9, Apaf-1 and Cytochrome c. Some of the morphological features of the cell in apoptosis are chromatin margination along the nuclear membrane, nuclear condensation, budding and fragmentation as shown in figure 1.8. These morphological changes are due to Caspases, a family of cysteine proteases that carry out these complex biochemical events in the cell. Caspases family consists of initiator caspases like caspases-8, -9 and -12, whose main function is to activate downstream caspases and executor caspases like caspases-3, -6 and -7, whose main function is to degrade the cellular proteins (Kondoh M. et al. 2002a, Li K. G. et al. 2009a).

Previous research by Kondoh M. et al. has shown that induction of apoptosis is by cadmium ions, which activates Cytochrome c release from the mitochondria into the cytosol. By the release of Cytochrome c into the cytosol, Caspase-9 is activated, which then activates the Cytochrome c/Apaf-1 complex. In the mitochondrial-dependent pathway, Caspase-9 is an upstream caspase. Caspase-3 is a downstream caspase, which is then activated by the initiator Caspase-9. By the activation of downstream caspases,
such as caspase-3, we can conclude from this research that cadmium-induced apoptosis is thought to be activated by the mitochondrial dependent pathway (Kondoh M. et al. 2002a).

Cadmium ions (Cd\(^{2+}\)) have a higher binding affinity for sulfhydryl groups several times greater than its affinity for phosphate, chloride, carboxyl or amino groups. Metallothionein and Glutathione (GSH) compounds are rich in cysteine residues. Metallothionein (metal-binding protein) and intracellular GSH prevent the cell from cadmium toxicity. Metallothionein detoxifies cadmium by preventing Cd\(^{2+}\) ions reacting with target molecules by sequestering Cd\(^{2+}\) ions into an inert complex. Research studies have shown that metallothionein synthesis and defence mechanism occurs after GSH. GSH is the first line of defence against cadmium toxicity. GSH plays many key roles in protecting the cell against ROS and toxins, helps in protein and DNA synthesis, maintains integrity of cell membrane, regulates enzyme activities and also helps in maintenance of protein thiol groups in animal tissues and in the sulfhydryl group, it is the most abundant thiol compound. Oxidative stress in the cell is the first sign in the mechanism of cytotoxicity which shows GSH gets depleted. Recent research by K. G. Li et al. demonstrated that GSH depletion in CHL cells signalled the harmful effect of CdS QDs on the cellular antioxidant system. The experimental observation by Li and Rikans showed that the free cadmium ions released from the CdS QDs which do not possess a gelatine protective layer leads to reduction in GSH levels (Li K. G. et al. 2009a, Rikans and Yamano 2000b).

Cadmium ions disturb the lipid composition and thereby enhance lipid peroxidation and increases intracellular calcium concentration. Cadmium ions have high affinity to bind to thiol groups of proteins. This binding of cadmium ions with the essential proteins in the sulfhydryl group leads to inactivation of thiol proteins. This further causes cytoskeleton disorganisation and dysfunction of cell organelle like nuclei, mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum. This inactivation of thiol group proteins by unwanted binding of cadmium ions also affects the intracellular redox state which finally induces oxidative stress in the cell. This oxidative stress in the cell manifests many harmful effects including mitochondrial dysfunction which causes increased mitochondrial membrane permeability. This leads to release of cytochrome c with onset of apoptosis (Rikans and Yamano 2000b).
1.6.2 Cytotoxic effect of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) by QDs

The increase of ROS levels in the cell leading to changes in cellular morphology and damage as shown in figure 1.8 and 1.9 are triggered by different pathways.

1. Due to release of Cd$^{2+}$ ions from QDs inside the cell.

2. Due to damage of intracellular antioxidant system by QDs inside the cell- QD-induced cytotoxicity or cell death occurs due to the generation of ROS by QDs in the extracellular environment of the cell and also inside the cell. This ROS leads to damage of plasma membrane and intracellular organelle such as mitochondria and nucleus. As the mitochondria are very sensitive cell organelle and they get affected first as shown in figure 1.8 (Lovric et al. 2005a, Tsay and Michalet 2005).

3. Due to excitation, transfer of electron to oxygen takes place and this leads to formation of electron-hole pairs by QDs (Cho S. J. et al. 2007b, Tsay and Michalet 2005).

The raise of intracellular ROS levels by the above mechanisms finally leads to changes in cell morphology with enlargement of lysosomes and rounding of mitochondria (Cho S. J. et al. 2007b) along with damage of the DNA, proteins and membrane lipids. The studies done by K. G. Li et al. showed that by surface modification of CdSe or CdTe QDs, the cellular damage by the release of free cadmium ions from QDs can be significantly reduced. In the same study by K. G. Li et al. have shown a rise in ROS levels by 20-30% in cells treated with the CdS QDs when compared to the untreated controls and concluded that the CdS QDs promoted the intracellular ROS production. This difference of the increase of ROS levels when compared with controls is due to excitation of CdS QDs or by damage of intracellular antioxidant system by CdS QD
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Figure 1.8: Showing proposed mechanism of QD-induced cytotoxicity by naked QDs
[Adapted from (Lovric et al. 2005a)]
interaction inside the cell. It also concluded that the QDs produce ROS in the presence or absence of light (Li K. G. et al. 2009a). So the ligands on QD surface may be effective in preventing surface corrosion and release of cadmium ions. The surface modification of gelatine coating of TGA CdTe QDs in our research would be highly biocompatible and prevents release of toxic cadmium ions from the core of QDs and also reduces surface corrosion of QDs.

Figure 1.9: Showing schematic representation of the pathways involved in the cytotoxicity of CdTe QDs in live cells in vitro, highlighting the prominent changes in the morphology of cell, the chemical reactions and reactive oxygen species leading to the formation of ROS and also free $\text{Cd}^{2+}$ ion release.

1.6.3 Cytotoxic effect of surface covering molecules of QDs

Hoshino et al. in their study investigating different surface covering molecules of QDs such as mercapto-undecanoic acid (MUA), cysteamine, and thioglycerol, trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and zinc sulphide (ZnS) showed the effect of
cytotoxicity of these surface covering molecules. MUA caused severe cytotoxicity with damage of DNA of the cells. Cysteamine were less genotoxic. Thioglycerol was less toxic. TOPO was both cytotoxic and genotoxic compound. No significant cytotoxicity was observed with ZnS. It is prudent therefore that the surface-covered functional groups and bio-molecules covering the surface of QDs plays a pivotal role in the biological behaviour of whole QDs (Hoshino et al. 2004b).

The QDs in our study have a heavy metal core packed with cadmium telluride (CdTe) which is responsible for the fluorescence properties of QDs. An intermediate shell made of thioglycolic acid (TGA), which is non-emissive and also acts as a stabiliser. The outer protective layer is made of gelatine, which originates from collagen of animal bones and skin and is suitable in biological applications because of its biocompatibility by preventing the leakage of heavy metals from the core (Pathak et al. 2006a). This gelatine is a natural macromolecule which is non-toxic, inexpensive, biodegradable, less immunogenic and chemical modification is easy and also prevents non-specific binding possesses several functional groups on its surface for covalent modification by binding with different drugs and ligands (Balthasar et al. 2005, Coester et al. 2006). By conjugating the highly luminescent gelatinated QDs to proteins, peptides and other biological macromolecules to live cell cultures will reveal the mechanistic pathways of their transport inside the cell (Byrne S. J. et al. 2006). The quantum yield (QY) of the QDs can be enhanced by effectively capping the defects of heavy metal core of QDs with TGA acting as epitaxial-type shell because of large band gap. The surface layer of long chain biopolymer molecules of QDs has the ability to counteract the toxic effect of CdTe core (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a).

1.6.4 Cytotoxic effect of aggregation of QDs

A fundamental problem of QDs is that of aggregation and accumulation, which are particularly prevalent upon entrapment in organelles such as vesicles, endosomes and lysosomes inside living cells (Derfus et al. 2004a, c, Lee H. M. et al. 2009). If the physicochemical properties get changed, the number concentration of the QDs also changes. The size, size distribution, surface-to-volume ratio and the surface reactivity of QDs gets altered. These are the important parameters that play a pivotal role in the toxicity of QDs and get altered by aggregation. Therefore it is important to take these changes into consideration before assessing the cytotoxicity of QDs (Dhawan and
Sharma 2010, Teeguarden et al. 2007, Wick et al. 2007). It is understood that the QDs can traverse various barriers of the biological system of different cells because of their small size. Small size gives larger surface area and aggregation of QDs leads to decrease in total available surface area, which causes alteration in biological response. This finally leads to underestimation of cytotoxic potential of QDs which is important in drug delivery and also in assessment of threshold levels of their safety or toxicity (Dhawan and Sharma 2010). QDs after entering inside the cells because of their interaction with the macromolecules like proteins, the rate and extent of aggregation may alter (Balbus et al. 2007, Dhawan and Sharma 2010). This aggregation of QDs inside the cell may lead to change of hemostasis of the cell environment could finally lead to toxicity (Bhirde et al. 2011). There is possibility that QDs may show their toxic effects as aggregates by the release of toxic chemicals (Nel A. et al. 2006b).

1.7 Cytotoxicity of QDs *in-vitro*

Quantum Dots (QDs), though an attractive diagnostic and therapeutic tool, have the major disadvantage of being cytotoxic in nature, due to their cadmium components (Li K. G. et al. 2009b, Lovric et al. 2005a). One significant problem with QDs is their heavy metal composition (Kondoh Masuo et al. 2002b, Limaye and Shaikh 1999, Rikans and Yamano 2000a), which has given genuine cause for concern due to their potential cytotoxicity (Kondoh Masuo et al. 2002b, Nel Andre et al. 2006b, Rikans and Yamano 2000a). In an effort to combat this problem, much research has been conducted into the mechanisms that result in QDs acting as toxic agents once exposed to a cellular environment (Derfus et al. 2004b, E. Chang et al. 2006, Guo Guoning et al. 2007a, Hoshino et al. 2004c, Kirchner et al. 2005a, Lovrić et al. 2005, Wang Lin et al. 2008b) and ways of reducing their toxicological impact via non-toxic coatings (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a). The difference in size can also affect their uptake may lead to alterations in cellular activity and cytotoxicity (Gomez Natalia et al. 2005b, Osaki et al. 2004).

Due to inherent cytotoxicity and interference of QDs with the cellular process, it leads to cell death within hours of adding the QDs (Chan W. H. et al. 2006b, Lovric et al. 2005b). To counteract this problem, several investigations have been carried out by modifying the QDs where hepatocytes were exposed to mercaptoacetic acid coated CdSe QDs; it was shown that the cellular activity of hepatocytes was not affected and
thereby coating of QDs reduced the cytotoxicity (Derfus et al. 2004c). Another study on HeLa cells by capping of ZnS/CdSe QDs with dihydrolipoic acid showed that after one week the QDs have little effect on the cells and thereby coating helped in reducing the cytotoxicity (Jaiswal et al. 2003). This indicates that the modification of QDs by surface coatings with an effective molecule helps in reducing the cytotoxicity of QDs.

The following table 1.3 shows the study of toxicity of QDs by different authors with various sizes and types of QDs in vitro, co-incubated using numerous cell lines and observed cytotoxicity, the mechanism of uptake, pathways involved and also the significant findings observed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Quantum Dots</th>
<th>Size of Quantum Dots</th>
<th>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</th>
<th>Concentration of QDs used</th>
<th>Duration of treatment</th>
<th>Cytotoxicity observed</th>
<th>Mechanism of uptake</th>
<th>Pathways involved</th>
<th>Significant findings</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-PEI QDs microencapsulated within PEG-terminated microcapsules of PSS and PAH</td>
<td>Free QDs is 14–16 nm and QDMC is 3–5µm.</td>
<td>Human dermal fibroblasts (HDF)</td>
<td>0.05–50 nM QDs or microencapsulated QDMCs</td>
<td>12–48h</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity is dose- and time-dependent and present in both free QDs and CdCl₂-treated cells. No significant change in metabolic activity was observed until 48 hr in cells treated with QDMC</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Microencapsulation of the QDs decreased cytotoxicity, without compromise of luminescence which is a precursor of functionality</td>
<td>(Romoser et al. 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTe and CdS/ZnS core-shell-shell (CSS) QDs</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293 cells)</td>
<td>0, 18.75, 37.5, 75, 150 and 300 nM</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>CdTe QDs are cytotoxic for HEK293 and CSS-QDs showed less reduction in metabolic activity</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Cd²⁺ released from CdTe QDs and nanoscale effect of QDs are the causes of cytotoxicity</td>
<td>(Su Y. et al. 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTe, CdTe/CdS, CdTe/CdS/ZnS QDs were</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>K562 and HEK293T human cell</td>
<td>0.2–3.0µM</td>
<td>0–48 h</td>
<td>Cells treated with CdTe and CdTe/CdS QDs were mostly</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>ZnS shells may protect from release of Cd²⁺ and</td>
<td>(Su Y. Y. et al. 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synthesized in aqueous solution</td>
<td>lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nonviable by 48 h for all concentrations tested. Cells treated with CdTeS/CdS/ZnS QDs showed no toxicity up to 48 h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>resulting cytotoxicity. Other reports shows that residual organic solvents in non-aqueous QD preparations may have resulted in QD independent cytotoxicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-PEG (EviTag T1 490 QDs).</td>
<td>1.4-2.5nm diameter</td>
<td>Caco-2 (human colon carcinoma) cell line</td>
<td>0.84–105µM</td>
<td>0–24 h</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity induced cell detachment</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Acid treatment by simulated gastric fluid increased the toxicity of PEG coated QDs, likely by inducing release of free Cd^{2+} by QDs degradation</td>
<td>(Wang L. et al. 2008a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe</td>
<td>2.38 nm diameter</td>
<td>Primary rat Hippocampal neuron cells</td>
<td>1, 10, and 20nM</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>Cells treated with 1nM QDs for 24 h showed no decrease in cell viability.</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>CdSe QDs induced death of neuronal cells in a dose-dependent Manner and induce dysregulation of cytoplasmic calcium levels in neuronal cells</td>
<td>(Tang M. et al. 2008a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-Cys, CdTe-MPA, CdTe-Cys, CdTe-NAC</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>MCF-7 (human breast cancer) cell line</td>
<td>10 µg/ml</td>
<td>1–24 h</td>
<td>Treatment of cells with all forms of CdTe QDs resulted in significant cell death at both 1 and 24 h. CdTe QDs are toxic and CdSe/ZnS QDs are not cytotoxic.</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Photo-oxidative pathways leading to reactive oxygen species</td>
<td>Release of free Cd(^{2+}) ions by CdTe QDs but not CdSe/ZnS QDs. CdTe QDs induce cell death via both Cd(^{2+}) ion dependent</td>
<td>(Cho S. J. et al. 2007b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe in PLA nano-particles, coated with F-68 (non-ionic), CTAB (-ve charge), or SDS (+ve charge)</td>
<td>159 nm-266 nm diameter</td>
<td>HepG2 (human hepatoma) cell line</td>
<td>0–400 ppm</td>
<td>12–72 h</td>
<td>Cells treated with CdSe/ ZnS QDs were mostly viable after 24 h of exposure.</td>
<td>generation and independent (ROS) mechanisms</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>CdSe QDs modified with F-68 have low cytotoxicity based on observation of 80% or better cell viability up on treatment with QDs. Surface modification with non-ionic F-68 is less cytotoxic than modification with</td>
<td>(Guo G. N. et al. 2007b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS QDs of two different sizes and shapes: QD-565 and QD-655 coated with PEG (neutral), PEG-amine (-ve charge), or polyacrylic acid (+ve charge).</td>
<td>4.6 nm-12 nm</td>
<td>Primary neonatal human epidermal keratinocytes (HEKs)</td>
<td>0, 0.2, 2.0 and 20nM</td>
<td>24 and 48 h</td>
<td>+ve QDs showed more cytotoxicity with 20nM concentration resulting in loss in viability by 24 h for both sizes of QDs. Treatment of HEKs with -ve charged QDs for both sizes at 20nM resulting in loss of cell viability at 48 h only. PEG-coated QDs had no effect on viability, except 20nM PEG-QD-655 resulted in some loss of viability</td>
<td>Non-selective endocytosis</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>QDs with neutral surface coatings are less toxic to skin cells than QDs with +ve or -ve charged surface coatings. Positively charged QDs induced release of cytokines (IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8).</td>
<td>(Ryman-Rasmussen et al. 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTe QDs</td>
<td>red (6 nm), yellow (4 nm), and green (2 nm) variants tested</td>
<td>HepG2 (human hepatoma) cell line</td>
<td>0–100 µM</td>
<td>48 h</td>
<td>50% reduction in viability activity at concentrations of 19.1, 4.8, and 3.0 µM for red, yellow, and green QDs respectively</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Smaller QDs appeared to be more cytotoxic than larger QDs (Zhang Y. et al. 2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-peptide QDs</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>HEK 293T/17 (human embryonic kidney) and COS-1 (African)</td>
<td>15–250nM</td>
<td>1 h-acute, 24 h-chronic</td>
<td>Varying concentration of QDs at 1 h showed little or no cytotoxicity. At 24 h showed significant cell death at higher QDs concentrations (60–</td>
<td>Endocytosis</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>There is difference between toxic effects following acute (1 h) and chronic (24 h) exposure of QDs Cell type- (Delehanty et al. 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS QDs that were both PEG coated and silanized</td>
<td>8-10 nm diameter</td>
<td>Human HSF-42 (skin fibroblast) and IMR-90 (lung fibroblast) cell lines</td>
<td>0, 8, or 80nM (80nM ¼ 40 mg/ml at M.W. of 500 kDa, or approx. 5 3 1010 QD per mm3).</td>
<td>48 h</td>
<td>No decrease in cell numbers or increased apoptosis or necrosis at 48 h and slight increase in skin but not lung fibroblasts</td>
<td>Endocytosis and intracellular transport pathway</td>
<td>Transcript ion regulatory pathway</td>
<td>QDs were internalized into cells after 48 h of exposure. Nearly 0.2% of genes was significantly differentially expressed in QDs-treated skin fibroblasts vs controls.</td>
<td>(Zhang T. et al. 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTe QDs</td>
<td>2.1 to 5.3nm</td>
<td>PC12 (rat pheochronoc</td>
<td>0.01–100 µg/ml</td>
<td>2-24 h</td>
<td>10µg/ml is cytotoxic</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Signal transducti</td>
<td>Distribution in the subcellular</td>
<td>(Lovric et al. 2005b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius</td>
<td>ytoma) and N9 (murine microglia) cell lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>on pathways of apoptosis and cell death</td>
<td></td>
<td>compartment of QDs depends on the size of QDs and QD-induced cytotoxicity can be altered by drugs</td>
<td>(Lovric et al. 2005a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA-coated CdTe</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Human breast cancer cells (MCF-7)</td>
<td>5 or 10 mg/ml</td>
<td>4-24 h</td>
<td>QDs lost protective coating and became naked causing injury to cells by damaging plasma membrane, mitochondrion, and nucleus and finally lead to cell death</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>cellular damage mediated by Reactive oxygen species (ROS)</td>
<td>QD induced cytotoxicity by nonclassical apoptosis and its role in subcellular compartments was observed</td>
<td>(Lovric et al. 2005a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-MUA</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Vero and HeLa cell lines;</td>
<td>0–0.4 mg/ml</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>Toxicity observed at 0.2 mg/ml in Vero cells, 0.1 mg/ml in</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Glycolytic pathways</td>
<td>Attention is needed when MUA-QDs applied to living</td>
<td>(Shiohara et al. 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-SSA</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>primary human hepatocytes</td>
<td>HeLa cells and 0.1 mg/ml in hepatocytes</td>
<td>organisms even at low concentrations</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>QD-labeling was stable and did not affect either cell activation or function</td>
<td>(Hoshino et al. 2004a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS conjugates: NH2, OH, OH/COOH, H2/OH, MUA, COOH</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>EL-4 cells (mouse lymphocyte)</td>
<td>0.1–0.4 mg/ml</td>
<td>0–24 h</td>
<td>0.1 mg/ml showed altered cell growth; most cells are dead at 0.4 mg/ml.</td>
<td>Endocytosis</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Properties of QDs are not related to those of QD-core materials but to molecules covering the surface of QDs</td>
<td>(Hoshino et al. 2004b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe-MAA, TOPO QDs</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>WTK1 cells</td>
<td>2µM QD-COOH induced DNA damage at 2 h.</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Surface oxidation by variety of pathways led to</td>
<td>(Derfus et al. 2004c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Primary rat hepatocytes</td>
<td>Concentration of 62.5 µg/ml was cytotoxic under oxidative/</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS</td>
<td>8-10nm</td>
<td>HeLa cells</td>
<td>10 pmol QDs per 10,000 cells (approx. 10nM)</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>10nM QD had minimal impact on cell survival.</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>formation of reduced Cd on the QD surface and release of free Cd$^{+2}$ correlated with cell death</td>
<td>(Chen and Gerion 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-DHLA</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Dictyostelium discoideum and HeLa cells</td>
<td>400–600nM</td>
<td>45–60 min</td>
<td>No effect on cell growth was observed</td>
<td>Endocytosis</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Labeling of cells with QDs did not interfere their growth or differentiation</td>
<td>(Jaiswal et al. 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avidin-conjugated CdSe/ZnS QDs</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>HeLa cells</td>
<td>0.5–1.0 µM</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>No effect of cell growth or development noted.</td>
<td>QD-antibody bioconjugates selectively label only those</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>(Jaiswal et al. 2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Size of Quantum Dots</td>
<td>Cells, Tissue or Organism tested</td>
<td>Concentration of QDs used</td>
<td>Duration of treatment</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity observed</td>
<td>Mechanism of uptake</td>
<td>Pathways involved</td>
<td>Significant findings</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/ZnS-MUA QDs; QD-SSA complexes</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Vero cells</td>
<td>0.24 mg/ml</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>MUA/SSA-QD complexes did not affect the viability of Vero cells.</td>
<td>Endocytosis</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>MUA-QD/SSA complex is highly photo-stable endosome marker for long-life use</td>
<td>(Hanaki et al. 2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.3: Showing the study of toxicity of QDs by different authors with various sizes and types of QDs in vitro using numerous cell lines and observed cytotoxicity, the mechanism of uptake, pathways involved along with the significant findings observed.*
1.8 Summary of advantages, disadvantages and drawbacks for QDs applications in Biology and Medicine

1.8.1 Advantages of QDs

1. Different size of the QDs shows different color enabling them to be used as multiple color labels simultaneously by simply using different sized QDs.
2. Optical properties like fluorescence, resistance to photo-bleaching.
3. Serve as vehicles for integration of diagnostic imaging and therapeutic drug delivery, a potentially transformative clinical paradigm.
4. High surface to volume ratios enables modification with surface functional groups.

1.8.2 Disadvantages of QDs:

1. Cyto-toxicity issues.
2. Cellular uptake mechanism not understood.

1.8.3 Drawbacks for QDs applications in Biology and Medicine

1.8.3.1 Cytotoxicity of QDs:

1. Cytotoxicity and the potential interference of QDs labelling with cellular processes.
2. At higher concentrations, effects on embryo development have been noticed (Dubertret B. et al. 2002a).
3. Effects on cell viability, morphology, function, or development over the duration of the experiments at QD concentrations needs to be optimized for labelling efficiency.

1.8.3.2 Surface modification and the stability of QDs:

1. The less protected the core or core/shell material is, the faster the appearance of signs of interference with cell viability or function (2), with release of
Cd\(^{2+}\) or Te\(^{2-}\) ion reported in both core and core-shell QDs (Derfus et al. 2004c, Kloepfer et al. 2003).

2. QDs are not completely innocuous, but a safe range likely exists in which they can accomplish their task without major interference with the processes under study.

3. QDs are more stable in powder form than in colloidal state (soluble form). But the powdered form needs to be handled very carefully as inhalation of QDs leads to pulmonary toxicity. So the powdered form is more hazardous. The advantage of powered form is that there is no aggregation of QDs. In colloidal state, QDs are less hazardous to handle but there is more chance of aggregation of QDs.

4. Extensive scrutiny of cytotoxicity and stability of QDs will naturally be needed before QDs can be used in biological and medical procedures.

1.9 Fabricated QDs available by commercial process

There are so many fabricated QDs which are commercially available. The molecular probes (Invitrogen) from Life technologies (http://www.invitrogen.com), Cytodiagnostics (http://www.cytodiagnostics.com/), Ocean NanoTech (http://oceannanotech.com) and mkNANO (http://www.mknano.com) are supplying fabricated QDs in commercial process.

1.10 Gelatinated Cadmium Telluride Quantum Dots

The QDs used in our project are specifically made for our purpose to study the cytotoxicity of QDs in vitro which are fabricated and supplied with the coating of gelatine for cadmium telluride QDs capped with thioglycolic acid (TGA) from our collaborator Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.

In our project two different sized QDs of red and orange were coated with gelatine and were compared to red and orange non-gelatine coated QDs to investigate if there was any difference in the cellular activity on cells and their differential expression of genes.
The schematic structure of gelatinated and non-gelatinated Quantum Dots as shown in figure 1.10 for our study were prepared according to the published methods (Byrne S. J. et al. 2006). The characteristics of QDs in table 1.4 shows the coating on the QDs and the surface of core QDs, Photo-Luminescence (PL) emission peak and absorption peak wavelengths, the quantum yield, core size, hydrodynamic diameter and Zeta potential of QDs. The quantum yield is the efficiency at which the QD emits light relative to the absorbed light and at room temperature it was determined by comparing the nanocrystals integrated emission of the QDs with the emission of Rhodamine 6G in absolute ethanol which had a quantum efficiency of 95% (Byrne S. J. et al. 2006). The characteristics of the QDs such as quantum yield and the size can be controlled during their synthesis by varying certain conditions like adjusting the ratio of Cd:Te and Cd:TGA (Byrne S. J. et al. 2006). Using CdO as a precursor, high quality Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) QDs can been produced (Peng X. G. and Peng 2001).

Figure 1.10: Showing schematic structure of gelatinated and non-gelatinated Quantum Dots (QDs) synthesised and supplied by Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QD type</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Absorbance peak (nm)</th>
<th>PL emission peak (nm)</th>
<th>Quantum Yield (nm) (+/- 0.1)</th>
<th>Core size (nm)</th>
<th>Hydrodynamic diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red non-gel</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange non-gel</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red gel</td>
<td>TGA-gelatine</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange gel</td>
<td>TGA-gelatine</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.4: Showing different characteristics of Quantum Dots (QDs) synthesised (various types of colours such as red and orange upon observation with naked eye) and supplied by Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.*

1.11 Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS or silicone)

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS or silicone) elastomers exhibit a broad range of beneficial properties that are exploited in biomaterials as shown in figure 1.11. Biomaterials, from breast implants to coronary stents, have evolved over time without a clear understanding of the properties that lead to optimal biocompatibility (Ratner et al. 2004).
Surface topography plays a significant role in biological processes such as cell attachment (Khorasani and Mirzadeh 2004, Kidambi et al. 2007, Lee J. N. et al. 2004, Toworfe et al. 2004), motility, proliferation (Kidambi et al. 2007, Li B. et al. 2006, Yim et al. 2005), differentiation (Liao et al. 2003), as well as regulation of gene expression (Kyriakides et al. 1999): these biological processes are important criteria for implant acceptance. It is well known that surface characteristics such as roughness, texture, surface free energy, surface charge and chemical composition all play key roles in cell adhesion and growth, and that the nature of a biomaterial surface governs the phenotypic response of interacting cells (Ratner et al. 2004). The roughness of the implant surface can have significant influence on the cellular behaviour (McLucas et al. 2006) and thus the foreign body reaction (Kao et al. 1994, Kyriakides et al. 1999, Rice et al. 1998) can be minimized by critical adjustment of the roughness (Mirzadeh et al. 2003).
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS or silicone) is a versatile polymer because of its biological stability (Chang et al. 2007, Kheir et al. 1998) and low toxicity (Chang et al. 2007), the ease with which the hardness of silicone elastomers can be controlled, and its ability to be easily molded and shaped (Kheir et al. 1998). These properties make it suitable for a variety of applications such as breast implants (Backovic and Wolfram 2007), cochlear implants (Abbasi et al. 2006, Mirzadeh and Abbasi 2004), maxillofacial reconstruction (Kheir et al. 1998), artificial corneas (Klenkler et al. 2005), artificial skin, soft contact lenses (Nicolson and Vogt 2001), and coatings for pacemaker leads. In some cases, however, problems can arise at silicone elastomer interfaces. With breast implants, for example, the fibrous capsule that forms at the silicone interface can undergo contracture, which can lead to the need for revision surgery. The relationship between surface topography and wound healing – which could impact on the degree of contracture – has not been examined in detail.

The wound healing response at the external surface of a silicone implants leads to the formation of a fibrous capsule. Capsule formation can be either interrupted or unduly enhanced by infection, immune reaction, implant migration, or extrusion (Kheir et al. 1998). In the case of breast implants, the capsule can undergo significant contracture (shrinkage), a condition that can be painful and require revision operations (Barr et al. 2009).

Silicone breast implants are sold with smooth surfaces, or surfaces that are rough at the hundreds of microns scale. The rough surfaces are designed to facilitate tissue infiltration. However, the impact of silicone roughness at the sub-micron level on healing has not been examined in detail. Changing the roughness of PDMS at this length scale may modulate fibroblast growth and proliferation, which in turn may affect post-implantation fibrous capsule formation and could also facilitate tissue reconstruction procedures (Kidambi et al. 2007).

1.12 Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS or silicone) of nanosurface roughness

The chemical structure of PDMS elastomer before and after etching process along with polymerisation/depolymerisation by equilibration was shown in figure 1.12. The microscopic physical structure of PDMS or silicone (nano-roughness) was shown in
The PDMS or silicone (nano-surface roughness) of varying surface roughnesses were supplied by our collaborator Prof. Michael A. Brook group, Department of Chemistry, McMaster University, Ontario, Canada. They have recently developed synthetic methodologies that introduce roughness on silicone elastomer surfaces of up to hundreds of nanometers without changing the chemical composition of the surface. We investigated these silicone samples and correlate the ability of 3T3 fibroblasts to adhere and proliferate on silicone surfaces (nano-surface roughness) with different surface topographies at the sub-micron scale as shown in table 1.4.

Figure 1.12: Showing the chemical structure of PDMS or silicone elastomer samples. Elastomer etching process in (A) and silicone polymerization/depolymerization by equilibration in (B) provided by Prof. Michael A. Brook group, Department of Chemistry, McMaster University, Ontario, Canada (Prasad et al. 2010a).

Figure 1.13: Showing the scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of smooth PDMS or silicone (20nm roughness) sample.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Smooth</th>
<th>Bumpy</th>
<th>Very Rough</th>
<th>Very Rough</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optical Profiler (Rq roughness)</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>150 nm</td>
<td>300 nm</td>
<td>400 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Force Microscopy (Ra roughness)</td>
<td>88 nm</td>
<td>378 nm</td>
<td>604 nm</td>
<td>650 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.4: Showing varying roughness of PDMS or silicone nano-surfaces obtained by the optical profiler (Optical profiler data provided by Prof. Michael A. Brook group, Department of Chemistry, McMaster University, Ontario, Canada) and atomic force microscopy in nanometre scale.*
CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Synthesis of Quantum Dots

2.1.1 Protocol for Synthesis of Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) Thioglycolic Acid (TGA) - capped Quantum Dots

Materials:
Aluminium Telluride (Al₂Te₃), Cadmium (Cd), Thioglycolic Acid (TGA), Millipore water, NaOH, H₂SO₄, Isopropanol, 50 ml tubes, syringe, round bottomed flasks, rubber stopper, stirrer, reflux apparatus, condenser, evaporator apparatus, gel chromatography apparatus, argon gas supply and centrifuge. All chemicals for QD synthesis were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Al₂Te₃ was purchased from Cerac Inc.

Method:
The whole synthesis is carried out in argon atmosphere with vigorous stirring continuously. Prepare the experimental setup as shown in figure 2.1. 100ml of Millipore water is degassed by bubbling argon. Aluminium Telluride (Al₂Te₃) in flask is placed under vacuum in order to ensure no air is present. Once in vacuum, argon is released into the flask. This argon bubbled Telluride is taken from the main flask in a smaller round bottomed flask carefully by switching out another round bottomed flask so as not to allow air to get in. The argon is still bubbling so as to ensure a constant argon vacuum. The Telluride is then measured and emptied into a three-necked round bottomed flask with a septum and valves and is deaerated by N₂ bubbling for approximately 30 minutes. We then work out how much Cadmium and Thioglycolic Acid (TGA) (stabiliser) we need for amount of Telluride used. The ratio of cadmium to telluride to thioglycolic acid is 1:0.25:1.4.
Cadmium and TGA are added to Millipore water and are placed in a three-necked round bottomed flask set up on reflux apparatus. Argon gas tap is switched off from aluminium telluride flask and now flows into flask containing Cd and TGA. At first this solution is a cloudy frothy milky colour which tells us that it is too acidic. Then 2 M NaOH solutions are added until the colour changes to clear/transparent and the pH reads 11. When appropriate, 0.3 gm of gelatine was added to the solution.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the experimental set-up for the synthesis of thioglycolic acid-capped CdTe QDs coated with gelatine (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a) supplied by Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.

Under stirring, to a known weight of Al₂Te₃, 15ml of H₂SO₄ solution is slowly added to the telluride by drop-wise addition through a syringe placed into the rubber stopper to generate the H₂Te gas which bubbles into the Cd/ TGA or Cd/TGA/gelatine (pH 11) solution through a funnel under a slow argon flow. All telluride has been reacted with, so an excess of H₂SO₄ and a stirrer is used. Once all the telluride has been reacted with, the CdTe stabilised with TGA is then left on reflux for 100 minutes (time depending on size of particles required). The resulting non-luminescent solution was then heated under reflux. Once the QDs reached the desired size, the reflux was stopped. The flask is also attached to a condenser to ensure all H₂O is not evaporated. Samples are spectroscopically characterised at different time intervals to generate a range of different size distributions. The concentration of QDs was deduced from the UV-vis absorption spectrum, by applying the Brus equation to obtain the average diameter which was corrected for size distribution using the PL Full Width at Half Maximum.
(FWHM). By deducting the extinction coefficient and finally applying the Beer's law, the concentration of QDs were calculated.

Partial evaporation of water to ensure a concentration of $10^{-4}$ takes place using an evaporator. Purification of sample must then take place to remove any residual reagents in solution when sample is to be used for biological application. The sample runs through gel chromatography apparatus to generate purified QDs sample. Centrifugation of solution to generate pellet of CdTe TGA stabilised QDs, pellet must be all red to be viable to use. Isopropanol was added to solution to ensure better aggregation of quantum dots during centrifugation. After isopropanol has been added, solution is centrifuged again to generate second fraction. This process was repeated until the isopropanol had no effect anymore. Fractions are stored at 4°C. Concentration of each fraction was approximately $2 \times 10^{-4}$ M and this was diluted down by dissolving in de-ionised sterile water for biological use (Byrne S. J. et al. 2006, Gaponik et al. 2002). The crude solutions were purified via size selective precipitation and individual fractions were characterised by UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) emission spectroscopy ($\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ 425 nm). Prior to initiating cell culturing experiments, the QDs were further purified on a sephadex-G25 column. This enabled us to remove any residual un-reacted moieties that may have been present from the original crude solution. Two differently sized batches of QDs (for both gel and non-gel QDs) were synthesised to allow us to investigate if the additional parameter of QD size had any impact on cell response.

2.2 Optical and Physical Characterisation

2.2.1 UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy

A Shimadzu UV-1601 UV - Visible Spectrophotometer was used to measure QD and metallic nanoparticles absorption. Most of the scans were carried in the 300-700 nm range although this was extend in some special cases; required to scan up to 1100 nm while the presence of oligonucleotides was assessed by scanning down to 200 nm in order to measure the characteristic absorption peak at 260 nm.
2.2.2 Photo-luminescence (PL) Spectroscopy

A Varian-Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer was used to determine the photo-luminescence (PL) Spectra of the QDs. Photoluminescence measurements were performed at room temperature. The excitation wavelength was 480 nm and the emission was detected in the range 490-700 nm. The Quantum Yields (QY) were calculated from the PL spectra (wavelength emission or absorption) using Rhodamine B as a reference. The room-temperature PL quantum efficiency of TGA-capped CdTe QDs was estimated by comparing with Rhodamine-6G in ethanol, which is assumed to have PL QE of 95%.

2.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

A JEOL 3011 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) was used to determine the size distribution of the QDs and for imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QDs type and colour</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Absorbance peak (nm)</th>
<th>PL emission peak (nm)</th>
<th>Quantum Yield</th>
<th>Size (nm) (+/- 0.1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red non-gel</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange non-gel</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red gel</td>
<td>TGA-gelatine</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange gel</td>
<td>TGA-gelatine</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Showing different characteristics of Quantum Dots (QDs) synthesised (various types of colours such as red and orange upon observation with naked eye) and supplied by Prof. Yurii K. Gunko group, Inorganic Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin.

2.3 Cell Culture of undifferentiated PC12 cells with QDs

2.3.1 PC12 cell seeding and treatment with QDs for imaging and cellular activity

Materials

PC12 cells (cell line derived from a transplatable pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal medulla) were used for this study (Greene and Tischler 1976). Dulbecco’s Modification
of Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), 1X Trypsin-EDTA solution, Poly-L-lysine (PLL) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. T-75 flasks, 5, 10 and 25 ml pipettes and 96-well flat tissue culture plates were purchased from Sarstedt. Nunc tissue culture–treated 48-well plates were purchased from Biosciences. Permonax four-well chamber slides were purchased from Lab-Tek (Nalgene Nunc International).

**Methods**

PC12 cells were cultured in medium (DMEM supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin) @ 37 °C and 5% CO₂ atmosphere. All the tissue culture plates and chamber slides were treated with 0.001% Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) for 24 hours.

**Chamber slides for imaging:** Cells were seeded into four-well chambers at density of $10^5$ cells/cm². After 24 hours, QDs (10% of amount of Medium) of sizes ranging from ~4.5-4.7 nm (Red Gel, Red Non-gel) and ~2.4-2.6nm (Orange Gel and Orange Non-gel) were added to make final concentrations of QDs to $10^{-9}$ M and were incubated for 72 hours.

**48- well plates for AlamarBlue Assay:** PC12 cells were seeded at density of $10^5$ cells/cm² in three 48-well micro-plates (Nunc) as triplicates. After 24 h, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of $10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ M and were incubated for 24, 48 and 72 hours. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive controls had cells with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were treated with QDs with culture medium and no cells. Background controls were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium.

**48- well plates for PicoGreen Assay:** PC12 cells were seeded at density of $10^5$ cells/cm² in three 48-well micro-plates (Nunc) as triplicates. After 24 h, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of $10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ M and were incubated for 24, 48 and 72 hours. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive controls had cells with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were
treated with QDs with culture medium and no cells. Background controls were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium.

**96- well microplates for Cell Proliferation ELISA BrdU:** PC12 cells were grown in three 96-well microplates (Nunc) as triplicates. After 24 h, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of $10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ M and were incubated for 24, 48 and 72 hours. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive controls had cells with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were treated with QDs with culture medium and no cells. Background controls were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium.

### 2.4 Imaging of undifferentiated PC12 cells with QDs

#### 2.4.1 Staining of cells and Confocal Microscopy

**Materials**

Rhodamine-Phalloidin and DAPI were purchased from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen) and Vector Laboratories respectively.

**Methods**

**Cell Staining:** Cells grown on 4 well Permonax Chamber slides in the presence of QDs and were washed with 1% phosphate-buffered saline (BSA/PBS). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes and then washed 3 times with PBS. Then cells were permeabilized with permeabilizing solution (5 min, 0°C). Actin filaments of cytoplasm were labelled with Rhodamine-Phalloidin, at 1:200 dilution with PBS for 15 minutes and again washed 3 times with PBS. Nuclei were labelled with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI to preserve fluorescence and counterstained DNA with DAPI 1 µg/ml.

**Confocal Microscopy:** An LSM 510 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) Confocal Laser Scanning microscope was used to examine QDs inside PC12 cells and its morphology. Cell Imaging was carried out using a LSM 510 Inverted Confocal Microscope which is equipped with the following excitation lasers: (a) Argon Laser Excitation -wavelengths
(λ_{ex}) = 458 nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, (b) HeNe1 - λ_{ex} = 543 nm and (c) Titanium Sapphire Tuneable Two-photon Laser tuneable from 710 nm to 1000 nm with a resulting excitation range of 355 nm to 500 nm. All confocal laser scanning was carried out at laser scan speed of 7 with the Photomultiplier Tube settings adjusted to eliminate noise and saturation with the aid of the range indicator setting in the LSM 510 software. For image optimisation scan averaging was carried out on 8 scans per image. Sequential acquisition was used to acquire the two colour images of the QDs in cells. For visualisation of the QDs, the samples were excited with the Argon 514 nm Laser and the microscope configuration was set up to capture the emitted fluorescence at 550 nm or 600 nm as desired. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) or Nomarski Microscopy was used to visualise the cell morphology, and was carried out by using the HeNe1 488 nm laser with the Transmission Channel Detector selected and the DIC polariser and Nomarski prisms engaged. The two images were then overlaid using the LSM 510 software. Sequential acquisition was also used to acquire three colour images. Rhodamine phalloidin was excited using the HeNe1 543 nm laser and the emitted fluorescence was acquired at 575 nm. DAPI stain was excited with laser light at 390 nm (from the Two Photon laser tuned to 780 nm) and emitted fluorescence was acquired at 458 nm. The three separate images were overlaid using the LSM510 software to make up the three colour images.

### 2.5 AlamarBlue Assay of undifferentiated PC12 cells with QDs

#### 2.5.1 Cell Viability by alamarBlue Assay

**Materials**

AlamarBlue reagent (Biosource International) was purchased from Biosciences UK.

**Methods**

After 24 hours of co-incubation with QDs, the medium was removed and the wells were washed with HBSS. AlamarBlue solution was prepared by adding alamarBlue and HBSS in the ratio of 1:10. 200 µl of alamarBlue solution was added to each well and the plates were incubated for 1 hour. 100 µl of reduced alamarBlue solution from each well
was dispensed in a clear tissue culture 96 well microplate. The Plate was analysed using a Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader. Absorbance was measured at lower wavelength of 550 nm and higher wavelength of 595 nm with a measurement time of 5.0 s. This was repeated with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.

2.6 PicoGreen Assay of undifferentiated PC12 cells with QDs

2.6.1 Quantification of DNA by PicoGreen Assay

Materials
Quant-iT PicoGreen DNA assay kit was purchased from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen).

Methods
After 24 hours of co-incubation with the QDs, the medium was removed and the wells were washed with HBSS. 200 µl of deionised double-distilled water was then added and the cells were lysed by freezing for 15 minutes at -80°C and thawing for 15 minutes at room temperature repeated 3 times. According to the assay kit a standard curve was then constructed. Final concentrations of the standards were 1000, 500, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, and 0 ng/µl. 100µl of lysed DNA solution of cells from each well were dispensed in a clear tissue culture 96-well plate. 100 µl of diluted PicoGreen solution were added to each of the test wells of 96-well plate. The Plate was analysed using a Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader by Fluorescence 485 nm/535 nm, 1.0 s protocol. Levels of DNA in each sample were calculated using the standard curve. This was repeated with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.
2.7 Cell Proliferation ELISA BrdU of undifferentiated PC12 cells with QDs

2.7.1 Cellular proliferation by Cell Proliferation ELISA BrdU (Colorimetric)

Materials
A BrdU cell proliferation kit was purchased from Roche Diagnostics.

Methods
10 μl of BrdU labelling solution was added to each well after 24 hours of adding QDs to PC12 cells and incubated @ 37° C and 5% CO₂ atmosphere for 6 hours. The culture medium was removed and the cells denatured, and the anti-BrdU-POD added. This binds to the BrdU incorporated into cellular DNA. The level of incorporation is detected by means of a colorimetric substrate reaction. Quantification of the bound anti-BrdU-POD was accomplished by adding 100 μl TMB to each well and a further 20 minute incubation time at room temperature. 25 μl 0.1M H₂SO₄ was then added, incubated for 1 minute and shaken at 300 rpm to stop the reaction. The Plate was analysed using the Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader (450-550 nm) protocol and measured absorbance for 2 minutes at room temperature. This was repeated with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.

2.8 Cell Culture of differentiated PC12 cells with QDs

2.8.1 PC12 cell seeding and treatment with QDs for imaging and cellular activity after differentiation

Materials
PC12 cells (cancer cell line derived from a pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal medulla) were used for this study. Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), 1X Trypsin-EDTA solution, Poly-L-lysine (PLL) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. T-75 flasks, 5, 10
and 25 ml pipettes and 96-well flat tissue culture plates were purchased from Sarstedt. Permonax four-well chamber slides were purchased from Lab-Tek (Nalgene Nunc International). Mouse Nerve Growth Factor (mNGF 2.5S Grade 2) was purchased from Alomone labs.

**Methods**

PC12 cells were cultured in medium (DMEM supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin) @ 37 °C and 5% CO₂ atmosphere. All the tissue culture plates and chamber slides were treated with 0.001% Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) for 24 hours.

**Chamber slides for imaging:** Cells were seeded into four-well chambers at density of 1000 cells/cm². After 24 h, QDs (10% of amount of Medium) of size ~ 4.5 nm (Red Gel, Red Non-gel) and ~2.5nm (Orange Gel and Orange Non-gel) were added to make final concentrations of QDs to $10^{(-9)}$ M. After 48 hours of seeding, the cells were treated with final concentration of 200 ng/ml of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) on every second day with 200 µl of fresh medium in each well and were incubated for 17 days.

**96-well microplates for MTT Assay:** PC12 cells of approximately 1000/well were seeded in a two flat 96-well micro-plates as triplicates. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive control had cells with culture medium treated with NGF but not exposed to QDs. Negative control had QDs without cells. Background control had culture medium without cells. After 24 h, QDs (10% of amount of Medium) of size ~ 4.5 nm (Red Gel, Red Non-gel) and ~2.5nm (Orange Gel and Orange Non-gel) were added to make final concentrations of QDs to $10^{(-9)}$ M. After 48 hours of seeding, the cells were treated with final concentration of 200 ng/ml of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) on every second day (Pelzl et al. 2009) with 200 µl of fresh medium in each well and were incubated for 10 and 16 days after adding QDs.

**96-well microplates for ApoTox-Glo™ Triplex Assay:** PC12 cells of approximately 1000/well were seeded in a three flat 96-well micro-plates as triplicates. Four different types of controls, namely: positive, untreated, Negative and Background controls were used throughout the study. Positive control had cells with culture medium treated with NGF and exposed to Staurosporine of 500nM final concentration for 16 hours to induce apoptosis. Untreated cells control had cells with culture medium, treated with NGF.
Optional test compound control (Negative control) had QDs without cells. No-Cell Control (Background) had only culture medium without cells. After 24 h, QDs (10% of amount of Medium) of size ~ 4.5 nm (Red Gel, Red Non-gel) and ~2.5 nm (Orange Gel and Orange Non-gel) were added to make final concentrations of QDs to $10^{-9}$ M. After 48 hours of seeding, the cells were treated with final concentration of 200 ng/ml of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) on every second day (Pelzl et al. 2009) with 200 µl of fresh medium in each well and were incubated for 7, 12 and 17 days after adding QDs.

![Figure 2.2: Chart showing timeline schematic representation of seeding of PC12 cells treated with QDs and NGF for measuring cellular activity of differentiated PC12 cells with MTT and ApoTox-Glo Triplex assays.](image)

### 2.9 Imaging of differentiated PC12 cells with QDs

#### 2.9.1 Staining of cells and Confocal Microscopy

**Materials**

Phalloidin-FITC and DAPI were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Vector Laboratories respectively.

**Methods**

**Cell Staining:** Cells grown on 4 well Permonax Chamber slides in the presence of QDs and were washed with 1% phosphate-buffered saline (BSA/PBS). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes and then washed 3 times with PBS. Then cells
were permeabilized with permeabilizing solution (5 min, 0°C). Actin filaments of cytoplasm were labelled with Phalloidin FITC, at 1:50 dilution with PBS for 20 minutes and again washed 3 times with PBS. Nuclei were labelled with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI to preserve fluorescence and counterstained DNA with DAPI 1 µg/ml.

**Confocal Microscopy:** An LSM 510 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) Confocal Laser Scanning microscope was used to examine QDs inside PC12 cells and its morphology. Cell Imaging was carried out using a LSM 510 Inverted Confocal Microscope which is equipped with the following excitation lasers: (a) Argon Laser Excitation -wavelengths ($\lambda_{Ex}$) = 458 nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, (b) HeNe1 - $\lambda_{Ex} = 543$ nm and (c) Titanium Sapphire Tuneable Two-photon Laser tuneable from 710 nm to 1000 nm with a resulting excitation range of 355 nm to 500 nm. All confocal laser scanning was carried out at laser scan speed of 7 with the Photomultiplier Tube settings adjusted to eliminate noise and saturation with the aid of the range indicator setting in the LSM 510 software. For image optimisation scan averaging was carried out on 8 scans per image. Sequential acquisition was used to acquire the two colour images of the QDs in cells. For visualisation of the QDs, the samples were excited with the Argon 514 nm Laser and the microscope configuration was set up to capture the emitted fluorescence at 550 nm or 600 nm as desired. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) or Nomarski Microscopy was used to visualise the cell morphology, and was carried out by using the HeNe1 488 nm laser with the Transmission Channel Detector selected and the DIC polariser and Nomarski prisms engaged. The two images were then over laid using the LSM 510 software. Sequential acquisition was also used to acquire three colour images. Phalloidin FITC was excited using the HeNe1 488 nm laser and the emitted fluorescence was acquired at 518 nm. DAPI stain was excited with laser light at 390 nm (from the Two Photon laser tuned to 780 nm) and emitted fluorescence was acquired at 458 nm. The three separate images were over laid using the LSM510 software to make up the three colour images.
2.10 MTT assay of differentiated PC12 cells with QDs

2.10.1 Cell Proliferation by MTT Assay

Materials
MTT Reagent and stop solution was kindly received from Dr. Afshin Samali, Apoptosis Group of NCBES, NUI Galway.

Methods
After 10 days of exposure to QDs, old medium was removed from all the wells and added 100 µl of fresh medium. 10 µl of MTT reagent was then added to each well and incubated for 3 hours. To stop the reaction of the assay, 100 µl of stop solution was added to each well. 96-well plate was left on shaker overnight at speed 300 rpm and was then analysed using Perkin Elmer Victor\textsuperscript{3}TMV Wallac plate reader at absorbance of 570 nm. This was repeated again for another 96 well plate with incubation period of 16 days after adding QDs (Pelzl et al. 2009). The yellow tetrazolium MTT (3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2, 5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide) is reduced by metabolically active cells, in part by the action of dehydrogenase enzymes, to generate reducing equivalents such as NADH and NADPH. The resulting intracellular purple formazan can be solubilized and quantified by spectrophotometry. The MTT Cell Proliferation Assay measures the cell proliferation rate and conversely, when metabolic events lead to apoptosis or necrosis, the reduction in cell viability.

2.11 APOTOX-Glo\textsuperscript{TM} Triplex assay of differentiated PC12 cells with QDs

2.11.1 Cytotoxicity, Viability and Apoptosis by APOTOX-Glo\textsuperscript{TM} Triplex Assay

Materials
APOTOX-Glo\textsuperscript{TM} Triplex assay kit to measure cytotoxicity, viability and apoptosis was purchased from Promega Corporation.

Methods
After 7 days of exposure to QDs, old medium was removed from all the wells and added 100 µl of fresh medium. 20 µl of Viability/Cytotoxicity reagent containing both GF-AFC and bis-AAF-R110 substrates was added to each well, and briefly mixed by orbital shaking at 300-500rpm for 30 seconds and then incubated at 37 °C for 30-180 minutes. Fluorescence was measured at 400<sub>Ex</sub>/ 505<sub>Em</sub> (Viability) and 485<sub>Ex</sub>/ 520<sub>Em</sub> (Cytotoxicity) by using PerSeptive Biosystems CYTOFLUOR® multi-well plate reader series 4000. After that 100 µl of Caspase-Glo 3/7 reagent was added to each well, and briefly mixed by orbital shaking at 300-500rpm for 30 seconds and then incubated at room temperature for 30-180 minutes. Luminiscence was measured using Perkin Elmer Victor<sup>3</sup>™V Wallac plate reader by Luminiscence (1.0s) protocol which is proportional to the amount of caspase activity present. This was repeated again for another 96 well plates with incubation period of 12 and 17 days after adding QDs. It combines three assay chemistries to assess viability, cytotoxicity and caspase activation events within a single assay well. In the first part of the assay, it measures two protease activities simultaneously that is one is a marker of cell viability and the other is a marker of cytotoxicity. Peptide substrate (glycylphenylalanyl-aminofluorocoumarin; GF-AFC) enters intact cells where it is cleaved by the live-cell protease activity to generate a fluorescent signal proportional to the number of living cells. This live-cell protease becomes inactive upon loss of cell membrane integrity and leakage into the surrounding culture medium. Peptide substrate (bis-alanylalanyl-phenylalanyl-rhodamine 110; bis-AAF-R110) is used to measure dead-cell protease activity, which is released from cells that have lost membrane integrity. Bis-AAF-R110 is not cell-permeate, so no signal from this substrate is generated by intact, viable cells. The live- and dead-cell proteases produce different products, AFC and R110, which have different excitation and emission spectra, allowing them to be detected simultaneously. In the second part of the assay, the Caspase-Glo® 3/7 Reagent was added in an “add-mix-measure” format results in cell lysis, followed by caspase cleavage of the substrate and generation of a “glow-type” luminescent signal produced by luciferase.
2.12 Cell Culture of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells with QDs

2.12.1 HPMEC-ST1.6R cell seeding and treatment with QDs for imaging and cellular activity

Materials

HPMEC-ST1.6R cells [endothelial cell line derived by transfection of HPMEC with plasmids encoding the SV-40 large T-antigen (pSV3neo) and human telomerase (pC1.neo.hTERT) (Krump-Konvalinkova et al. 2001)] were kindly received from Ronald E. Unger, Institute of Pathology, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany, and were used for this study. Gelatinated (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a) and non-gelatinated (Byrne S. J. et al. 2006) Quantum Dots were prepared and characterised by Prof. Yurii K. Gun’ko group, CRANN and The School of Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland. To make HPMEC medium, Medium199 (Sigma-Aldrich), Fetal calf serum (Sigma-Aldrich), Glutamax Pen/Strep (all Life Technologies), ECGS (Becton Dickinson), heparin, gelatine, and Trypsin-EDTA (all Sigma-Aldrich) were purchased. Nunc tissue culture treated 48-well plates were purchased from Biosciences UK and 96-well flat tissue culture plates were purchased from Sarstedt. For RNA extraction and purification, 1.5 ml nuclease free tubes, nuclease free water and TRI Reagent were purchased from Ambion, RNeasy kit and DNase set were purchased from Qiagen, T75 and T175 flasks, chloroform and ethanol were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, RNA 6000 Nano Kit was purchased from Agilent Technologies. For microarray Gene Expression analysis, Whole Human Genome kit 4x44K,, Quick-Amp Labeling Kit (one-color), Gene Expression Hybridization Kit, SureHyb Gasket Slides, Gene Expression Wash Pack and RNA spike in kit (one color) were purchased from Agilent Technologies.

Methods: HPMEC-ST1.6R cells were cultured in HPMEC medium [500 µl M199, 20% FCS, 2 mM Glutamax, Pen/Strep (100 U/100 µg/ml), heparin (50 µg/ml), ECGS (50 µg/ml)] in tissue culture flasks precoated with gelatine (0.2%) for several days until subconfluent @ 37 °C and a 5% CO₂ atmosphere.

48- well plates for AlamarBlue Assay: HPMEC-ST1.6R cells were seeded at density of 10⁵ cells/cm² in three 48-well microplates as triplicates. After 24 h of incubation @
37 °C and a 5% CO₂ atmosphere, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations of 10⁻⁹ M (see note 1) and were incubated @ 37 °C and a 5% CO₂ atmosphere for 24, 48 or 72 hours. Three different types of controls, namely positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive control wells contained cells in culture medium without addition of QDs. Negative controls wells contained QDs with culture medium but no cells. Background control wells were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium.

48- well plates for PicoGreen Assay: HPMEC-ST1.6R cells were seeded at density of 10⁵ cells/cm² in three 48-well microplates as triplicates. After 24 h of incubation @ 37 °C and a 5% CO₂ atmosphere, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations of 10⁻⁹ M and were incubated @ 37 °C and a 5% CO₂ atmosphere for 24, 48 or 72 hours. Three different types of controls, namely positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive control wells contained cells in culture medium without addition of QDs. Negative controls wells contained QDs with culture medium but no cells. Background control wells were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium.

2.13 Imaging of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells with QDs

2.13.1 Confocal Microscopy

Methods
Confocal Microscopy: An LSM 510 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) Confocal Laser Scanning microscope was used to examine QDs inside HPMEC-ST1.6R cells and its morphology.

Cell Imaging was carried out using a LSM 510 Inverted Confocal Microscope which is equipped with the following excitation lasers: (a) Argon Laser Excitation -wavelengths (λₑₓ) = 458 nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, (b) HeNe1 - λₑₓ = 543 nm and (c) Titanium Sapphire Tuneable Two-photon Laser tuneable from 710 nm to 1000 nm with a resulting excitation range of 355 nm to 500 nm. All confocal laser scanning was carried out at laser scan speed of 7 with the Photomultiplier Tube settings adjusted to eliminate noise and saturation with the aid of the range indicator setting in the LSM 510 software. For
image optimisation scan averaging was carried out on 8 scans per image. Sequential acquisition was used to acquire the two colour images of the QDs in cells. For visualisation of the QDs, the samples were excited with the Argon 514 nm Laser and the microscope configuration was set up to capture the emitted fluorescence at 550 nm or 600 nm as desired. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) or Nomarski Microscopy was used to visualise the cell morphology, and was carried out by using the HeNe1 488 nm laser with the Transmission Channel Detector selected and the DIC polariser and Nomarski prisms engaged. The two images were then overlaid using the LSM 510 software. Sequential acquisition was also used to acquire three colour images.

2.14 AlamarBlue Assay of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells with QDs

2.14.1 Cell viability by alamarBlue Assay

Materials
AlamarBlue reagent (Biosource International) was purchased from Biosciences UK.

Methods
After 24 hours of co-incubation with QDs, the medium was removed and the wells were washed with HBSS. AlamarBlue solution was prepared by adding alamarBlue and Hanks balances salt solution (HBSS) in the ratio of 1:10. Two hundred microliters of alamarBlue solution was added to each well and the plates were incubated for 1 hour. One hundred microliters of reduced alamarBlue solution from each well was removed and dispensed in a clear tissue culture 96 well microplate. The plate was analysed using a Perkin Elmer Victor Multilabel plate Reader, where absorbance was measured at lower wavelength of 550 nm and higher wavelength of 595 nm with a measurement time of 5.0 s. This process was repeated for cells with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.
2.15 PicoGreen Assay of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells with QDs

2.15.1 Quantification of DNA by PicoGreen Assay

Materials
Quant-iT PicoGreen DNA assay kit was purchased from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen).

Methods
After 24 hours of co-incubation with the QDs, the medium was removed and the wells were washed with HBSS. Then 200 µl of sterile deionised double-distilled water was added and the cells were lysed by subjecting them to 3 cycles of freezing for 15 minutes at -80º C and thawing for 15 minutes at room temperature. Prepare first three of four solutions necessary for the assay according to the kit instructions in the following procedure:

PicoGreen kit ➞ Quant-iT™ dsDNA High-Sensitivity Assay Kit (Invitrogen)

A. Solution 1 ➞ Preparation of 1 X TE buffer 8.075 ml distilled water + 425 µl 20 X TE buffer (in kit)
B. Solution 2 ➞ Preparation of 2 mg/ml 588 µl 1 X TE buffer (from solution 1) + 12 µl 100 mg/ml DNA standard (in kit).
C. Solution 3 ➞ Preparation 50 ng/ml DNA stock 586 µl 1 X TE buffer (from solution 1) + 15 µl 2 mg/ml DNA (from solution 2).
D. Solution 4 ➞ Preparation Pico Green ➞ Make up at the last minute 5.174 ml 1 X TE buffer (from solution 1) + 26 µl concentrated PicoGreen (in kit).

A standard curve was then constructed, following the assay kit instructions as shown in table 2.2. Final concentrations of the standards were 1000, 500, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, and 0 ng/µl. Lysed cell solution of 100µl from each well were dispensed in a clear tissue culture 96-well microplate.
Table 2.2: Calibration curve for PicoGreen assay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituents</th>
<th>DNA from Soln. 2</th>
<th>DNA from Soln. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA (μl)/buffer(μl)</td>
<td>100/0</td>
<td>50/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA (μl)/buffer (μl)</td>
<td>100/0</td>
<td>50/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA (μl)/buffer (μl)</td>
<td>100/0</td>
<td>50/50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then 100 μl of diluted PicoGreen solution were added to each of the test wells of 96-well plate. The plate was analysed using a Perkin Elmer Victor Multilabel Plate Reader by Fluorescence (excitation at 485 nm and emission at 535 nm, with a read time of 1.0 s). Levels of DNA in each sample were calculated using the standard curve. This process was repeated for cells with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.

2.16 Cell Culture of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells with QDs for RNA extraction

2.16.1 HPMEC-ST1.6R cell seeding and treatment with QDs for RNA extraction

Five sets of confluent cell cultures of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells in T75 flasks, each set comprising of five replicates, were prepared in order to obtain the required amount of RNA from each replicate (minimum 1000 nanograms). HPMEC-ST1.6R cells in each replicate of T75 flask were treated with red gel (set A), red non-gel (set B), orange gel (set C) and orange non-gel (set D) QDs with concentrations of $10^{-9}$ M for 72 hours along with untreated controls (set E). Extraction of total RNA from the treated and non-treated cultured cells was performed according to the following procedure.

2.16.2 Procedure of RNA extraction

- **Extraction of Total RNA:** After the culture, washed cells by the medium Hanks balanced Salt solution.
**Extraction:**

1. Homogenization of cells by 1 mL Trizol onto the scaffold by a tissue ruptor and by pipetting for cells onto the TCP. Stored at -80°C
2. Stored homogenate for 5 minutes at RT (complete dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes)
3. Heated at 37°C for 10 minutes.
4. Vortexed for 15s.

**Phase Separation:**

5. Added 200 µl of Chloroform per 1 ml of Trizol
6. Shaked vigorously for 15 seconds by inversion
7. Incubated for 15 minutes at RT
8. Centrifuged at 12000 g max (tr/min) for 15 minutes at 4°C
9. Following the centrifugation, 3 phases: - a lower red phenol-chloroform phase, an interphase, an aqueous phase (translucent). Removed clear upper aqueous phase (~ 650µl) and added in a fresh tube
10. Slowly added 1 volume of 70% ethanol (in 3 equal aliquots) mixing by inversion.
11. Applied 700µl sample from step8 to RNeasy column, centrifuged for 15s at 8000g and dicarded flow-through. Repeated for remaining sample.
12. Added 350 µl of RW1 buffer to center of column, centrifuged for 15s at 8000g, discarded flow-through.
13. Added 10µl DNase stock solution to 70 µl Buffer RDD and added the DNase incubation mix directly onto the RNeasy column. Incubated at RT for 15 min.
14. Added 350 µl of RW1 buffer to center of column, centrifuged for 15s at 8000g, discard flow-through.
15. Transferred column to new 2ml collection tube. Added 500 µl RPE to center of column, centrifuged for 15s at 8000 g, discarded flow-through.
16. Added 500 µl of RPE buffer to center of column, centrifuged for 15s at 8000g, discard flow-through, centrifuged for a further 2 minutes at 8000g.
17. Transferred column to new 1.5 ml tube, added 20µl RNase-free water onto the column, incubated at RT for 1 min, centrifuged for 1 minute at 8000g.
18. Added a further 20µl RNase-free water onto the column, incubated at RT for 1 min, centrifuged for 1 minute at 8000g.
19. Taken back the 20µl of eluate and added again onto the column, incubated at RT for 1 min, centrifuged for 1 minute at 8000g.
20. Split up in 3 the eluate
21. Determined the concentration at the nanodrop and freezed at -80°C.

### 2.16.3 RNA Quantification and Purity determination

- **Quantification:** Dilution of RNA 1/50 or 1/100 in water RNase Free. Measured the absorbance at 260 nm. (Calibration of the spectrometer with water)
  1. 1 unit of $A_{260} = 40$ ng/µl of RNA
  2. Concentration of RNA sample = 40 * $A_{260} *$ dilution factor = x ng/µl
  3. Quantity of RNA = concentration * volume of sample in µl = ng

- **Purity:** Ratio between $A_{260}$ and $A_{280}$.
  1. If the ratio $A_{260}/A_{280}$ is superior at 1.8-1.9 obtaining of a pure RNA (max of the ratio 2.2).
  2. The ratio of reading at $A_{260}/A_{280}$ provides an estimate of the purity of RNA with respect to contaminants that absorb in the UV, such as protein. It’s influenced by the pH. Since water is not buffered, the pH and the resulting $A_{260}/A_{280}$ ratio can vary greatly. But the extinction coefficient is calculated in water, so for the concentration it’s better to calculate in water.

Samples are considered 100% pure when they exhibit a ratio of $A_{260}/A_{280}$ greater than or equal 2.0. RNA Quantity was determined for all the 25 samples as listed in table 2.3.
RNA quantity was good 100% pure for all the samples. All the samples are quiet enough to go for testing the RNA integrity or quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$A_{260}/A_{280}$</th>
<th>RNA Purity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.3: Correlation between $A_{260}/A_{280}$ and RNA purity*

2.16.4 Procedure for the determination of RNA integrity or Quality

- **Preparation of the RNA Ladder:** For proper handling of the ladder, following steps are necessary. After reagent kit arrival, pipette the ladder in RNase-free vial. Heat denatured it for 2 minutes at 70°C. Immediately cooled down the vial on ice. Prepared aliquots in RNase-free vials with the required amount for a typical daily use. Stored aliquots at -70°C. Before use, thawed ladder aliquots and kept them on ice (to avoid extensive warming upon thawing process).

- **Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Assay Protocol:**
  
  **Decontamination of the Electrodes:** To avoid decomposition of RNA sample, we have to follow this electrode decontamination procedure on a daily basis before running any RNA Nano assays.
1. Slowly filled one of the wells of an electrode cleaner with 350 μl RNaseZAP.
2. Opened the lid and placed electrode cleaner in the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer.
3. Closed the lid and leave it closed for about 1 minute.
4. Opened the lid and remove the electrode cleaner. Labeled the electrode cleaner and kept it for future use.
5. Slowly filled one of the wells of another electrode cleaner with 350 μl RNase-free water.
6. Placed electrode cleaner in the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer.
7. Closed the lid and leave it closed for about 10 seconds.
8. Opened the lid and remove the electrode cleaner. Label it and keep it for further use. Waited another 10 seconds for the water on the electrodes to evaporate before closing the lid.

**Preparation of the Gel**

1. Allowed all reagents to equilibrate to room temperature for 30 minutes before use.
2. Placed 550 μl of Agilent RNA 6000 Nano gel matrix (red) into the top receptacle of a spin filter.
3. Placed the spin filter in a microcentrifuge and spinned for 10 minutes at 1500 g ± 20 % (for Eppendorf microcentrifuge, this corresponds to 4000 rpm).
4. Aliquoted 65 μl filtered gel into 0.5 ml RNase-free microfuge tubes that are included in the kit. Stored the aliquots at 4 °C and use them within one month of preparation.

**Preparation of the Gel-Dye Mix**

1. Allowed all reagents to equilibrate to room temperature for 30 minutes before use. Protected the dye concentrate from light while bringing it to room temperature.
2. Vortexed RNA 6000 Nano dye concentrate (blue) for 10 seconds and spinned down.
3. Added 1 μl of RNA 6000 Nano dye concentrate (blue) to a 65 μl aliquot of filtered gel.

4. Capped the tube, vortexed thoroughly and visually inspected proper mixing of gel and dye. Stored the dye concentrate at 4 °C in the dark again.

5. Spinned tube for 10 minutes at room temperature at 13000 g (for Eppendorf microcentrifuge, this corresponds to 14000 rpm). Use prepared gel-dye mix within one day.

**NOTE** A larger volume of gel-dye mix can be prepared in multiples of the 65+1 ratio, if more than one chip will be used within one day. Always re-spin the gel-dye mix at 13000 g for 10 minutes before each use.

### Loading of Gel-Dye Mix

1. Allowed the gel-dye mix to equilibrate to room temperature for 30 minutes before use and protected the gel-dye mix from light during this time.

2. Taken a new RNA Nano chip out of its sealed bag.

3. Placed the chip on the chip priming station.

4. Pipetted 9.0 μl of the gel-dye mix at the bottom of the well marked and dispense the gel-dye mix.

5. The timer was set to 30 seconds, make sure that the plunger is positioned at 1 ml and then close the chip priming station. The lock of the latch will click when the Priming Station is closed correctly.

6. Pressed the plunger of the syringe down until it is held by the clip.

7. Waited for exactly 30 seconds and then released the plunger with the clip release mechanism.

8. Visually inspected that the plunger moves back at least to the 0.3 ml mark.

9. Waited for 5 seconds, then slowly pull back the plunger to the 1 ml position.
10. Opened the chip priming station.
11. Pipetted 9.0 μl of the gel-dye mix in each of the wells marked.

**Loading of RNA 6000 Nano Marker**

1. Pipetted 5 μl of the RNA 6000 Nano marker (green) into the well marked with the ladder symbol and each of the 12 sample wells.  

**NOTE** Do not leave any wells empty or the chip will not run properly. Unused wells must be filled with 5 μl of the RNA 6000 Nano marker (green) plus 1 μl of the buffer in which the samples are diluted.

**Loading of Ladder and Samples**

1. Before use, thawed ladder aliquots and kept them on ice (avoid extensive warming upon thawing process)
2. To minimize secondary structure, heat denatured (70 °C, 2 minutes) the samples before loading on the chip.
3. Pipetted 1 μl of the RNA ladder into the well marked with the ladder symbol.
4. Pipetted 1 μl of each sample into each of the 12 sample wells.
5. Set the timer to 60 seconds.
6. Placed the chip horizontally in the adapter of the IKA vortex mixer.
7. Vortexed for 60 seconds at 2400 rpm.

**Inserting a Chip in the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer**

1. Opened the lid of the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer.
2. Checked that the electrode cartridge is inserted properly and the chip selector is in position.
3. Placed the chip carefully into the receptacle. The chip fits only one way.
4. Carefully closed the lid. The electrodes in the cartridge fit into the wells of the chip.
5. The 2100 expert software screen shows that you have inserted a chip and closed the lid by displaying the chip icon at the top left of the Instrument context and started the chip run.

According to the recommended practices, the RNA Integrity Number (RIN) of the extracted total RNA should be above 7.5 on a maximum scale range of 10 to be suitable for labelling and amplification for use with one colour microarray kit. The RNA Integrity Number (RIN) in all the set of samples (treated with red gel and non-gel QDs, orange gel and non-gel QDs and untreated controls) measured above 9.0 were taken for the next step, i.e Quick Amplification and labelling. Only 3 samples from each set were used for Quick Amplification and labelling.

2.17 One-Color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis (Quick Amp Labelling)

Agilent's Quick Amp Labelling Kit generates fluorescent cRNA (complimentary RNA) with a sample input 200 ng of total RNA for one-color processing. The method uses T7 RNA polymerase, which simultaneously amplifies target material and incorporates cyanine 3-labeled CTP. Amplification is typically at least a 100-fold from total RNA to cRNA with the use of this kit.

2.17.1 Sample Preparation

- **Step 1. Preparation of One-Color Spike Mix:** Prepared the Agilent One-Color Spike-Mix dilution appropriate for 1000 ng of total RNA starting sample:
  1. Mixed the thawed Agilent One-Color Spike-Mix concentrate vigorously on a vortex mixer.
  2. Heated at 37°C in a circulating water bath for 5 minutes.
  3. Mixed the Agilent One-Color Spike-Mix tube vigorously again on a vortex mixer.
  4. Spun briefly in a centrifuge to separate contents to the bottom of the tube.
5. Added 2 μl of Agilent One-Color Spike-Mix stock to 38 μl of Dilution Buffer provided in the kit (1:20).

6. Mixed thoroughly on a vortex mixer and spun down quickly to collect all of the liquid at the bottom of the tube. This tube contains the First Dilution.

7. Added 2 μl of First Dilution to 48 μl of Dilution Buffer for the Second Dilution (1:25).

8. Mixed thoroughly on a vortex mixer and spun down quickly to collect all of the liquid at the bottom of the tube. This tube contains the Second Dilution.

9. Added 8 μl of Second Dilution to 32 μl of Dilution Buffer for the Third Dilution (1:5).

10. Mixed thoroughly on a vortex mixer and spun down quickly to collect all of the liquid at the bottom of the tube. This tube contains the Third Dilution (now at a 5000-fold final dilution).

11. Added 5 μl of Third Dilution to 1000 ng of sample total RNA and continue with cyanine 3 labeling using the Agilent Low Input Linear Amplification Kit protocol as specified.

➢ **Step 2. Preparation of labeling reaction:**

1. Added 1000 ng of total RNA to a 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube of 5.3 μl

2. Added 1.2 μl of T7 Promoter Primer (from the Agilent Quick Amp Kit, One-Color).

3. Added the appropriate volume of diluted Spike-Mix of 5.0 μl

4. Denatured the primer and the template by incubating the reaction at 65°C in a circulating water bath for 10 minutes.

5. Placed the reactions on ice and incubated for 5 minutes.

6. Immediately prior to use, gently mixed the components as listed in table 2.4 for the cDNA Master Mix by adding in the order indicated, and kept on ice.
### Table 2.4 cDNA Master Mix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Volume (μl) per reaction</th>
<th>Volume (μl) per 4.5 reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5X First Strand Buffer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M DTT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mM dNTP mix</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMLV-RT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNaseOUT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Volume</strong></td>
<td><strong>8.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>38.3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Prewarmed the 5X first strand buffer at 80°C for 3 to 4 minutes to ensure adequate resuspensions of the buffer components. For optimal resuspension, briefly mixed on a vortex mixer and spun the tube in a microcentrifuge to drive down the contents from the tube walls. Kept at room temperature until needed.

MMLV-RT and RNaseOUT are enzymes, which need to be kept on ice and are to be added to the cDNA Master Mix just before starting the reactions.

8. Briefly spun each sample tube in a microcentrifuge to drive down the contents from the tube walls and the lid. Returned the tubes to ice.

9. Added 8.5 μl of cDNA Master Mix to each sample tube and mixed by pipetting up and down.

10. Incubated samples at 40°C in a circulating water bath for 2 hours.

11. Moved samples to a 65°C circulating water bath and incubated for 15 minutes.

12. Moved samples to ice. Incubated for 5 minutes.

13. Spun samples briefly in a microcentrifuge to drive down tube contents from the tube walls and lid.
14. Immediately prior to use, gently mixed the components listed in the order indicated for the Transcription Master Mix as listed in table 2.5 by pipetting at room temperature.

15. Prewarmed the 50% PEG solution at 40°C for 1 minute. For optimal resuspension, briefly mixed on a vortex mixer and spun the tube in a microcentrifuge to drive down the contents from the tube walls. Careful pipetting is required to ensure accurate volume. Kept at room temperature until needed.

RNaseOUT, inorganic pyrophosphatase, and T7 RNA polymerase are enzymes, which was kept on ice and added to the Transcription Master Mix just before starting the reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Volume (μL) per reaction</th>
<th>Volume (μL) per 4.5 reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclease-free water</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4X Transcription Buffer</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M DTT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP mix</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% PEG</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNaseOUT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic pyrophosphatase</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7 RNA Polymerase</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanine 3-CTP</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Volume</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.5 Transcription Master Mix*

16. Added 60 μL of Transcription Master Mix to each sample tube. Gently mixed by pipetting.

17. Incubated samples in a circulating water bath at 40°C for 2 hours.
Step 3. Purification of the labeled/amplified RNA:
1. Added 20 μl of nuclease-free water to your cRNA sample, for a total volume of 100 μl.
2. Added 350 μl of Buffer RLT and mix well by pipetting.
3. Added 250 μl of ethanol (96% to 100% purity) and mix thoroughly by pipetting. Do not centrifuge.
4. Transferred the 700 μl of the cRNA sample to an RNeasy mini column in a 2 ml collection tube. Centrifuge the sample at 4°C for 30 seconds at 13,000 rpm. Discarded the flow-through and collection tube.
5. Transferred the RNeasy column to a new collection tube and added 500 μl of buffer RPE (containing ethanol) to the column. Centrifuged the sample at 4°C for 30 seconds at 13,000 rpm. Discarded the flow-through. Re-used the collection tube.
6. Added another 500 μl of buffer RPE to the column. Centrifuged the sample at 4°C for 60 seconds at 13,000 rpm. Discarded the flow-through and the collection tube.
7. Transferred the RNeasy column to a new 1.5 ml collection tube and centrifuged the sample at 4°C for 30 seconds at 13,000 rpm to remove any remaining traces of buffer RPE. Discarded this collection tube and used a fresh tube to elute the cleaned cRNA sample.
8. Eluted the cleaned cRNA sample by transferring the RNeasy column to a new 1.5 ml collection tube. Added 30 μl RNase-free water directly onto the RNeasy filter membrane. Waited 60 seconds, then centrifuged at 4°C for 30 seconds at 13,000 rpm.
9. Maintained the cRNA sample-containing flow-through on ice. Discarded the RNeasy column.

Step 4. Quantification of the cRNA: Quantitated cRNA using NanoDrop ND-1000 UV-VIS Spectrophotometer version 3.2.1. and recorded the following values:

- Cyanine 3 dye concentration (picomolar/μl)
• RNA absorbance ratio (260 nm/280 nm)
• cRNA concentration (ng/μl)

1. Determined the yield and specific activity of each reaction as follows:
   • Used the concentration of cRNA (ng/μl) to determine the μg cRNA yield as follows:
     \[
     \text{(Concentration of cRNA) } \times 30 \, \text{μl (elution volume)} \div 1000 = \mu\text{g of cRNA.}
     \]
   • Used the concentrations of cRNA (ng/μl) and cyanine 3 (picomolar/μl) to determine the specific activity as follows:
     \[
     \frac{\text{(Concentration of Cy3) }}{\text{(Concentration of cRNA) }} \times 1000 = \text{picomolar Cy3 per } \mu\text{g cRNA}
     \]

2. Examined the yield and specific activity results.

The yield and specific activity of all the samples of cRNA should be < 1.65 μg and 9.0 picomolar Cy3 per μg cRNA respectively in order to proceed with microarray hybridisation. All the samples of each set were above those values and proceeded for next step, i.e. hybridisation.

2.17.2 Hybridization

➢ Step 1. Preparation of 10X Blocking Agent:
   1. Added 500 μl of nuclease-free water to the vial containing lyophilized 10X Blocking Agent supplied with the Agilent Gene Expression Hybridization Kit.
   2. Mixed by gently vortexing. As the pellet does not go into solution completely, so heated the mix for 5 minutes at 37°C.
   3. Drived down any material adhering to the tube walls or cap by centrifuging for 10 seconds.

➢ Step 2. Preparation of hybridization samples:
   1. Equilibrated water bath to 60°C.
2. For each microarray, added each of the components 1.65 μg of cyanine 3-labeled, linearly amplified cRNA, 11 μl of 10X Blocking Agent, Nuclease-free water bringing volume to 52.8 μl, 2.2 μl of 25X Fragmentation Buffer to a 1.5 ml nuclease-free microfuge tube for 4x44K microarray formats according to the Agilent protocol.

3. Mixed well but gently on a vortex mixer.

4. Incubated at 60°C for exactly 30 minutes to fragment RNA.

5. Added 55 μl of 2x GEx Hybridization Buffer HI-RPM to the 4x44K array format to stop the fragmentation reaction.

6. Mixed well by careful pipetting. Take care to avoid introducing bubbles. Do not mix on a vortex mixer; mixing on a vortex mixer introduces bubbles.

7. Spun for 1 minute at room temperature at 13,000 rpm in a microcentrifuge to drive the sample off the walls and lid and to aid in bubble reduction.

8. Placed sample on ice and loaded onto the array as soon as possible.

➤ **Step 3. Preparation of hybridization assembly:**

1. Loaded a clean gasket slide into the Agilent SureHyb chamber base with the label facing up and aligned with the rectangular section of the chamber base. Ensured that the gasket slide is flush with the chamber base and is not ajar.

2. Slowly dispensed the 100 μl volume of hybridization sample onto the gasket well in a “drag and dispense” manner.

3. Slowly placed an array “active side” down onto the SureHyb gasket slide, so that the “Agilent”-labeled barcode is facing down and the numeric barcode is facing up. Verified that the sandwich-pair is properly aligned.

4. Placed the SureHyb chamber cover onto the sandwiched slides and slided the clamp assembly onto both pieces.

5. Hand-tightened the clamp onto the chamber.
6. Vertically rotated the assembled chamber to wet the gasket and assess the mobility of the bubbles.

7. Placed assembled slide chamber in rotisserie in a hybridization oven set to 65°C and setup hybridization rotator to rotate at 10 rpm when using 2x GEx Hybridization Buffer HI-RPM.

8. Hybridized at 65°C for 17 hours.

2.17.3 Microarray Wash

- **Step 1. Addition of Triton X-102 to Gene Expression wash buffers:** The addition of 0.005% Triton X-102 to the Gene Expression wash buffers reduces the possibility of array wash artifacts. Added the Triton X-102 to Gene Expression wash buffer 1 and 2 when the cubitainer of wash buffer is first opened. Do this step to both Gene Expression wash buffer 1 and 2 before use.

- **Step 2. Prewarming of Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2:** Warmed the Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2 to 37°C as follows:
  1. Dispensed 1000 ml of Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2 directly into a sterile 1000-ml bottle.
  2. Tightly capped the 1000-ml bottle and placed in a 37°C water bath the night before washing arrays.

- **Step 3. Preparation of equipment:**
  **Milli-Q water wash**
  1. Run copious amounts of Milli-Q water through the staining dish.
  2. Emptied out the water collected in the dish.
  3. Repeated steps 1 and 2 at least 5 times, as it is necessary to remove any traces of contaminating material. Wash all dishes, racks, and stir bars with Milli-Q water.
  4. Discarded the Milli-Q water.
Step 4. Washing of microarray slides:

1. Completely filled slide-staining dish #1 with Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1 at room temperature.

2. Placed a slide rack into slide-staining dish #2. Add a magnetic stir bar. Filled slide-staining dish #2 with enough Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1 at room temperature to cover the slide rack. Placed this dish on a magnetic stir plate.

3. Placed the empty dish #3 on the stir plate and added a magnetic stir bar.

4. Removed one hybridization chamber from incubator and recorded time. Recorded whether bubbles formed during hybridization and if all bubbles are rotating freely.

5. Prepared the hybridization chamber disassembly.
   a. Placed the hybridization chamber assembly on a flat surface and loosen the thumbscrew, turning counterclockwise.
   b. Slide off the clamp assembly and removed the chamber cover.
   c. With gloved fingers, removed the array-gasket sandwich from the chamber base by grabbing the slides from their ends. Kept the microarray slide numeric barcode facing up and quickly transferred the sandwich to slide-staining dish #1.
   d. Without letting go of the slides, submerged the array-gasket sandwich into slide-staining dish #1 containing Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1.

6. With the sandwich completely submerged in Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1, pry the sandwich opened from the barcode end only:
   a. Slipped one of the blunt ends of the forceps between the slides.
   b. Gently turned the forceps upwards or downwards to separate the slides.
   c. Let the gasket slide dropped to the bottom of the staining dish.
   d. Removed the microarray slide and placed into slide rack in the slide-staining dish #2 containing Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1 at room temperature. Minimized exposure of the slide to air.
Touched only the barcode portion of the microarray slide or its edges.

7. Repeated steps step 4 through step 6 for up to 3 additional slides in the group.

8. When all slides in the group are placed into the slide rack in slide-staining dish #2, stir using setting 4 for 1 minute.

9. During this wash step, removed Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2 from the 37°C water bath and poured into the slide-staining dish #3.

10. Transferred slide rack to slide-staining dish #3 containing Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2 at elevated temperature. Stirred using setting 4 for 1 minute.

11. Slowly removed the slide rack minimizing droplets on the slides. It took 5 to 10 seconds to remove the slide rack.

12. Discarded used Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1 and Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2.

13. Repeat step 1 through step 12 for the next group of eight slides using fresh Gene Expression Wash Buffer 1 and Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2 pre-warmed to 37°C.

14. Scanned slides immediately to minimize the impact of environmental oxidants on signal intensities.

2.17.4 Scanning and Feature Extraction

➢ Step 1. Scanning of slides

Agilent Scanner Settings

1. Assemble the slides into an appropriate slide holder. Placed the slides into the slide holder such that the numeric barcode side is visible.

2. Placed assembled slide holders into scanner carousel.

3. Verified scan settings for one-color scans.
Scan Settings: Scan Area of 61 x 21.6 mm, Scan resolution of 5μm,
Single Pass 5μm scanning mode, selected eXtended Dynamic range,
Green Dye channel and Green PMT of XDR Hi 100% XDR Lo 10%
were set.

4. Selected settings for the automatic file naming
   a. Prefix 1 was set to Instrument Serial Number
   b. Prefix 2 was set to Array Barcode

5. Verified that the Scanner status in the main window says Scanner Ready.

6. Clicked **Scan Slot m-n** on the Scan Control main window where the
   letter *m* represents the Start slot where the first slide is located and the
   letter *n* represents the End slot where the last slide is located.

➤ **Step 2. Extracted data using Agilent Feature Extraction Software**

1. Opened the Agilent Feature Extraction (FE) software version 9.5.3 and
   follow the feature Extraction protocols for gene expression.

2. Added the images (.tif) to be extracted to the FE Project.
   A. Clicked Add New Extraction Set(s) icon on the toolbar or right-
      click the Project Explorer and select Add Extraction.
   B. Browsed to the location of the .tif files, select the .tif file(s) and
      clicked Open. To select multiple files, used the Shift or Ctrl key
      when selecting.

3. Checked the Extraction Set Configuration.
   A. Selected the **Extraction Set Configuration** tab.
   B. Verified that the correct grid template is assigned to each
      extraction set in the **Grid Name** column. To assign a different
      grid template to an extraction set, select one from the pull down
      menu.
   C. If a protocol is not available to select from the pull down menu,
      you must import it to the FE Protocol Browser. To import, right-
      click **FE Protocol Browser**, select **Import**. Browse for the FE
protocol (.xml) and click **Open** to load the protocol into the FE database.

D. Saved the FE Project (.fep) by selecting **File > Save As** and browse for desired location.

E. Verified that the icons for the image files in the FE Project Window no longer have a red X through them. A red X through the icon indicates that an extraction protocol was not selected. If needed, reselect the extraction protocol for that image file.

F. Selected **Project > Start Extracting**.

G. After the extraction is completed successfully, viewed the QC report for each extraction set by double-clicking the QC Report link in the **Summary Report** tab. Determined whether the grid has been properly placed by inspecting Spot Finding at the Four Corners of the Array.

### 2.17.5 Microarray data analysis

Data extraction of the microarray images was performed using the "Feature Extraction" (FE) software (Agilent, v9.1) resulting in an analysable spreadsheet with signal and background fluorescent intensities, as well as annotation information. The 15 data files were imported into GeneSpring GX v11 (Agilent) and normalised using default settings, for scaling and to reduce technical variability. All samples included in downstream analysis were required to pass the QC Metrics produced by FE. Principal Components Analysis was performed to cluster all samples based on the major sources of variability. The global gene list was filtered to remove non-expressed genes flagged as absent by FE.

To detect differentially expressed genes in all conditions examined, a Welch One-way ANOVA, using Benjamini and Hochberg multiple testing correction with an adjusted p-value <0.05, was used. To visualise the data, a Hierarchical Cluster was created, using Pearson clustering on conditions and differentially expressed genes. To determine the specific condition pair(s) where statistical differences occur, a Student-Newman-Keuls post-hoc test was performed. Finally, a >1.5 fold change cut off was applied to the resulting genelists.
Pathway analysis was performed to determine what pathways may be involved and to link differentially expressed genes, by mapping known direct interactions. Further functional analysis was performed using the DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualisation and Integrated Discovery) suite of tools (Barton et al. 2008, Huang et al. 2009a, b), to find overrepresented annotation terms, which can be used to group genes into gene families, and to find significant themes within the data.

2.18 Surface property characterisation of nano-surface roughness of PDMS [Poly(dimethyl siloxane)] or Silicone

2.18.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

PDMS samples were characterized for chemical composition by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy FTIR-8300 system (Shimadzu).

2.18.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Surface topography of gold coated PDMS samples were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi S-4700 instrument.

2.18.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The PDMS samples were also analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 in tapping mode in air with scanning size of 100x100 \( \mu m \) area.
2.19 Cell culture of NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells on nano-surface roughness of PDMS [Poly(dimethyl siloxane)] or Silicone

2.19.1 NIH -3T3 fibroblasts cell seeding and treatment on PDMS nano-surfaces for imaging and cellular activity

Materials

NIH-3T3 (mouse) fibroblasts were used for this study. Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), 10X Trypsin-EDTA solution, Poly-L-lysine (PLL) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. T-75 flasks, 5, 10 and 25 ml pipettes and 96-well flat tissue culture plates were purchased from Sarstedt. 24-well plates were purchased from Biosciences. PDMS or silicone samples were supplied by our collaborator Prof. Michael A. Brook group, Department of Chemistry, McMaster University, Ontario, Canada.

Methods

NIH-3T3 (mouse) fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin and kept in an incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ atmosphere.

24- well plate for PicoGreen Assay: The PDMS samples of smooth, bumpy (~378nm) and very rough samples (~604nm and ~650 nm) were sterilized by treating with 70% ethanol for 20 min followed by successive washes 4 times with sterile PBS. Sterilized PDMS samples were kept in sterile 24 well plates, seeded with approximately 50 µl of a suspension of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts at a density of 40,000 cells/ cm² as triplicates. This was just enough to cover the PDMS samples so that the cells could not flow off of the PDMS sample surface. The cells were kept in an incubator for 1 h so that they became fixed on the PDMS surface and then DMEM was added to give a final volume of 800 µl in each well, and again the plates were placed in an incubator at 37 °C under 5% CO₂ for 24 h. DNA was quantified according to the calibration curve by PicoGreen assay.
2.1 Imaging of NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells on PDMS

2.1.1 Microscopy

Methods
Microscopy: Olympus IX71 Inverted Fluorescent Microscope with Olympus Cell P Software for live cell imaging of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on PDMS samples after 24 hours of seeding of cells.

2.2 Cellular activity of NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells on PDMS

2.2.1 Quantification of DNA by PicoGreen Assay

Materials
Quant-iT PicoGreen DNA assay kit was purchased from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen).

Methods
After 24 hours of co-incubation of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on PDMS samples, the medium was removed and the wells were washed with HBSS. Then 200 µl of sterile deionised double-distilled water was added and the cells were lysed by subjecting them to 3 cycles of freezing for 15 minutes at -80°C and thawing for 15 minutes at room temperature. Prepare first three of four solutions necessary for the assay according to the kit instructions in the following procedure:

PicoGreen kit ➔ Quant-iT™ dsDNA High-Sensitivity Assay Kit (Invitrogen)

A. Solution 1 ➔ Preparation of 1 X TE buffer 8.075 ml distilled water + 425 µl 20 X TE buffer (in kit)

B. Solution 2 ➔ Preparation of 2 mg/ml 588 µl 1 X TE buffer (from solution 1) + 12 µl 100 mg/ml DNA standard (in kit).

C. Solution 3 ➔ Preparation 50 ng/ml DNA stock 586 µl 1 X TE buffer (from solution 1) + 15 µl 2 mg/ml DNA (from solution 2).
D. Solution 4 → Preparation PicoGreen → **Make up at the last minute**

5.174 ml 1 X TE buffer (from solution 1) + 26 µl concentrated PicoGreen (in kit).

A standard curve was then constructed, following the assay kit instructions as listed in table 2.6. Final concentrations of the standards were 1000, 500, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, and 0 ng/µl. Lysed cell solution of 100µl from each well were dispensed in a clear tissue culture 96-well microplate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituents</th>
<th>DNA from Soln. 2</th>
<th>DNA from Soln. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA (µl)/buffer (µl)</td>
<td>100/0</td>
<td>50/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA (µl)/buffer (µl)</td>
<td>100/0</td>
<td>50/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA (µl)/buffer (µl)</td>
<td>100/0</td>
<td>50/50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.6: Calibration curve for PicoGreen assay**

Then 100 µl of diluted PicoGreen solution were added to each of the test wells of 96-well plate. The plate was analysed using a Perkin Elmer Victor Multilabel Plate Reader by Fluorescence (excitation at 485 nm and emission at 535 nm, with a read time of 1.0 s). Levels of DNA in each sample were calculated using the standard curve.

### 2.3 Analysis of data

#### 2.3.1 Statistical Analysis

All results were analysed using Minitab one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s, family error rate of one-way multiple comparisons. A $\rho$ value of less than 0.05 for the ANOVA was considered significant. Error was expressed as standard deviation.
CHAPTER 3: EFFECT OF QDS ON UNDIFFERENTIATED PC12 CELLS
3.1 Background and aims

The unique and tuneable photonic properties of Quantum Dots (QDs) have made them potentially useful tools for imaging biological entities. However, QDs though attractive diagnostic and therapeutic tools, have a major disadvantage due to their inherent cytotoxic nature. Our studies are focussed on the analysis of PC12 cells which have the ability to be differentiated into neurons upon treatment with nerve growth factors (NGF). The application of QDs to neuroscience specific fields is currently emerging (Cui et al. 2007, Jan et al. 2008, Lopez et al. 2003, Rajan et al. 2008, Tang M. L. et al. 2008b, Tang M. L. et al. 2008c) and various groups have investigated the specific labelling of neurons with QDs. While QDs have been investigated with a large variety of cell lines and types; more recently, in search of new neurotherapeutic and neuroprosthetic strategies, QDs have been explored to manipulate and create active cellular interfaces with nerve cells (Gomez Natalia et al. 2005b, Jan et al. 2008). However, the application of such entities to neuron cell imaging is limited and while QDs have been used for cell labelling experiments, little work has been undertaken into measuring the ranges of neuron cell response over long time scales upon their perturbation by the QDs. There are a number of studies which have investigated the toxicity of QDs for 24 hour co-incubations and demonstrated that increasing concentrations increase cell toxicity significantly (Amane Shiohara et al. 2004, Cho Sung Ju et al. 2007a, J. Lovrić et al. 2005, Tan et al. 2007, Tang M. L. et al. 2008c). Although shorter incubation periods have been used by some groups to investigate the toxicity (E. Chang et al. 2006, J. Lovrić et al. 2005), long term exposure is more reliable. The purpose of our study was to explore the potential for labelling of undifferentiated Pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells with gelatinised and non-gelatinised TGA capped CdTe QDs with longer incubation periods. We have investigated the cellular interaction, uptake and resultant toxic influence of CdTe QDs (gelatinised and non-gelatinised Thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped) by serial co-incubations of 24, 48 and 72 hours and analysed the effect of three factors namely concentration, co-incubation time and surface modification in parallel. In conjunction to their analysis by confocal microscopy, the QD – cell interplay was explored as the QD concentrations were varied over extended (up to 72 hours) co-incubation times. Coupled to this investigation, cell
viability, DNA quantification and cell proliferation assays were also performed to compare and contrast the various factors leading to cell stress and ultimately death.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Optical and Physical Characteristics of Quantum Dots

3.2.1.1 Optical characteristics of QDs:

Two differently sized batches of QDs (for both gel and non-gel QDs) were synthesised to allow us to investigate if the additional parameter of QD size had any impact on cell response. Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 below shows the typical absorption and emission profiles indicative of aqueous CdTe QDs. Samples showed a well-resolved absorption maximum which can be seen in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 below displaying the UV-vis spectra, indicating a narrow size distribution of the TGA-capped CdTe QDs. Longer wavelengths were also achieved with increasing size of nanocrystals with our red gel QDs of ~4.5 nm having a wavelength of ~580 nm and our orange gel QDs of ~2.5 nm.
having a wavelength of \( \sim 520 \) nm. This longer wavelength is as a result of quantum confinement, an increasing number of atoms are present resulting in longer wavelength.

Figure 3.2: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra (\( \lambda_{ex} \ 450 \) nm) of the Red Gel (~4.5nm size) QDs synthesised by Stephen Byrne and Valerie Gerard, Inorganic Chemistry, TCD
Figure 3.3: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex}$ 450 nm) of the Red Non-gel (~4.5nm size) QDs synthesised by Stephen Byrne and Valerie Gerard, Inorganic Chemistry, TCD
Figure 3.4: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex}$ 450 nm) of the Orange Gel (~2.5nm size) QDs synthesised by Stephen Byrne and Valerie Gerard, Inorganic Chemistry, TCD
Figure 3.5: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex}$ 450 nm) of the Orange Non-gel (~2.5nm size) QDs synthesised by Stephen Byrne and Valerie Gerard, Inorganic Chemistry, TCD

Figure 3.6 shows the typical absorption and emission profiles indicative of aqueous CdTe QDs. As there are no differences in the spectral characteristics of gel and non-gel QDs, one spectrum indicative of each size is shown for clarity. The spectra shown in Figure 6 highlight the well resolved emission and absorption characteristics of the QDs. Narrow emission spectra (<40 nm full with half maximum [FWHM]) indicate <5% particle size distributions throughout. Gelatine was introduced during the synthesis of the QDs and its presence while altering QD growth rates and QYs (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a), does not significantly alter the size distribution of the QDs and acts primarily as a co-capping agent.

Quantum yields (QYs) for the solutions (measured against Rhodamine 6G) were ~25 % for the non-gel and ~35 % for the gel QDs. As the presence of uncapped surface atoms
provides alternate pathways for the non-radiative recombination of photons, the difference in QYs indicate the highly effective capping qualities of the gelatine.

Figure 3.6: UV-vis absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ 450 nm) of the differently sized (~ 2.5 nm – solid line & ~ 4.5 nm – dashed line) QDs synthesised and measured by Stephen Byrne and Valerie Gerard, Inorganic Chemistry, TCD.

3.2.1.2 Structure and Morphology of QDs

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were taken to examine the structure and morphology of QDs (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: TEM image of aggregated TGA capped CdTe QDs.

Lattice spacings are in agreement with those expected for the (111) plane of cubic zinc blend CdTe (Tang Z. et al. 2004). We have previously shown that although the presence of gelatine during the synthesis of the QDs can influence the rate of QD growth and QY (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a), it does not seem to alter the physical structure of the QDs. Consequently, as can be seen from the resulting QY’s, the gelatine must act solely
as a co-capping agent for the protection of the QD surface and the reduction of non-radiative transitions. The incorporation of gelatine during the QD synthesis results in smaller QDs being produced under the same conditions compared to non-gel QDs but does not seem to alter or influence the size distribution with the particle ensemble. Following size selective purification, size distributions for spectroscopically similar gel and non gel samples were comparable with the only noticeable difference being their respective QYs.

The influence of this additional exterior coating upon uptake and any induced toxicity were some of the properties we wished to explore with the PC12 cells.

Our next aim was to analyse the effect of the QDs on cell behaviour and morphology also to then investigate any alterations to cell proliferation, viability and DNA quantification using pre-determined assays over extended co-incubation times.

3.2.2  Uptake of QDs and their effect on cell morphology of undifferentiated PC12 cells

3.2.2.1 Confocal imaging of undifferentiated PC12 cells

Stock gel and non-gel QD solutions (10^{-4} M) (Yu et al. 2003) were diluted to a range of concentrations (10^{(-7)}-^{(-9)} M) and incubated with the cells as described in the experimental section. Confocal images were taken to visually inspect QD uptake, localisation and cell morphology following incubation (Figures 3.8/3.9/3.10).

In figure 3.8, panels A and B show PC12 cells following 72 hours of co-incubation with 10^{-7} M and 10^{-9} M concentrations of QDs respectively. In panel A, the cells were seen to be rounded and floating in the nutrient rich medium. This contrasts the morphology of the cells in panel B and the control cells (panel C), which were attached to the culture plate and polygonal in shape. It can be noted that as QD concentrations were reduced, the effect on the cell morphology was eliminated and the cells were morphologically identical to the control cells (Figure 3.8, panels B and C). Although some earlier studies (Tan et al. 2007, Tang M. L. et al. 2008c) have shown similar concentration dependence, there is no study investigating the effect on cell morphology at the extended time periods of 48 and 72 hours (J. Lovrić et al. 2005). Green fluorescence in the PC12 cells is due to QDs localisation in the cytoplasm.
Figure 3.8: Overlay of fluorescent confocal images and corresponding differential interference contrast (DIC) images of PC12 cells exposed to a $10^{-7}$ M concentration of QDs (A), $10^{-9}$ M concentration of QDs (B) and a control sample with no QDs (C) following 72 hours of co-incubation. Scale bar = 50 μm.

Figure 3.9 shows the fluorescent image (panel A) and overlaid corresponding differential interference contrast (DIC) image (panel B) of the PC12 cells treated with a $10^{-9}$ M concentration of QDs following 72 hours of co-incubation. The QDs are found to be located within the cytoplasm of PC12 cells.

Figure 3.9: Fluorescent confocal image of PC12 cells exposed to a $10^{-9}$ M concentration of QDs (A) and corresponding differential interference contrast (DIC) image (B) with A overlaid following 72 hours of co-incubation [scale bar = 20 μm].
To enhance visualization, the nucleus and cellular membrane have been actin stained with blue and red colour respectively (Figure 3.10). The QDs (green luminescence) are visualized predominantly in the cytoplasm and their presence even after a 72 hour co-incubation in this region, does not seem to significantly perturb the cells. The cell morphology does not change when evaluated against the controls. These initial observations illustrate the effect of changing QD concentration on cell survival and morphology and to further investigate cell behaviour, several assays were used to study the effect on cell proliferation, growth and metabolic activity.

![Fluorescent confocal images to illustrate the morphology of the actin stained PC12 cells with no QDs (A) as a control and PC12 cells exposed to the QDs (B) [conc. $10^{-9}$ M] following 72 hours of co-incubation. [Scale bar = 20 μm].](image)

3.2.3 Effect of QDs on cellular activity of undifferentiated PC12 cells

The consequence of co-incubating classical molecules on the cell viability can be reliably predicted using single assays (Monteiro-Riviere et al. 2009), however, the dynamics of nanomaterials are not as comprehensively understood and hence drawing conclusions from single cell viability assays can be misleading. As such additional assays are required to give a more comprehensive analysis when determining nanoparticle toxicity for risk assessment (Monteiro-Riviere et al. 2009).
Consequently, alamarBlue (metabolic activity), PicoGreen (total DNA quantification) and ELISA BrdU (colorimetric assay for quantification of proliferating DNA) assays were run to analyse the effect of different QD concentrations, type and size following 24, 48 and 72 hour co-incubations with the PC12 cells.

The red/orange labels serve to differentiate the various QDs by size [~ 2.5 nm (orange) and ~ 4.5 nm (red)] and were used to investigate if the measured cell responses were in any way size dependant. The gel / non-gel label refers to the presence of gelatine during the synthesis of the QDs and these different QDs were analysed to investigate the influence that gelatine imparts on the QD induced cell toxicity.

The changes in luminescence intensity measured in response to the introduction of QDs to the cell cultures throughout all of our experiments can be solely attributed to direct interactions of the staining dyes upon entering the cells. Energy transfer to the dyes can be ruled out via a number of routes. Firstly, the dyes and QDs enter different regions of the cells and as such cannot interact directly on the scale required for FRET or other energy transfer phenomena. Secondly, the intensity (arbitrary units) of the dye emission is of the order of \( \sim 10^3 \) while the QDs display \( \sim 10^2 \). Thus, any energy transferred to the dye would be of an order of magnitude lower and would have a minimal effect on the emission intensity. Negative and background controls in our experiments also substantiate this fact.

3.2.3.1 AlamarBlue Assay

Viability of the PC12 cells, for different concentrations, sizes and types of QDs was investigated with an alamarBlue assay and the results graphed in Figure 3.11. This is a non-destructive assay and allows for the cells to be further utilised following analysis.

The graph shown in Figure 3.11 illustrates the alamarBlue response (percentage of reduced alamarBlue) for the PC12 cells following 24, 48 and 72 hour co-incubations with the QDs.

As seen in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 at \( 10^{-7} \) M QD concentrations the toxicity is extremely high at all incubation times, and approached the levels of negative controls after only 48 hours. We can see the influence of the gelatine coating up to 24 hours as cell viability responses are significantly higher for the gel QDs compared to their non-gel counterparts. Notably, all responses are lower than the controls indicating that at this
concentration the presence of any foreign entities generate a detrimental environment for the cells and result in high levels of cell death.

At $10^{-8}$ M QD concentrations, we can now see a shift with respect to viability response. Initially after 24 hours, responses are comparable (note: orange non-gel QDs do show a slightly decreased response) between QD types and also to controls. This indicates that over this short incubation period, the cells are not significantly perturbed by the QDs at this concentration.

At 48 and 72 hours, the cell responses now mimic those seen for $10^{-7}$M concentrations and have dropped in comparison to controls; however, significant differences are noted between the two QD types. Responses for the gel QDs are considerably higher than those of the non-gel QDs and of note; the red QDs (whether gel or non-gel) are seemingly less toxic than the smaller orange QDs. This may be attributed to the fact that smaller QDs have been shown to penetrate further into cells than their larger counterparts. As nuclear pores are very small (J. Lovrić et al. 2005), nuclear staining of small “green” QDs and cytoplasmic localisation of larger “red” has demonstrated the size dependant nature of QD uptake. (Nabiev et al. 2007) Consequently, the smaller QDs may initiate deleterious cell reactions at far quicker rates than the larger ones.

Analysis of these responses at 48 and 72 hours reinforce the importance of the QD surface environment and the protective nature of the gelatine at this concentration. While the surface gelatine coating helps to reduce the toxicological impact of the QDs at $10^{-8}$ M concentrations, at $10^{-9}$ M we see the least amount of differences between QD types. Unlike previous concentrations, where alamarBlue responses decrease when comparing gel and non-gel QDs up to 72 hours, there is a certain amount of consistency when analysing the co-incubated QDs at $10^{-9}$ M concentrations. There are no significant changes in cell response, across the total incubation period. We can also see that final 72 hour cell responses are actually comparable to those recorded for gel QDs at $10^{-8}$ M.

Throughout; all QDs types elicit responses below the levels of negative controls, however responses for gel QDs are far higher than non-gel QDs, indicating that even though their presence results in a certain level of toxicity, they are far less detrimental than their non-gel counterparts.

These results have been focussed on cell respiratory responses. Our next objective was to find out if the impact of the QDs remains the same for other cellular activities.
Figure 3.11: AlamarBlue assay at 24, 48 and 72 hours showing the viability of PC12 cells after treatment with varying concentrations $[10^{(-7)} - (-9)]$ M of the gel and non-gel QDs. From left to right, controls [positive, negative, background] are also shown. § denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of gelatine, * denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of concentration using a one-way ANOVA ($p<0.05$) by Tukey’s mean comparison.

Figure 3.12: Graphical representation of the histogram results obtained from the alamarBlue assay. (A, B, C) represent the % reduced alamarBlue against incubation time for both gel and non-gel QD concentrations of $E^7$, $E^8$, $E^9$ respectively.
3.2.3.2 PicoGreen Assay

PicoGreen kit Quant-iT™ dsDNA High-Sensitivity Assay Kit (Invitrogen) was used to quantify the amount of double stranded (ds) DNA in ng / µl. The graph shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 illustrates the total amount of DNA present (ng / µl) in live PC12 cells after 24, 48 and 72 hours of co-incubation with both the gel and non-gel QDs. This assay allows us to directly relate the impact of the QDs on the overall cell population.

At $10^{-7}$ M QD concentrations, the histograms for the two QD types trend somewhat similarly to those seen for alamarBlue. Once again, responses never reach that of the control samples indicating the negative effect that the QDs have on this system. However, higher responses are once again recorded for the gel QDs after 24 hours and unlike the alamarBlue assay, the gel QDs show significantly higher results after 48 hours compared to the non-gel QDs. As before after 72 hours, both QD types elicit response similar to negative controls.

These data indicate that this assay seems to be more robust than the alamarBlue. This is an extremely sensitive assay to DNA concentrations and unlike the responses seen previously; there is an apparent shift in cell survival to longer co-incubation times. For example, responses for gel and non-gel QDs were comparable after only 48 hours with alamarBlue, while for PicoGreen this now occurs at 72 hours and this apparent shift continues as the concentrations are reduced.

As the QD concentrations are reduced to $10^{-8}$ M, we can see that after 24 hours DNA responses are approaching comparability with positive controls. Small differences once again favouring the gel QDs can be seen and these continue up to 48 hours. Notably, as recorded before, the orange non-gel QDs begin to show the lowest response indicating their increased impact on cell survival.

Only at 72 hours do we see responses drop below positive controls and significant differences can be seen between the two QD types with once again the gel QDs producing higher responses. Thus, comparing the two assays at this $10^{-8}$ M QD concentration, the shift to longer co-incubation times is clear indicating of increased cell survival rates and their ability to replicate for longer even in the presence of these toxic entities.

Similarly to the alamarBlue, there is a sense of consistency throughout the PicoGreen assay over all time points at $10^{-9}$ M QD concentrations. DNA responses are comparable
to positive controls and do not drop significantly even after 72 hours of co-incubation. This highlights the robustness of this cellular process to toxic influences at this concentration and also emphasizes the hormetic effect (Calabrese and Baldwin 2002, Jan et al. 2008).

These results further corroborate those from the alamarBlue assay verifying that the nature of the QD surface (gel or non-gel) greatly influences their behaviour and the resulting viability of the cells.

Figure 3.13: PicoGreen assay at 24, 48 and 72 hours illustrating the amount of DNA (ng/µl) measured from PC12 neurons following co-incubation with varying concentrations $10^{7-9}$ M of the gel and non-gel QDs. From left to right, controls [positive, negative, background] are also shown. § denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of gelatine, * denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of concentration using a one-way ANOVA ($p< 0.05$) by Tukey’s mean comparison.
Figure 3.14: Graphical representation of the histogram results obtained from the PicoGreen assay. (A, B, C) represent the total amount of DNA (ng/μl) against incubation time for both gel and non-gel QD concentrations of E\(^7\), E\(^8\), E\(^9\) respectively.

### 3.2.3.3 Proliferation ELISA BrdU

A Colorimetric Immunoassay was measured for the quantification of cell proliferation. This was based on the measurement of BrdU incorporation during DNA synthesis for the PC12 cells treated with different concentrations of gel and non-gel QDs. This cell proliferation allows us to extrapolate the healthy nature of the cells following co-incubation times of up to 72 hours. This assay is somewhat different from those previously examined as those cellular processes may still occur in cells that are not proliferating.

The graph shown in figures 3.15 and 3.16 illustrates the measured response for cell proliferation upon co-incubation with the QDs after 24, 48 and 72 hours. Notably, negative and background control responses are significantly higher than those seen for alamarBlue and PicoGreen.

Initially after 24 hours at 10\(^{-7}\) M QD concentrations, we can see a distinction between the less toxic gel and non-gel QDs however this levels off approaching negative controls at 48 and 72 hours. As the concentration drops to 10\(^{-8}\) M, we can once again see the significant influence of the gelatine capping. At 24 and 48 hours the non-gel QDs are substantially more toxic approaching negative controls, while gel QDs maintain parity with positive controls. Little distinction is recorded at 72 hours illustrating the negative impact that prolonged co-incubation with the QDs has on cell proliferation at this concentration.

Similarly to previous assays, little distinction can be made between QD types as the concentration is reduced to 10\(^{-9}\) M. After 24 hours, all QDs elicit responses in line with positive controls while after 48 and 72 hours, the red gel QDs once again showed the
least detrimental effect on cell responses. Overall we can see a general trend towards a drop in cell proliferation with incubation time and the drop in responses for positive controls highlights the delicate nature of maintaining cell proliferation over extended co-incubation times. This also illustrates the extremely sensitive nature of this assay to external perturbation. Even though cell activity decreased during this assay application the results do show a similarity to those previously determined, albeit on a reduced scale.

**Figure 3.15:** ELISA BrdU assay at 24, 48 and 72 hours illustrating (by intensity of absorption at 450 nm) the amount of cell proliferation following co-incubation with varying concentrations $10^{-7-9}$ M of the gel and non-gel QDs. From left to right, controls [positive, negative, background] are also shown. § denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of gelatine, * denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of concentration using a one-way ANOVA ($p < 0.05$) by Tukey’s mean comparison.
3.3 Discussion

As QDs are essentially a combination of toxic materials, their negative impact on cell health is to be expected, however as cell response seems to level off we can postulate as to the reasons for the induced QD toxicity. The PC12 cells themselves can react to the presence of a foreign object, which may be the reason that overall QD cell responses are lower than the controls even after only 24 hours at low ($10^{-9}$ M) concentrations. From our data it is also notable that at $10^{-9}$ M QD concentrations, the protective effect of gelatine coating was not obvious, with the sole exception of orange QDs at 24 hours. Thus, it can be argued that increases in cell viability at lower QD concentrations make it difficult for the protective effect of gelatine to be seen. CdTe QDs exert cytotoxicity characterised by decreases in the metabolic activity. The most common pathways involved in the toxicity of QDs are related to Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). These free radicals act by activating different apoptotic pathways such as caspase-9-, caspase-3 and JNK (Chan Wen-Hsiung et al. 2006a). Some studies have shown involvement of MAPK pathways via over-expression of TNF-α CxCL8 (Lee H-M 2009) or AP-1 and PTK pathways mediated by MMP2 and 9 over-expression (Wan R 2008). Although there are different pathways involved, there is no obvious predilection for particular pathways in a particular cell line. A recent study with PC-12 cells has also shown involvement of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (J. Lovrić et al. 2005), where the authors have shown interactions of QDs with sub-cellular components and the detrimental effect.
of uncapped versus capped QDs (Lovrić et al. 2005). This may indicate that the concentration of the leached atoms or reactive oxygen species even from non-gel QDs is so low at $10^{-9}$ M as to minimally impact the cells beyond the toxicity induced by their very presence.

Throughout the assay, we can see a progressive increase in cell viability for gel compared to non-gel QDs, indicating that the gelatine must act as an effective barrier towards these processes occurring. While it does not prevent the resulting negative impact on the cells, the gelatine seems to effectively slow down the adverse effects of the QDs on cell viability, allowing for longer cell survival, thus enhancing imaging and analysis over elongated co-incubation times.

The QD surface must be protected from the harsh intracellular environment if the cells are going to survive long enough to enable useful information about their behaviour and response to be gathered. The presence of gelatine on the QD surface clearly helps to reduce the impact of low intra-cellular pH ranges and the interactions of the various proteins present from breaking down the surface structure and releasing the “naked” toxic core atoms. Overall however the gelatine helps to nullify the toxic effects induced by the QDs; however the localisation of the QDs and their final destination must also play a role as there are variations in the impact that the different QD sizes and types have on each distinct cell response. This is quite significant and will require further investigation to fully determine and understand how changes in QD type, structure, surface functionality and concentration may impinge on the various cellular processes that occur during co-incubation.

### 3.1 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have co-incubated and analysed undifferentiated PC12 cells over extended incubation times (up to 72 hours) with both gelatinised (gel) and non-gelatinised (non-gel) thioglycolic acid capped CdTe QDs. We have visually inspected QD localisation, cell morphology and behaviour at a range of QD concentrations ($10^{-7}$ – $10^{-9}$ M). The presence of the QDs at $10^{-7}$ M resulted in the death of all cells while at
concentrations of $10^{-9}$ M, the QDs were up taken primarily in the cytoplasm of the PC12s and did not initiate any detrimental effects.

Utilising alamarBlue (cell viability), Picogreen (DNA quantification) and ELISA BrdU (quantification of cell proliferation) assays we have measured and analysed cell response to co-incubations up to 72 hours with both gel and non-gel QDs. We have noted that throughout all our experiments, cell response varied in proportion to QD size, composition and concentration.

QD size significantly impacted measured responses. For the alamarBlue and PicoGreen assays at $10^{-7}$ & $10^{-8}$ M QD concentrations, the orange non-gel QDs consistently produced lower cell responses. This indicates that the increased cellular penetration of these smaller QDs resulted in enhanced adverse effects compared to their larger red counterparts. Notably, these effects were significantly nullified by the gelatine coating with similarly sized gel QDs producing higher response throughout.

Increased QD concentrations also lead to a decrease in all measured cell responses. Notably however, it is evident at all time points that the gelatine coating has a protective effect as cell viability and survival rates are significantly higher for gel compared to non-gel QDs. Elongation of co-incubation times (up to 72 hours) also highlighted the importance and the significance of the gelatine for QD surface protection. The assays have shown that the gel QDs were consistently less toxic than their non-coated counterparts at concentrations up to $10^{-9}$ M. The presence of gelatine enables enhanced cell survival and proliferation at $10^{-8}$ M compared to non-gel QDs, while its influence is negated at $10^{-9}$ M concentrations over the longer co-incubation times. Thus, the $10^{-8}$ M QD concentration appears to act as a threshold for the initiation of deleterious effects.

At $10^{-9}$ M concentrations, there appears to be a transition between the influences of QD surface structure (gel or non-gel) and QD concentration. The protective nature of the gelatine is countered by the drop in QD concentration and little variance was noted between the two QD types indicating that at this concentration the cells were unperturbed by the presence of either QD type.
CHAPTER 4: EFFECT OF QDS ON DIFFERENTIATED PC12 CELLS
4.1 Background and aims

Quantum Dots (QDs) has a major hindrance to use it in biological applications directly without modification because of inherent cytotoxicity. Previously, we have investigated the cytotoxicity of QDs by analysing the outcome of co-incubating a range of concentrations of various types of QDs with non-differentiated PC12 cells (Prasad et al. 2010b). In this chapter, we have studied the viability, cytotoxicity and apoptosis (caspase activation) and localization of Gelatinised and non-gelatinised QDs by varying their concentrations to prevent cytotoxicity in the long term in differentiated PC12 cells. When treated with nerve growth factor (NGF), PC12 cells become differentiated and have functional properties enabling them to behave in a manner similar to neuronal cells (Greene et al. 1987). Their phenotype may not be similar to primary nerve cells as their origin is from tumour cells, however, in the presence of NGF they have the ability to produce neurites, synthesise neurotransmitters and receptors and exhibit the electrical activity which are characteristic of neurons (Radio et al. 2010). Although many cytotoxicity studies of QDs have been done with PC12 cells, in this study we clearly analysed the viability, cytotoxicity and apoptosis at different time periods and discussed the effect of exposure of QDs on PC12 cells before and after the neurites were grown. The apoptotic process involved in the cell death machinery and also the intrinsic behaviour of QDs upon uptake by the cells have been analysed. To make them as more potent neuroprosthetic and neurotherapeutic agents, CdTe QDs (gelatinised and non-gelatinised Thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped) have been investigated in this study with differentiated pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells. The QD – cell interactions were investigated by MTT and APOTOX-Glo Triplex assays and also from confocal microscopic images to probe how individual cell functions (Cytotoxicity, Viability and Apoptosis) were affected by exposing the QDs to extended (up to 17 days) co-incubation times. In the same experiment, differentiated PC12 cells were also exposed to QDs after the neurites were grown for 10 days.
Figure 4.1: Flow chart showing experimental design of differentiated PC12 cells treated with QDs.

1. Undifferentiated PC12 cells treated with Quantum Dots (QDs)
2. 200 ng/ml of Neuronal Growth Factor (NGF) on every second day
3. Differentiated PC12 cells treated with QDs
   - Confocal microscopy
   - MTT Assay
   - ApoTox-Glo Triplex Assay
4.2 Results

4.2.1 Uptake of QDs and their effect on cell morphology of differentiated PC12 cells

4.2.1.1 Confocal imaging of differentiated PC12 cells

Confocal images were taken to visually inspect QD uptake, localisation and cell morphology following QDs exposure before and after the differentiation of PC12 cells (Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).

As seen in figure 4.2, the QDs were found to be located within the cytoplasm of differentiated PC12 cells in all the images. The cells exposed to gel QDs (red and orange) (panels A and C respectively) exhibited a similar morphology and neurite growth to the control (no treatment of QDs) in panel E. The cells exposed to non-gel QDs (panels B and D respectively) appeared rounded with partial inhibition of neurite growth (red non-gel) or no neurite growth (orange non-gel). This was attributed to the enhanced cytotoxicity of the smaller orange QDs relative to their larger red counterparts. These cellular morphologies indicated that the presence of gelatine provides a protective surface coating for the QDs and prevents the initiation of deleterious effects on the morphology and cellular activity of differentiated PC12 cells.
Figure 4.2: Overlaid differential interference contrast (DIC) images with corresponding fluorescent confocal images of differentiated PC12 cells exposed to 10^{-9} M concentrations of QDs showing Red Gel QDs in (A), Red Non-Gel QDs in (B), Orange Gel QDs in (C), Orange Non-Gel QDs in (D) and Control in (E) without exposure to QDs following 14 days of co-incubation [scale bar = 100 μm].
In figure 4.3, the nucleus was stained with DAPI (blue) and the cytoplasm was actin stained (green). The gel QDs (red luminescence) in panel A are visible predominantly in the cytoplasm and their presence, even after 17 days of co-incubation, did not seem to significantly perturb the cells. The QDs were also parsimoniously distributed in the neurites. The cell morphology did not change compared to the controls in panel B.

Figure 4.3: Overlaid fluorescent confocal images to illustrate the morphology of the actin stained differentiated PC12 cells exposed to the Red gelatinised QDs (A) and differentiated PC12 cells without exposure to QDs as a control (B) following 17 days of co-incubation. [Scale bar = 10 μm].

Figure 4.4 shows the overlaid differential interference contrast (DIC) images with corresponding fluorescent images of the differentiated PC12 cells treated with NGF for 6 days prior to exposure to 10⁻⁹ M concentrations of the QDs. Red gel QDs are shown in panel A, red non-gel QDs in panel B, orange gel QDs in panel C and orange non-gel QDs in panel D following 7 days of co-incubation. The QDs were found to be located within the cytoplasm of differentiated PC12 cells in all the images. The cells exposed to red and orange gel QDs (panels A and C respectively) showed similar morphology and neurite growth compared to the control (no treatment of QDs) in panel E. There was evidence of slight neurite degeneration in the cells exposed to orange gel QDs more so than in the cells exposed to red gel QDs, illustrating that the red gel QDs are more cyto-protective than the orange gel QDs. The cells exposed to red non-gel and orange non-
gel QDs (panels B and D respectively) appeared rounded with partial degeneration and full degeneration (fragmentation) of neurites respectively, which suggests that orange non-gel QDs are more cytotoxic than red non-gel QDs. These initial observations using confocal microscopy illustrate the effect of exposure of QDs before and after the differentiation of PC12 cells on cell survival and morphology. In order to further investigate the cell behaviour, several assays were used to study the effect on cell proliferation, cytotoxicity, viability and apoptosis.
Figure 4.4: Differential interference contrast (DIC) images of differentiated PC12 with overlaid corresponding fluorescent confocal images, treated with NGF for 6 days prior to exposure to $10^9$ M concentrations of QDs showing Red Gel QDs in (A), Red Non-Gel QDs in (B), Orange Gel QDs in (C), Orange Non-Gel QDs in (D) and Control in (E) without exposure to QDs following 7 days of co-incubation [scale bar = 100 μm].
4.2.2 Effect of QDs on cellular activity of differentiated PC12 cells

Results were analysed using a one-way ANOVA analysis by Tukey’s mean comparison, where results with a p-value of less than 0.05 were reported as statistically significant and their occurrence can be deemed to be due to interactions in the system under investigation and chance variation can be eliminated. MTT (cell proliferation) and APOTOX Triplex (cytotoxicity, viability and apoptosis) assays were run to analyze the effect of different QD types and size following exposure of QDs before and after the differentiation of PC12 cells.

4.2.2.1 MTT Assay

The graph in figure 4.5 depicts the results of an MTT assay for PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to QDs after periods of 10 and 16 days. After 10 and 16 days, the proliferation of cells exposed to red gel QDs was the same as the positive controls whereas the proliferation of cells exposed to smaller (orange) gel QDs was significantly reduced. This clearly showed that smaller orange gel QDs are significantly more toxic than larger red gel QDs towards differentiated PC12 cells. Similarly, smaller orange non-gel QDs appeared to be significantly more cytotoxic than larger red non-gel QDs as co-incubation periods were prolonged. Overall, gel QDs was found to be less cytotoxic than their non-gel counterparts. The absorption of MTT, and therefore cell proliferation, further decreased when the co-incubation time was extended up to 16 days. Gel and non-gel QDs exhibited the same trend with regards to the impact of particle size on cytotoxicity. Even after prolonged exposure time, smaller QDs had a higher adverse effect on cell proliferation compared to their larger counterparts. As observed from the results displayed above, the gelatine layer on the surface of the gel QDs regardless of size proved to effectively reduce their cytotoxicity. This suggests that cell toxicity of QDs is due to the leakage of cadmium ions or from reactive oxygen species as we discussed in our previous paper with non-differentiated PC12 cells (Prasad et al., 2010).
Figure 4.5: MTT assay after 10 and 16 days showing the rate of proliferation of differentiated PC12 cells after exposure to concentrations [10^{-9} \text{ M}] of the gel and non-gel QDs. Positive Control are differentiated PC12 cells without exposure to QDs and also the graph shows differentiated PC12 cells which were exposed with Red and Orange QDs of gel and non-gel types after neurites were grown for 10 days. Symbols * and ¤ denotes examples of statistical significance in comparison with positive controls using a one-way ANOVA (p< 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison.

4.2.2.2 ApoTox-Glo™ Triplex Assay

The graph in figure 4.6 depicts the results of an APOTOX- Glo Triplex assay showing the cytotoxicity of PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls. The cells were also similarly treated after the neurites were grown for 10 days. After periods of 7, 12 and 17 days, the cytotoxicity of red gel QDs was comparable to the untreated cell controls but in the case of smaller gel QDs the cytotoxicity increased significantly. This clearly showed that smaller orange gel QDs are significantly more toxic than the larger red gel QDs. The smaller orange non-gel QDs also exhibited significantly more cytotoxicity than the larger red non-gel QDs as co-incubation periods were prolonged, and non-gel QDs were more cytotoxic than gel ones. Cytotoxicity levels increased as the co-incubation periods were prolonged.
up to 17 days. Gel and non-gel QDs exhibited the same trend with regards to the impact of particle size on cytotoxicity, with the smaller ones being more toxic. Furthermore, the cells exposed to non-gel QDs were found to be more affected than those exposed to gel QDs. We found the same trend of cytotoxicity after neurites were grown for 10 days prior to QD exposure. This shows that there is absolutely no inhibition of cellular interactions with QDs after the cells were grown with neurites.

Figure 4.6: APOTOX GLO Triplex assay above showing the graph of cytotoxicity of differentiated PC12 cells after 7, 12 and 17 days treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and also the cells were treated with Red and Orange QDs of gel and non-gel types after neurites were grown for 10 days. Symbols *, § and □ denotes examples of statistical significance in comparison with untreated cell controls using a one-way ANOVA (p< 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison.

The graph in figure 4.7 depicts the results of an APOTOX Triplex assay showing the viability of PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and the viability of cells treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types after neurites had been grown for 10 days. After periods of 7, 12 and 17 days, the viability of cells exposed to red gel QDs was the same as that
of untreated cell controls, however the viability of cells exposed to the smaller orange gel QDs decreased significantly. Similar to previous assays, cells exposed to the smaller orange QDs were significantly less viable than cells exposed to the larger red QDs (both gel and non-gel) as co-incubation periods were prolonged. Viability levels decreased as the co-incubation periods were prolonged up to 17 days, and retained the same trend with regards to gel/non-gel and size influence. The cells exposed to gel QDs were found to be more viable than the ones exposed to non-gel QDs and were equally viable as untreated controls (negative controls). We found the same trend of cellular viability after neurites were grown for 10 days and cells were subsequently treated with QDs. This also shows that there is absolutely no inhibition of cellular interactions with gel QDs after the cells were grown with neurites.

Figure 4.7: APOTOX GLO Triplex assay above showing the graph of viability of differentiated PC12 cells after 7, 12 and 17 days treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and also the cells were treated with Red and Orange QDs of gel and non-gel types after neurites were grown for 10 days. Symbols *, § and ¤ denotes examples of statistical significance in comparison with untreated cell controls using a one-way ANOVA (p< 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison.
The graph in figure 4.8 depicts the results of an APOTOX Triplex assay showing the apoptosis of PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and also the apoptosis of cells which were treated with red and orange gel and non-gel QD types after neurites had been grown for 10 days. After periods of 7, 12 and 17 days, the apoptotic activity of cells exposed to red gel QDs was the same as that of untreated cell controls, whereas the apoptotic activity of cells exposed to smaller orange gel QDs was significantly increased. This illustrated that smaller orange QDs were significantly more cytotoxic than the larger red QDs for both gel and non-gel QDs as co-incubation periods were prolonged. Overall, non-gel QDs induced more apoptosis than gel QDs. Apoptotic activity levels increased with both gel and non-gel QDs as the co-incubation periods were prolonged up to 17 days and retained the same trend with regards to gel/non-gel and size influence. The cells exposed to non-gel QDs were found to undergo more cell death than the cells exposed to gel QDs. We found the same trend of cell death after neurites were grown for 10 days and subsequent treatment of the cells with QDs. This shows that there is absolutely no inhibition of cellular interactions with gel QDs after the cells were grown with neurites.
Figure 4.8: APOTOX GLO Triplex assay above showing the graph of apoptosis of differentiated PC12 cells after 7, 12 and 17 days treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and also the cells were treated with Red and Orange QDs of gel and non-gel types after neurites were grown for 10 days. Symbols *, § and ¤ denotes examples of statistical significance in comparison with untreated cell controls using a one-way ANOVA (p< 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison.

4.3 Discussion

The present study is aimed at defining the effect of gelatinated CdTe QDs on differentiated PC12 cells. The cellular uptake of QDs is mediated by proteins such as clathrins, which are coated to membrane vesicles on the cell surface at the entry (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a; Dawson et al., 2009; Watson et al., 2005). Non-specific binding occurred less frequently for PC12 cells (Vu et al., 2005) when compared to other cells like neuroblastoma cells as studied by Gomez et al. (Gomez et al., 2005). Confocal microscopy has been used to identify the localisation of the particles after cellular uptake, as shown in figure 4.2 and 4.3. Similarly to previously reported non-
differentiated PC12 cells (Prasad et al., 2010), gel QDs were mostly found in the cytoplasm, which became largely illuminated. This may be easily explained by the nature of the nanoparticles (QDs). The TGA-capped CdTe QDs used in this study were negatively charged thanks to the de-protonated carboxylic groups of the TGA molecules and they exhibit an average zeta potential of -40 mV. It has been shown in previous studies that negatively charged QDs have a strong tropism to core histones and histone-rich cell organelles (Conroy et al., 2008). This research has suggested that the surface charge of these nanoparticles may ultimately determine their cellular uptake and therefore their location within the cell. It has been suggested that the negatively charged QDs are drawn towards the nucleus due to molecular interactions with positively charged histones. This may explain why the majority of TGA-capped CdTe QDs reside in the cytoplasm (J. Lovrić et al., 2005), surrounding the nucleus as opposed to the neurites.

Macromolecules, such as proteins and RNA, responsible for genome structure and function must be transported by selective, energy-dependent mechanisms from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. The karyopherin family of proteins maintain this process of selective import and export into the nucleus and cytoplasm. The nuclear localisation signals, nuclear transport receptors and the proteins in the nuclear pore complex ensure that no unwanted molecules are transported into the nucleus (Cooper, 2007). This selective transport system could be the reason why QDs are not localised within the nucleus. A second reason why QDs seem to localise only in the cytoplasm could be due to entrapment within cell organelles such as endosomes, lysosomes and vesicles. However, examination of images of differentiated PC12 cells (Figures 4.2 and 4.3), shows some localisation of QDs within the neurites. This would mean that not all the QDs are accumulated within these cell organelles, but still are not observed within the nucleus (Byrne Stephen J et al. 2007a; Ruan et al., 2007).

Figure 4.4 displays a comparison of the morphological changes induced by exposure of cells to QDs of different sizes and structure. The degeneration of neurites observable mostly in the case of non-gel QDs was attributed to neuronal cell death and direct axonal toxicity, as evidenced by the study of Sanjeev Kumar Mahto et al., with differentiated PC12 cells inside microfluidic devices (Mahto et al., 2010). Another study also showed that the degeneration of neurites was due to autophagosomes or lysosomes produced in the cell cytoplasm and in the neurites, which traverse in both
anterograde and retrograde directions to destroy the already impaired mitochondria due to the toxicity of QDs (Yang et al., 2008). Although observation of the cell morphology gave a rather clear idea of the trend in cytotoxicity among the different types of QDs, quantitative assays of the metabolic activity could provide a better understanding of the mechanisms involved. The MTT proliferation assay was designed to probe the activity of reductase enzymes as a measure of cell viability and proliferation. The results shown in Figure 4 indicated that gel QDs (both red and orange) did not significantly affect cell proliferation as compared to untreated control cell cultures. Non-gel QDs, however, caused a reduction of about 50% in cell proliferation. Interestingly, whether the cell differentiation occurred simultaneously or prior to QD treatment did not change the outcome of the assay. The MTT assay correlated well with the viability part of the APOTOX GLO Triplex assay (Figure 4.7), although the latter gave more subtle results, showing a discrepancy between red and orange QDs. This assay essentially assessed the cell membrane integrity and is therefore more sensitive than MTT which measures the enzyme level. Orange QDs are smaller in size and appeared to be slightly more cytotoxic than their larger red counterparts. It was previously reported by Lovric et al. (J. Lovrić et al., 2005) that QD cytotoxicity was inversely related to their size due to the fact that smaller particles may enter cells more readily thus interfering to a higher degree with the cell machinery. As expected, the cytotoxicity part of the APOTOX GLO Triplex assay produced similar results (Figure 4.6); gel QDs appeared to be much less cytotoxic than non-gel QDs, and orange (smaller) ones were more cytotoxic than red (larger) ones. A recent study on the toxicity of QDs with PC12 cells has shown involvement of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (J. Lovrić et al., 2005) and the most common pathways involved in relation to toxicity of QDs with ROS has been discussed previously (Prasad et al., 2010). In the cell, mitochondria are cellular factories for the production of Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) and are also a prime source of ROS production. In addition, they help to regulate the cytoplasmic calcium levels, pH and apoptosis. Abnormally increased levels of ROS (oxidative stress) during ischemia make it difficult for the neuronal cells to survive due to overwhelming multiple buffering mechanisms of ROS (Foster et al., 2006). Oxidative stress is a state in which glutathione (GSH) is depleted with accumulation of oxidized glutathione (GSSG) (Halliwell, 1999; Nel et al., 2006). Lower levels of ROS are easily neutralized by generation of GSH and
antioxidant enzymes. Protective or injury responses in the cells are characterized by the drop in GSH/GSSG ratio (Bell, 2003; Halliwell, 1999; Nel, 2005; Nel et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2003). At lower oxidative stress, cellular redox hemostasis occurs, intermediate oxidative stress leads to inflammation and higher oxidative stress leads to cytotoxicity which finally leads to apoptosis (Halliwell, 1999; Nel et al., 2006).

Apoptosis is one form of cell death which involves the cell death machinery, Caspase-9, Apaf-1 and Cytochrome c. Chromatin margination along the nuclear membrane, nuclear condensation, budding and fragmentation are some of the features of apoptosis which can be seen in the cell morphology. DNA fragmentation, which is one of the hallmarks of apoptosis is thought to be induced by cadmium. Cadmium toxicity is thought to affect the cells by the production of ROS and can induce apoptosis through a mitochondrial caspase dependent pathway (Oh and Lim, 2006). Caspases, a family of cysteine proteases, carry out these complex biochemical events which cause cell morphology changes. Caspases are made up of initiator caspases such as caspases-8, -9 and -12, whose function is to activate downstream caspases, and executor caspases, such as caspases-3, -6 and -7, their function being to degrade cellular protein (Kondoh et al., 2002; Li et al., 2009).

In previous research on human neuroblastoma cells, Chan et al. described the apoptotic chain of events induced by CdSe QDs through the mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and activation of caspase-9 and caspase-3 (WH Chan et al., 2006). The trigger is the intracellular degradation of QDs, which leads to the release of free cadmium ions (Cd$^{2+}$) inside the cytoplasm. These free cadmium ions inside the cells are responsible for the formation of ROS, leading to oxidation of the phospholipid Cardiolipin, which helps in associating the cytochrome c with inner mitochondrial membrane (Shidoji et al., 1999). Due to oxidation of cardiolipin, cytochrome c is released, an important event in apoptotic signaling (Newmeyer and Ferguson-Miller, 2003). Release of cytochrome c is also due to ROS-induced changes in the conformation of the adenine nucleotide translocase, a protein which is involved in the formation of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (McStay et al., 2002), and the voltage-dependent anion channel-selective permeabilization of the mitochondrial outer membrane (Madesh and Hajnoczky, 2001). It is thought that this release of Cytochrome c into the cytosol leads to Caspase-9 activation by Cytochrome c/Apaf-1 complex. Caspase-9 is the upstream caspase in the mitochondria-dependent apoptosis pathway and activates Caspase-3. In
our study, the apoptosis assay, while confirming the general trend among the various
types of QDs, provided valuable information about the mechanisms involved in cell
death upon QD treatment (Figure 4.8). The assay itself is based on the measurement of
the activity of caspase 3/7 as an indicator of apoptosis. Therefore it can be concluded
that QDs, in particular non-gel types, cause cell death via cadmium-induced
mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and activation of caspase-9 and caspase-3
leading to apoptosis (Kondoh et al., 2002).
Long term exposure (up to 17 days) of PC12 cells to QDs both before and after
undergoing differentiation displayed dramatic differences between non-gel and gel QDs.
While the former exhibited a dramatic increase in cytotoxicity as measured by MTT
and APOTOX GLO Triplex assays (Figures 4.5 to 4.8), the latter remained at a
comparable level of toxicity as after 7 and 12 days of incubation. It was therefore
concluded that the gelatine coating durably stabilized the QDs and created virtually no
interference with cell functions over significant periods of time.
The results presented here are consistent with our published findings on non-
differentiated PC12 cells (Prasad et al., 2010). Differentiated PC12 cells mimic
neuronal cells behaviour, thus providing a model for QD interaction with neurons. The
accumulation of nanoparticles in neurites was minor compared to the rest of the
cytoplasm and did not appear to disturb the cell functions any further, even over
extended periods of time (up to 17 days). In addition, we found that QDs did not affect
differentiation itself, as proved by the growth of neurites in their presence.

4.4 Conclusion

There is clear evidence from MTT and APOTOX-Glo Triplex assay (Cytotoxicity,
Viability and Apoptosis) and also from microscopic images that the gelatine-coating
helps to reduce the toxicity of CdTe QDs and assists in protecting the cells themselves.
This was observed indiscriminately when neurites were grown prior to or after exposure
to QDs. The difference in toxicity and resulting cell death between the orange and red
gel QDs is due to the smaller size of the orange QDs. By preventing leakage of
cadmium ions from the QD core and providing a biocompatible interface, the gelatine
coating helps to delay caspase activation events that eventually lead to apoptosis. Gel QDs were shown neither to inhibit cell differentiation nor to be any more cytotoxic towards neuron-like differentiated cells than non-differentiated ones. This provided a good indication that these particles can remain in healthy and sensitive tissue for several days without damaging it, which opens applications in diagnostics and targeted drug delivery. This is an important starting point that can be used for development of other non-toxic nanoparticle-gelatine composites, which might have a range of potential biomedical applications such as controlled drug delivery, *in vivo* and *in vitro* diagnostics and anticancer therapy.
CHAPTER 5: EFFECT OF QDS ON HPMEC-ST1.6R CELLS
THE RESULTS OF THE EFFECT OF QDS ON HPMEC-ST1.6R CELLS HAS BEEN REMOVED DUE TO CONFIDENTIALITY FOR PUBLICATION
CHAPTER 6: EFFECT OF NANO-SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF SILICONES (PDMS) ON CELLULAR ACTIVITY OF NIH-3T3 CELLS
6.1 Background and aims

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS or silicone) exhibit a broad range of beneficial properties that are exploited in biomaterials. Silicone is a versatile polymer because of its biological stability (Chang et al. 2007, Kheir et al. 1998) and low toxicity (Chang et al. 2007), the ease with which the hardness of silicone elastomers can be controlled, and its ability to be easily molded and shaped (Kheir et al. 1998). These properties make it suitable for a variety of applications such as breast implants (Backovic and Wolfram 2007), cochlear implants (Abbasi et al. 2006, Mirzadeh and Abbasi 2004), maxillofacial reconstruction (Kheir et al. 1998), artificial corneas (Klenkler et al. 2005), artificial skin, soft contact lenses (Nicolson and Vogt 2001), and coatings for pacemaker leads. The wound healing response at the external surface of a silicone implants leads to the formation of a fibrous capsule. Capsule formation can be either interrupted or unduly enhanced by infection, immune reaction, implant migration, or extrusion (Kheir et al. 1998). In some cases, however, problems can arise at silicone elastomer interfaces. With breast implants, for example, the fibrous capsule that forms at the silicone interface can undergo contracture, which can lead to the need for revision surgery (Barr et al. 2009). Surface topography plays a significant role in biological processes such as cell attachment (Khorasani and Mirzadeh 2004, Kidambi et al. 2007, Lee J. N. et al. 2004, Toworfe et al. 2004), motility, proliferation (Kidambi et al. 2007, Li B. et al. 2006, Yim et al. 2005), differentiation (Liao et al. 2003), as well as regulation of gene expression (Kyriakides et al. 1999): these biological processes are important criteria for implant acceptance. The roughness of the implant surface can have significant influence on the cellular behaviour (McLucas et al. 2006) and thus the foreign body reaction (Kao et al. 1994, Kyriakides et al. 1999, Rice et al. 1998) can be minimized by critical adjustment of the roughness (Mirzadeh et al. 2003). The relationship between surface topography (nanosurface roughnesses) and wound healing – which could impact on the degree of contracture – has not been examined in detail. To address this, silicone elastomer samples with rms surface roughnesses varying from ~88 nm to ~650 nm were examined with characterisation of silicone samples by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometry (FTIR), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM). We also measured the growth of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on these surfaces for 24 hours by quantification of total amount of DNA by PicoGreen assay.

Figure 6.1: Flow chart showing experimental design of PDMS surface characterisation and growth of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on PDMS nano-rough surfaces.
6.2 Results

6.2.1 Surface Property Characterization of Silicone or PDMS

6.2.1.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometry (FTIR)

FTIR spectra of the PDMS samples of different roughness as shown in figure 6.2, demonstrated that chemical etching did not affect the surface chemical composition, which remained that of pure poly(dimethylsiloxane).

![FTIR spectra overlay](image)

*Figure 6.2: Overlay of FTIR spectra from ~88nm smooth PDMS (dark brown spectrum), ~378nm bumpy PDMS (green spectrum) and ~604nm (red spectrum) and ~650nm (orange spectrum) very rough PDMS.*
6.2.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Surface roughnesses of the PDMS samples were investigated by SEM. AFM and optical profilometry. SEM demonstrated qualitatively that the PDMS surfaces exhibited different degrees of roughness as shown in figure 6.3.

![SEM pictures showing (A) smooth (B) bumpy, (C & D) very rough PDMS surfaces.](image)

Figure 6.3: SEM pictures showing (A) smooth (B) bumpy, (C & D) very rough PDMS surfaces.

6.2.1.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Surface roughnesses of the PDMS samples were investigated by AFM. The different degrees of roughness of samples were quantified using AFM: the four surfaces exhibited root mean square roughness of $\sim$88nm, $\sim$378nm, $\sim$604nm, and $\sim$650nm, respectively, as shown in figure 6.4.
6.2.2 Imaging of NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells on PDMS

6.2.2.1 Microscopy

Imaging of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on PDMS samples was done after 24 hours of seeding of cells and the morphology of cells on different surfaces was examined microscopically. Morphologically, the cells readily distinguished between the PDMS surfaces of different roughnesses. The growth on tissue culture plastic (TCP) was used as a control. As shown in figure 4, after 24 hours very significant differences were observed in the degree of proliferation and the appearance of the cells. 3T3 cells on TCP were adherent after 24 hours, proliferating although not to confluence, and exhibited their normal elongated (high aspect ratio) shape as shown in panel A of figure 4. Flat, smooth silicone surfaces were far more productive for cell growth than TCP: dense, near confluent cell layers were produced as shown in panel C of figure 4. By contrast, very
rough PDMS surfaces with the same chemical structure exhibited only a few adhering and rounded up cells as shown in panel B of figure 6.5.

![Figure 6.5](image)

**Figure 6.5:** (A) 3T3 fibroblasts on TCP; (B) 3T3 cells clumped on a very rough PDMS surface; (C) dense 3T3 cells on smooth PDMS. In all cases, photos were taken 24 hours after seeding.

### 6.2.3 Cellular activity of NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells on PDMS

#### 6.2.3.1 Quantification of DNA by PicoGreen Assay

The efficiency of cell proliferation was determined using a PicoGreen® Assay that determines the amount of fibroblast cellular DNA on different surfaces. The selectivity of the 3T3 cells for smoother surfaces was further demonstrated by the use of the PicoGreen® assay, which is a more objective method to quantify cellular proliferation by measuring the DNA produced. As shown in Figure 6.6, the fibroblast growth decreased with an increase in surface roughness. Smooth (~88nm rms roughness) PDMS elastomers had significantly higher and statistically different (p<0.05) amounts of fibroblast DNA per unit area than the ‘bumpy’ (~378nm) and very rough (~604nm and~650nm) PDMS samples. The smooth silicone surface exhibited far more cells at 24 hours than the TCP, which is normally considered the gold standard for tissue culture.
A key step in wound healing is the proliferation of fibroblasts, and the generation of ECM, including collagen. In the case of some implants, notably breast implants, excessive production of collagen, particularly when the fibres are well oriented, leads to ‘contracture’, which can be painful and, in many cases, requires a surgical revision (Parker et al. 2002).

A variety of factors associated with a given surface can affect cellular compatibility. For example, low cell growth has been associated with hydrophobic surfaces such as silicones (Ai et al. 2002, Patel et al. 2006). However, the rough, bumpy and smooth surfaces described above are comprised of the same silicone of the same low surface energy. Thus, the distinction observed in the ability of cells to proliferate can be associated with roughness alone.
While some investigations have suggested that the topography of the silicone surface does not have a significant effect on contracture (Poeppl et al. 2007), more studies suggest that a correlation exists (Barnsley et al. 2006, Wong C. H. et al. 2006). These studies have compared ‘smooth surfaces’, prepared by dip coating with uncured silicone elastomers, to multi-micron scale rough surfaces, prepared either by moulding operations or by exposing the uncured silicone surface to salt, which is washed away after cure (Barr et al. 2009). The additional effect of softness of the material has been reviewed (Wong J. Y. et al. 2004). On smooth surfaces, fibroblasts more easily orient, leading to collagen fibres that can effectively contract. Deep, oriented multi-micron wide grooves lead to contact guidance of cellular growth along the groove (denBraber et al. 1996). The response of fibroblasts to oriented grooves was found to be better than to randomly oriented rough surfaces: thicker capsules formed in the former case, although when implanted the thinner capsules that were associated with random rough surfaces led to greater inflammatory responses (Parker et al. 2002). Therefore, in addition to the benefits that could arise from tissue ingrowths on rough surfaces, which can be important for holding the implant in place, particularly with reconstruction patients post-mastectomy, rough surfaces at the micron scale length may be associated with reduced contracture (Barnsley et al. 2006, Wong C. H. et al. 2006).

While the effects on cellular growth of both smooth and very rough silicone implant surfaces have been examined (Schumacher et al. 2007) and very little is known about the effects on cellular adhesion and proliferation of silicone surface roughness at the sub-micron scale. On silicon (the rigid element), slightly rougher surfaces (>70 nm) and very smooth (<10 nm) surfaces were detrimental to cell adhesion when compared with intermediate surfaces (20-50 nm) (Fan et al. 2002). One report suggests that nanotexturing may affect contracture (Barr et al. 2009). In the work above, we compared smooth surfaces with intermediate (bumpy) and very rough surfaces on the hundreds of nm scale. Smooth surfaces were associated with extremely efficient fibroblast proliferation, much better even than TCP.

The decrease in cellular compatibility of rougher silicone elastomer surfaces at the nm scale may be beneficial in a practical sense. The initial steps of the wound healing process involve protein adsorption on the silicone surface followed by cellular adsorption, particularly by fibroblasts. Since the ultimate outcome of over proliferation of fibroblasts can be thick and contracted capsule, surfaces that are less attractive to
such surfaces may be beneficial in silicone-based implantable devices as they may lead to lower rates of contraction. Further research on in vivo responses to such surfaces will address this question.

6.4 Conclusion

Controlled levels of surface roughness introduced on PDMS elastomer samples were measured by SEM and AFM. The PicoGreen Assay demonstrated that fibroblast growth decreased with increases in surface roughness. Relatively smooth (~88nm) PDMS samples had ca. twice as much fibroblast DNA per unit area than the ‘bumpy’ (~378nm) and very rough (~604nm and~650nm) PDMS samples. While the PDMS sample with roughness of ~650 nm had significantly fewer fibroblasts at 24 hours than the TCP control and fibroblasts on the smooth silicone surprisingly reached confluence much more rapidly than on TCP is the gold standard for cell culture. Smooth PDMS surfaces supported 3T3 fibroblast cell growth better than both TCP and rougher silicone surfaces. The decreased ability of fibroblasts to proliferate on the rougher surfaces may be beneficial for in vivo applications, as it could lead to lower levels of capsular contracture than on smoother surfaces. Thus, increasing the surface roughness at the submicron scale (Nanosurface roughness) could be a strategy worthy of consideration to help mitigate fibroblast growth and control fibrous capsule formation on silicone elastomer implants.
CHAPTER 7: FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
7.1 Summary of experiments

The first aim of our study was to explore the potential for labelling of undifferentiated Pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells with gelatinised and non-gelatinised TGA capped CdTe QDs with longer incubation periods (chapter 3). We have investigated the cellular interaction, uptake and resultant toxic influence of CdTe QDs (gelatinised and non-gelatinised Thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped) by serial co-incubations of 24, 48 and 72 hours and analysed the effect of three factors namely concentration, co-incubation time and surface modification in parallel. In conjunction to their analysis by confocal microscopy, the QD – cell interplay was explored as the QD concentrations were varied over extended (up to 72 hours) co-incubation times. Coupled to this investigation, cell viability, DNA quantification and cell proliferation assays were also performed to compare and contrast the various factors leading to cell stress and ultimately death.

The second aim of our study was to clearly analyse the viability, cytotoxicity and apoptosis at different time periods and discussed the effect of exposure of QDs on PC12 cells before and after the neurites were grown (chapter 4). The apoptotic process involved in the cell death machinery and also the intrinsic behaviour of QDs upon uptake by the cells have been analysed. CdTe QDs (gelatinised and non-gelatinised Thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped) have been investigated in this study with differentiated pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells. The QD – cell interactions were investigated by MTT and APOTOX-Glo Triplex assays and also from confocal microscopic images to probe how individual cell functions (Cytotoxicity, Viability and Apoptosis) were affected by exposing the QDs to extended (up to 17 days) co-incubation times. In the same experiment, differentiated PC12 cells were also exposed to QDs after the neurites were grown for 10 days.

The third aim was to investigate the cytotoxicity and their differential gene expression of cells in the presence of QDs of gelatinated (gel) and non-gelatinated (non-gel) QDs in Human Pulmonary Microvascular Endothelial (HPMEC-ST1.6R) cells (chapter 5). The viability and DNA quantification of HPMEC-ST1.6R cells was done with alamarBlue and Pico-Green assays respectively. The effect of exposure of QDs on HPMEC-ST1.6R cells was done with Genome-wide microarray analysis and their differential expression of genes was identified.
The final experimental chapter was to examine the relationship between nanosurface topography and wound healing. The nanosurface roughnesses of silicone elastomer samples with rms surface roughnesses varying from ~88 nm to ~650 nm with characterisation of silicone samples by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometry (FTIR), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and also measured the growth of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on these surfaces for 24 hours by quantification of total amount of DNA by PicoGreen assay.

7.2 Conclusions

1. Red gel QDs are less toxic than orange gel QDs in the long term exposure of QDs to cells as observed from our studies on different cell lines i.e, undifferentiated PC12 cells, differentiated PC12 cells and HPMEC-ST1.6R cells for 72 hours, 17 days and 72 hours respectively.

2. Gelatination of QDs alleviated the toxicity of QDs upon exposure to cells.

3. Orange QDs, relatively smaller in size are more cytotoxic than the red QDs.

4. Gelatine coating on QDs is more stable and protected the cell from toxicity as there is no degradation of gelatine coating until 17 days as observed from our study.

5. The effect of size of QDs on the cytotoxicity is more pronounced than the effect of gelatination of QDs.

6. The cytotoxicity of QDs was found to increase in the following order from red gel, red non-gel, orange gel and orange non-gel.

7. There is uptake of QDs inside the cells and are distributed heterogeneously inside the cytoplasm around the perinuclear region. Heterogeneous cellular distribution is due to the nanoscale effect of QDs.

8. There are more genes differentially expressed in red QDs than the orange QDs. The more the cytotoxicity of QDs, the lesser the number of differentially expressed genes. The cells treated with red gel and red non-gel QDs expressed more differentially expressed genes than orange gel and orange non-gel QDs shows that the red gel and red non-gel QDs also triggered the stress and apoptotic machinery of the cell but the defensive mechanisms of the cell protected from apoptosis or cell death but is not the case in orange gel and orange non-gel QDs. The
overrepresentation of p53 and ATM (ataxia telangiectasia-mutated gene) signalling pathways in cells treated with orange gel and orange non-gel QDs shows that the orange gel and orange non-gel QDs were showing detrimental effect for the cells leading to apoptosis and finally cell death.

9. The genes of metallothionein superfamily are expressed along with involvement of MT-Heavy pathway in cells exposed to red non-gel and orange non-gel QDs shows that the cadmium ions are leaking from the QDs not coated with gelatine and leads to cytotoxicity. This shows that the gelatination of QDs acts as a barrier by preventing the leakage of cadmium ions from the core of QDs.

10. The smooth surface (~88nm) of PDMS (silicone) showed more fibroblast growth than the rough surfaces at the nano-scale level.

11. Roughness of PDMS (silicone) elastomers at the nano-scale level has the ability to control the fibroblast growth and fibrous capsule formation as observed in our in vitro studies.

### 7.3 Future directions

1. Validation of differentially expressed genes of microarray analysis using Real time-Polymerised chain reaction (RT-PCR).
2. Gene expression analysis using Microarray for HPMEC-ST1.6R cells exposed to QDs for 24 hours along with validation using real time-Polymerised chain reaction (RT-PCR).
3. Preclinical studies on animal models (in vivo studies)
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Abstract

Background: The unique and tuneable photonic properties of Quantum Dots (QDs) have made them potentially useful tools for imaging biological entities. However, QDs though attractive diagnostic and therapeutic tools, have a major disadvantage due to their inherent cytotoxic nature. The cellular interaction, uptake and resultant toxic influence of CdTe QDs (gelatinised and non-gelatinised Thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped) have been investigated with pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells. In conjunction to their analysis by confocal microscopy, the QD - cell interplay was explored as the QD concentrations were varied over extended (up to 72 hours) co-incubation times. Coupled to this investigation, cell viability, DNA quantification and cell proliferation assays were also performed to compare and contrast the various factors leading to cell stress and ultimately death.

Results: Thioglycolic acid (TGA) stabilised CdTe QDs (gel and non - gel) were co-incubated with PC12 cells and investigated as to how their presence influenced cell behaviour and function. Cell morphology was analysed as the QD concentrations were varied over co-incubations up to 72 hours. The QDs were found to be excellent fluorophores, illuminating the cytoplasm of the cells and no deleterious effects were witnessed at concentrations of ~10⁻⁹ M. Three assays were utilised to probe how individual cell functions (viability, DNA quantification and proliferation) were affected by the presence of the QDs at various concentrations and incubation times. Cell response was found to not only be concentration dependant but also influenced by the surface environment of the QDs. Gelatine capping on the surface acts as a barrier towards the leaking of toxic atoms, thus reducing the negative impact of the QDs.

Conclusion: This study has shown that under the correct conditions, QDs can be routinely used for the imaging of PC12 cells with minimal adverse effects. We have found that PC12 cells are highly susceptible to an increased concentration range of the QDs, while the gelatine coating acts as a barrier towards enhanced toxicity at higher QD concentrations.

Background

Semiconductor nanoparticles or Quantum Dots (QDs) have been widely touted as new replacements for traditional dyes for the imaging of living cells and tissues. Due to their extremely small size QDs can, via specific and non-specific pathways penetrate and label both the exterior and interior of numerous cell types [1-7]. They are highly resistant to photobleaching [2,8-10] and their broad absorption ranges allow for their excitation and multiplexed detection across a wide spectrum of wavelengths [11-14]. Minute changes in the radius of QDs manifests as visible colour changes of the QDs in solution. This property may lead to their potential use as simultaneous multiple
colour labels [15-17]. The difference in size can also affect their uptake may lead to alterations in cellular activity and cytotoxicity [18,19].

Our studies are focussed on the analysis of PC12 cells which have the ability to be differentiated into neurons upon treatment with nerve growth factors (NGF). The application of QDs to neuroscience specific fields is currently emerging [20-25] and various groups have investigated the specific labelling of neurons with QDs. Nerve growth factors were QD tagged by Vu et al. [26], QD micelles were up taken by rat hippocampal neurons as shown by Fan et al. [27], while various antibody and peptide labelled QDs have also been explored [6,20,28-32]. However, advances in molecular medicine require the safe detection of individual biomolecules, cell components and other biological entities. One significant problem with QDs is their heavy metal composition [33-35], which has given genuine cause for concern due to their potential cytotoxicity [33,35,36]. In an effort to combat this problem, much research has been conducted into the mechanisms that result in QDs acting as toxic agents once exposed to a cellular environment [37-43] and ways of reducing their toxicological impact via non-toxic coatings [44].

While QDs have been investigated with a large variety of cell lines and types; more recently, in search of new neurotherapeutic and neuroprosthetic strategies, QDs have been explored to manipulate and create active cellular interfaces with nerve cells [19,20]. However, the application of such entities to neuron cell imaging is limited and while QDs have been used for cell labelling experiments, little work has been undertaken into measuring the ranges of neuron cell response over long time scales upon their perturbation by the QDs. The purpose of the study was to explore the potential for labelling of undifferentiated Pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells with gelatinised and non-gelatinised TGA capped CdTe QDs. We have studied serial co-incubations of 24, 48 and 72 hours and analysed the effect of three factors namely concentration, co-incubation time and surface modification in parallel to three assays measuring cell viability, proliferation and DNA quantification. Although shorter incubation periods have been used by some groups to investigate the toxicity [42,45], long term exposure is more reliable. There are a number of studies which have investigated the toxicity of QDs for 24 hour co-incubations and demonstrated that increasing concentrations increase cell toxicity significantly [23,45-48].

Results and Discussion
Optical characteristics
The two types of QDs utilised (gel and non-gel) were synthesised using a modification of a previously published procedure [49]. This synthetic route allows for the production of highly luminescent and crystalline CdTe QDs. Briefly, H₂Te gas was bubbled through an basic aqueous solution containing Cd(ClO₄)₂·6H₂O, thiglycolic acid (TGA) stabiliser and dissolved gelatine where appropriate. The resultant non-luminescent mixture was heated under reflux. The crude solutions were purified via size selective precipitation and individual fractions were characterised by UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) emission spectroscopy (λex, 425 nm). Prior to initiating cell culturing experiments, the QDs were further purified using sephadex (G25). This enabled us to remove any residual un-reacted moieties that may have been present from the original crude solution. Two differently sized batches of QDs (for both gel and non-gel QDs) were synthesised to allow us to investigate if the additional parameter of QD size had any impact on cell response. Figure 1 shows the typical absorption and emission profiles indicative of aqueous CdTe QDs. As there are no differences in the spectral characteristics of gel and non-gel QDs, one spectrum indicative of each size is shown for clarity.

The spectra shown in Figure 1 highlight the well resolved emission and absorption characteristics of the QDs. Narrow emission spectra (<40 nm full with half maximum [FWHM]) indicate <5% particle size distributions throughout. Gelatine was introduced during the synthesis of the QDs and its presence while altering QD growth rates and QYs [44], does not significantly alter the size distribution of the QDs and acts primarily as a co-capping agent. Quantum yields (QYs) for the solutions (measured against Rhodamine 6G) were ~25% for the non-gel and ~35% for the gel QDs. As the presence of uncapped surface atoms provides alternate pathways for the non-radiative recombination of photons, the difference in QYs indicate the highly effective capping qualities of the gelatine.

To examine the quantity of gelatine on the QD surface we analysed the QDs using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). This process involves burning the sample to be examined and measuring the weight loss against temperature (Figure 2).

For TGA experiments, each sample was first dried and subsequently weighed. The sample was then heated (from 30 to 900°C at a rate of 10°C/min) and as each component was burned off, the weight changes were recorded. For both types of QDs several steps can be seen. The initial drop in weight is due to the removal of water molecules. Following on, we can now see the weight loss due to the removal of the organic molecules from the QD surface. We can see a clear difference in the profiles of the two QD types. The gel QDs show an additional weight loss (~10%) at ~500°C compared to the non-gel QDs thus indicating the presence of excess. 
organic groups that we are attributing the gelatine coating. We have also analysed the behaviour of gelatine under the same conditions as an additional guide.

High resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images were taken to examine the structure and morphology of the two differently sized types of QDs (Figure 3).

HRTEM images of the different sized QDs show the highly crystalline nature of both the gel and non-gel QDs (Figure 3). Lattice spacings are in agreement with those expected for the (111) plane of cubic zinc blend CdTe [50]. We have previously shown that although the presence of gelatine during the synthesis of the QDs can influence the rate of QD growth and QY [44], it does not...
seem to alter the physical structure of the QDs. Consequently, as can be seen from the resulting QY’s, the gelatine must act solely as a co-capping agent for the protection of the QD surface and the reduction of non-radiative transitions. The incorporation of gelatine during the QD synthesis results in smaller QDs being produced under the same conditions compared to non-gel QDs but does not seem to alter or influence the size distribution with the particle ensemble. Following size selective purification, size distributions for spectroscopically similar gel and non-gel samples were comparable with the only noticeable difference being their respective QYs.

The influence of this additional exterior coating upon uptake and any induced toxicity were some of the properties we wished to explore with the PC12 cells.

We have also conducted a number of experiments in an effort to empirically relate the actual mass (mg of QDs per ml) of the QDs used in solution to their determined concentration [17]. (note: QDs treated as individual molecules for the purpose of concentration determination). Several different batches of gel and non-gel QDs were dried under rotary evaporation. A measured amount of the resulting QD powder was then weighed and dissolved in exactly 1 ml of purified water. The molar concentration was then determined for each individual batch [17]. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between QD weight and molar concentration (M) for our QDs used.

As expected there is a linear relationship between measured QD concentration and powdered weight. This
allows us to postulate as to the concentration (mg/ml) of QDs that we have used throughout our experimental analysis. We have also included a plot of concentration against weight/size, to give a fuller empirical relationship for the system under investigation. It must be noted that as the QDs are dried from solution (although fully purified), there is the possibility that QD degradation may occur which increases the experimental error with regards to concentration, but overall it does give us a good general indication.

To investigate any possible degradation of the QDs without the presence of the PC12 cells, we carried out a number of experiments to analyse the effect of co-incubating the QDs with only the cell culture medium (Figure 5 and 6).

Figures 5 and 6 show the evolution of the UV-vis absorption and PL emission ($\lambda_{\text{exc}}$ 480 nm) spectra of non-gel and gel QDs respectively in cell culture medium over time. The unusual shape of the UV spectra is due to the interference caused by the culture medium. This was used as a background throughout but its effect could not be completely removed. For the gel QDs at 0 hours, the UV spectrum is as expected but as the incubation times increased, the effect of the medium became apparent. Most importantly however, the UV spectra of both QD types remain consistent and do not drop even after 72 hours. This indicates that the core structures of the QDs remain intact and that no significant degradation to the QDs themselves is occurring. If degradation were occurring, the baseline would rise as the QD begin to precipitate from solution and the absorbance and structure of the spectrum would decrease significantly. This core stability is further corroborated by the PL spectra which show an initial drop after 48 hours, but stability thereafter. This quenching of the emission properties of the QDs is common when recorded in the presence of biological media.

Previously, we have investigated the effect of QD and protein charge on QD spectra and cellular interactive characteristics [51]. As the medium contains serum, these spectral changes can be attributed to the interaction of the various proteins present with the QD surface. These interactions do not lead to the degradation of the QDs, but do provide alternate pathways for radiative recombination, thus resulting in lower fluorescence intensities. If the QDs begin to degrade following cellular uptake, resulting in leeching of the core atoms; it must be attributable to the harsh intracellular conditions that the QDs face within the cytoplasm.

Our next aim was to analyse the effect of the QDs on cell behaviour and morphology also to then investigate any alterations to cell proliferation, viability and DNA quantification using pre-determined assays over extended co-incubation times.

1. **Uptake of QDs and their effect on cell morphology**

Stock gel and non-gel QD solutions ($10^{-4}$ M) [17] were diluted to a range of concentrations ($10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ M) and
incubated with the cells as described in the experimental section. Confocal images were taken to visually inspect QD uptake, localisation and cell morphology following incubation (Figures 7, 8, 9).

Figure 7, panels A and B show PC12 cells following 72 hours of co-incubation with 10^{-7} M and 10^{-9} M concentrations of QDs respectively. In panel A, the cells were seen to be rounded and floating in the nutrient rich medium. This contrasts the morphology of the cells in panel B and the control cells (panel C), which were attached to the culture plate and polygonal in shape. It can be noted that as QD concentrations were reduced, the effect on the cell morphology was eliminated and the cells were morphologically identical to the control cells (Figure 7, panels B and C). Although some earlier studies [23,48] have shown similar concentration dependence, there is no study investigating the effect on cell morphology at the extended time periods of 48 and 72 hours [45]. Green fluorescence in the PC12 cells is due to QDs localisation in the cytoplasm.

Figure 8 shows the fluorescent image (panel A) and overlaid corresponding differential interference contrast (DIC) image (panel B) of the PC12 cells treated with a 10^{-9} M concentration of QDs following 72 hours of co-incubation. The QDs are found to be located within the cytoplasm of PC12 cells.
To enhance visualization, the nucleus and cellular membrane have been actin stained with blue and red colour respectively (Figure 9). The QDs (green luminescence) are visualized predominantly in the cytoplasm and their presence even after a 72 hour co-incubation in this region, does not seem to significantly perturb the cells. The cell morphology does not change when evaluated against the controls.

These initial observations illustrate the effect of changing QD concentration on cell survival and morphology and to further investigate cell behaviour, several assays were used to study the effect on cell proliferation, growth and metabolic activity.

2. Effect of QDs on cellular activity

The consequence of co-incubating classical molecules on the cell viability can be reliably predicted using single assays [52], however, the dynamics of nanomaterials are not as comprehensively understood and hence drawing conclusions from single cell viability assays can be misleading. As such additional assays are required to give a more comprehensive analysis when determining nanoparticle toxicity for risk assessment [52].

Consequently, alamarBlue (metabolic activity), PicoGreen (total DNA quantification) and ELISA BrdU (colorimetric assay for quantification of proliferating DNA) assays were run to analyse the effect of different QD concentrations, type and size following 24, 48 and 72 hour co-incubations with the PC12 cells.

The red/orange labels serve to differentiate the various QDs by size (~2.5 nm (orange) and ~4.5 nm (red)) and were used to investigate if the measured cell responses were in any way size dependant. The gel/non-gel label refers to the presence of gelatine during the synthesis of the QD and these different QDs were analysed to
investigate the influence that gelatine imparts on the QD induced cell toxicity.

The changes in luminescence intensity measured in response to the introduction of QDs to the cell cultures throughout all of our experiments can be solely attributed to direct interactions of the staining dyes upon entering the cells. Energy transfer to the dyes can be ruled out via a number of routes. Firstly, the dyes and QDs enter different regions of the cells and as such cannot interact directly on the scale required for FRET or other energy transfer phenomena. Secondly, the intensity (arbitrary units) of the dye emission is of the order of $\sim 10^3$ while the QDs display $\sim 10^2$. Thus, any energy transferred to the dye would be of an order of magnitude lower and would have a minimal effect on the emission intensity. Negative and background controls in our experiments also substantiate this fact.

2.1 AlamarBlue Assay

Viability of the PC12 cells, for different concentrations, sizes and types of QDs was investigated with an alamarBlue assay and the results graphed in Figure 10. This is a non-destructive assay and allows for the cells to be further utilised following analysis.

The graph shown in Figure 10 illustrates the alamarBlue response (percentage of reduced alamarBlue) for the PC12 cells following 24, 48 and 72 hour co-incubations with the QDs.

As seen in Figure 10, at $10^{-7}$ M QD concentrations the toxicity is extremely high at all incubation times, and approached the levels of negative controls after only 48 hours. We can see the influence of the gelatine coating up to 24 hours as cell viability responses are significantly higher for the gel QDs compared to their non-gel counterparts. Notably, all responses are lower than the controls indicating that at this concentration the presence of any foreign entities generate a detrimental environment for the cells and result in high levels of cell death.

At $10^{-8}$ M QD concentrations, we can now see a shift with respect to viability response. Initially after 24 hours, responses are comparable (note: orange non-gel QDs do show a slightly decreased response) between QD types and also to controls. This indicates that over this short incubation period, the cells are not significantly perturbed by the QDs at this concentration.

At 48 and 72 hours, the cell responses now mimic those seen for $10^{-7}$M concentrations and have dropped in comparison to controls; however, significant differences are noted between the two QD types. Responses for the gel QDs are considerably higher than those of
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*Figure 10 AlamarBlue histograms. AlamarBlue assay at 24, 48 and 72 hours showing the viability of PC12 cells after treatment with varying concentrations $[10^{(-7)},(-9)]$ M of the gel and non-gel QDs. From left to right, controls [positive, negative, background] are also shown. §denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of gelatine, * denotes examples of statistical significance due to effect of concentration using a one-way ANOVA ($p < 0.05$) by Tukey’s mean comparison.*
the non-gel QDs and of note; the red QDs (whether gel or non-gel) are seemingly less toxic than the smaller orange QDs. This may be attributed to the fact that smaller QDs have been shown to penetrate further into cells than their larger counterparts. As nuclear pores are very small [45], nuclear staining of small “green” QDs and cytoplasmic localisation of larger “red” has demonstrated the size dependant nature of QD uptake [53]. Consequently, the smaller QDs may initiate deleterious cell reactions at far quicker rates than the larger ones.

Analysis of these responses at 48 and 72 hours reinforce the importance of the QD surface environment and the protective nature of the gelatine at this concentration. While the surface gelatine coating helps to reduce the toxicological impact of the QDs at $10^{-8}$ M concentrations, at $10^{-9}$ M we see the least amount of differences between QD types. Unlike previous concentrations, where alamarBlue responses decrease when comparing gel and non-gel QDs up to 72 hours, there is a certain amount of consistency when analysing the co-incubated QDs at $10^{-9}$ M concentrations. There are no significant changes in cell response, across the total incubation period. We can also see that final 72 hour cell responses are actually comparable to those recorded for gel QDs at $10^{-8}$ M. Throughout; all QDs types elicit responses below the levels of negative controls, however responses for gel QDs are far higher than non-gel QDs, indicating that even though their presence results in a certain level of toxicity, they are far less detrimental than their non-gel counterparts. As QDs are essentially a combination of toxic materials, their negative impact on cell health is to be expected, however as cell response seems to level off we can postulate as to the reasons for the induced QD toxicity.

The PC12s themselves can react to the presence of a foreign object, which may be the reason that overall QD cell responses are lower than the controls even after only 24 hours at low ($10^{-9}$ M) concentrations. From our data it is also notable that at $10^{-9}$ M QD concentrations, the protective effect of gelatine coating was not obvious, with the sole exception of orange QDs at 24 hours. Thus, it can be argued that increases in cell viability at lower QD concentrations make it difficult for the protective effect of gelatine to be seen. CdTe QDs exert cytotoxicity characterised by decreases in the metabolic activity. The most common pathways involved in the toxicity of QDs are related to Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). These free radicals act by activating different apoptotic pathways such as caspase-9-, caspase-3 and JNK [54]. Some studies have shown involvement of MAPK pathways via over-expression of TNF-α CxCl8 [55] or AP-1 and PTK pathways mediated by MMP2 and 9 over-expression [56]. Although there are different pathways involved, there is no obvious predilection for particular pathways in a particular cell line. A recent study with PC-12 cells has also shown involvement of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [45], where the authors have shown interactions of QDs with sub-cellular components and the detrimental effect of uncapped versus capped QDs [40]. This may indicate that the concentration of the leached atoms or reactive oxygen species even from non-gel QDs is so low at $10^{-9}$ M as to minimally impact the cells beyond the toxicity induced by their very presence.

Throughout the assay, we can see a progressive increase in cell viability for gel compared to non-gel QDs, indicating that the gelatine must act as an effective barrier towards these processes occurring. While it does not prevent the resulting negative impact on the cells, the gelatine seems to effectively slow down the adverse effects of the QDs on cell viability, allowing for longer cell survival, thus enhancing imaging and analysis over elongated co-incubation times.

These results have been focussed on cell respiratory responses. Our next objective was to find out if the impact of the QDs remains the same for other cellular activities.

2.2 PicoGreen Assay

PicoGreen kit Quant-iT™ dsDNA High-Sensitivity Assay Kit (Invitrogen) was used to quantify the amount of double stranded (ds) DNA in ng/μl.

The graph shown in Figure 11 illustrates the total amount of DNA present (ng/μl) in live PC12 cells after 24, 48 and 72 hours of co-incubation with both the gel and non-gel QDs. This assay allows us to directly relate the impact of the QDs on the overall cell population.

At $10^{-7}$ M QD concentrations, the histograms for the two QD types trend somewhat similarly to those seen for alamarBlue. Once again, responses never reach that of the control samples indicating the negative effect that the QDs have on this system. However, higher responses are once again recorded for the gel QDs after 24 hours and unlike the alamarBlue assay, the gel QDs show significantly higher results after 48 hours compared to the non-gel QDs. As before after 72 hours, both QD types elicit response similar to negative controls.

These data indicate that this assay seems to be more robust than the alamarBlue. This is an extremely sensitive assay to DNA concentrations and unlike the responses seen previously; there is an apparent shift in cell survival to longer co-incubation times. For example, responses for gel and non-gel QDs were comparable after only 48 hours with alamarBlue, while for PicoGreen this now occurs at 72 hours and this apparent shift continues as the concentrations are reduced.

As the QD concentrations are reduced to $10^{-9}$ M, we can see that after 24 hours DNA responses are approaching comparability with positive controls. Small differences once again favouring the gel QDs can be
seen and these continue up to 48 hours. Notably, as recorded before, the orange non-gel QDs begin to show the lowest response indicating their increased impact on cell survival.

Only at 72 hours do we see responses drop below positive controls and significant differences can be seen between the two QD types with once again the gel QDs producing higher responses. Thus, comparing the two assays at this $10^{-8}$ M QD concentration, the shift to longer co-incubation times is clear indicating of increased cell survival rates and their ability to replicate for longer even in the presence of these toxic entities.

Similarly to the alamarBlue, there is a sense of consistency throughout the PicoGreen assay over all time points at $10^{-9}$ M QD concentrations. DNA responses are comparable to positive controls and do not drop significantly even after 72 hours of co-incubation. This highlights the robustness of this cellular process to toxic influences at this concentration and also emphasizes the hormetic effect [2,57].

These results further corroborate those from the alamarBlue assay verifying that the nature of the QD surface (gel or non-gel) greatly influences their behaviour and the resulting viability of the cells.

The QD surface must be protected from the harsh intracellular environment if the cells are going to survive long enough to enable useful information about their behaviour and response to be gathered. The presence of gelatine on the QD surface clearly helps to reduce the impact of low intra-cellular pH ranges and the interactions of the various proteins present from breaking down the surface structure and releasing the “naked” toxic core atoms. Overall however the gelatine helps to nullify the toxic effects induced by the QDs; however the localisation of the QDs and their final destination must also play a role as there are variations in the impact that the different QD sizes and types have on each distinct cell response. This is quite significant and will require further investigation to fully determine and understand how changes in QD type, structure, surface functionality and concentration may impinge on the various cellular processes that occur during co-incubation.

2.3 Proliferation ELISA BrdU

A Colorimetric Immunoassay was measured for the quantification of cell proliferation. This was based on the measurement of BrdU incorporation during DNA synthesis for the PC12 cells treated with different concentrations of gel and non-gel QDs. This cell
proliferation allows us to extrapolate the healthy nature of the cells following co-incubation times of up to 72 hours. This assay is somewhat different from those previously examined as those cellular processes may still occur in cells that are not proliferating.

Figure 12 illustrates the measured response for cell proliferation upon co-incubation with the QDs after 24, 48 and 72 hours. Notably, negative and background control responses are significantly higher than those seen for alamarBlue and PicoGreen.

Initially after 24 hours at $10^{-7}$ M QD concentrations, we can see a distinction between the less toxic gel and non-gel QDs however this levels off approaching negative controls at 48 and 72 hours. As the concentration drops to $10^{-9}$ M, we can once again see the significant influence of the gelatine capping. At 24 and 48 hours the non-gel QDs are substantially more toxic approaching negative controls, while gel QDs maintain parity with positive controls. Little distinction is recorded at 72 hours illustrating the negative impact that prolonged co-incubation with the QDs has on cell proliferation at this concentration.

Similarly to previous assays, little distinction can be made between QD types as the concentration is reduced to $10^{-9}$ M. After 24 hours, all QDs elicit responses in line with positive controls while after 48 and 72 hours, the red gel QDs once again showed the least detrimental effect on cell responses. Overall we can see a general trend towards a drop in cell proliferation with incubation time and the drop in responses for positive controls highlights the delicate nature of maintaining cell proliferation over extended co-incubation times. This also illustrates the extremely sensitive nature of this assay to external perturbation. Even though cell activity decreased during this assay application the results do show a similarity to those previously determined, albeit on a reduced scale.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we have co-incubated and analysed PC12 cells over extended incubation times (up to 72 hours) with both gelatinised (gel) and non-gelatinised (non-gel) thioglycolic acid capped CdTe QDs. We have visually inspected QD localisation, cell morphology and behaviour at a range of QD concentrations ($10^{-7} - 10^{-9}$ M). The presence of the QDs at $10^{-7}$ M resulted in the death of all cells while at concentrations of $10^{-9}$ M, the QDs were up taken primarily in the cytoplasm of the PC12s and did not initiate any detrimental effects.

The presence of gelatine on the QD surface was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) which shows an additional 10% weight loss for the gel compared to non-gel QDs. Experiments conducted on the possible degradation of the QDs in the cell culture
medium with serum have shown that quenching of the QD emission properties does occur due to protein-QD surface interactions. This does not induce a breakdown of the QD cores however, and indicates that any possible leaching of toxic core atoms must be induced by the internalisation of the QDs into the PC12 cells. We have also conducted experiments to enable us to empirically relate measured QD concentration to the actual weighed quantity of QDs present in mg/ml.

Utilising alamarBlue (cell viability) and Picogreen (DNA quantification) and ELISA BrdU (quantification of cell proliferation) assays we have measured and analysed cell response to co-incubations up to 72 hours with both gel and non-gel QDs. We have noted that throughout all our experiments, cell response varied in proportion to QD size, composition and concentration.

QD size significantly impacted measured responses. For the alamarBlue and Picogreen assays at 10⁻⁷ & 10⁻⁸ M QD concentrations, the orange non-gel QDs consistently produced lower cell responses. This indicates that the increased cellular penetration of these smaller QDs resulted in enhanced adverse effects compared to their larger red counterparts. Notably, these effects were significantly nullified by the gelatine coating with similarly sized gel QDs producing higher response throughout.

Increased QD concentrations also lead to a decrease in all measured cell responses. Notably however, it is evident at all time points that the gelatine coating has a protective effect as cell viability and survival rates are significantly higher for gel compared to non-gel QDs. Elongation of co-incubation times (up to 72 hours) also highlighted the importance and the significance of the gelatine for QD surface protection. The assays have shown that throughout all our experiments, cell response varied in proportion to QD size, composition and concentration.

Materials and methods
Chemicals and Reagents
PC12 cells (cancer cell line derived from a pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal medulla) were used for this study. Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin and, Trypsin-EDTA solution and all chemicals for QD synthesis were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Al₂Te₃ was purchased from Cerac Inc. AlamarBlue was purchased from Biosource International. A BrdU cell proliferation kit was purchased from Roche Diagnostics. Quant-iT PicoGreen DNA assay kit was obtained from Invitrogen. Permonax four-well chamber slide (Lab-Tek, Nalge Nunc International), Rhodamine-Phalloidin [Molecular Probes (Invitrogen)], DAPI (Vector Laboratories), Nunc tissue culture-treated 48-well plates were purchased from Biosciences and 96-well tissue culture plates were purchased from Sarstedt.

Quantum Dot Synthesis
Note: all values denoted are initial concentrations and follows previously published procedures [49,58]. Millipore water (150 ml) was degassed by bubbling argon for approximately 1 hour. Cd(ClO₄)₂·H₂O (3.22 g, [7.68 mmol]), TGA (thioglycollic acid) stabiliser (1.24 g, [13.46 mmol], 1.75 molar equivalents) was added and the pH was adjusted to 11.2-11.3 by the addition of a 2 M NaOH solution. For samples containing gelatine, 0.3 g was dissolved in 10 ml water by heating gently and added to the reaction mixture. H₂Te gas, generated from Al₂Te₃ (0.56 g, [0.128 mmol]) via drop-wise addition of a 0.5 M H₂SO₄ solution was bubbled through the cadmium/thiol solution under a slow argon flow for approximately 10 minutes. Note: 100% reaction and carryover is assumed, and cadmium is always in excess for this experiment. The resultant, non-luminescent solution was then heated to reflux. Following the reflux process, fractions were precipitated via the addition of isopropanol and were stored at 4°C. The concentration of stock solutions used was approximately 2 × 10⁻⁸ M [17] and were diluted by dissolving in de-ionised sterile water.

A Shimadzu UV-1601 UV - Visible Spectrophotometer was used to measure QD absorption while a Varian - Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer was used to determine the fluorescence emission/photo-luminescence (PL) spectra of QDs. A JEOL 3011 High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HTREM) was used to image the QDs.

Relating QD mass to concentration
Different batches of both gel and non-gel QDs were individually dried under rotary evaporation. The resulting powder was scraped from the flask and weighed before being re-dissolved in exactly 1 ml of purified water. The concentration was then determined [17], thus giving a relationship between QD molar concentration and the mass of QDs (mg/ml).
Investigation of QDs in medium

Gel and non-gel QDs were diluted in cell culture medium to a final concentration of $10^{-6}$ M. UV-Vis absorption and PL emission spectra were recorded at various time points up to 72 hours after addition.

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Samples of QDs (gel and non-gel) were dried on a rotary evaporator. The resulting powder was analysed by thermal gravimetric analysis on a Perkin Elmer Pyrus 1 instrument: it was heated from 30 to 900°C at a rate of 10°C/min and its weight was recorded continuously. The gelatine powder was also analysed.

Cell Culture

PC12 cells, were cultured in medium (DMEM supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin) @ 37°C and a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. All the tissue culture plates and chamber slides were treated with 0.001% Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) for 24 hours.

Cell Staining

Cells were seeded into four-well chambers at density of $10^{5}$ cells/cm$^2$. After 24 hours QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of $10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ M and the cells were incubated for different time periods from 24 - 72 hours. Cells were grown on 4 well Permonax Chamber slides in the presence of QDs. After the desired length of exposure, medium was removed and the coverslips were washed with 1% phosphate-buffered saline (BSA/PBS). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes and then washed 3 times with PBS. Then cells were permeabilized with permeabilizing solution (5 min, 0°C). Actin filaments of cytoplasm were labelled with Rhodamine Phalloidin (Molecular Probes (Invitrogen), at a 1:200 dilution with PBS for 15 minutes and again washed 3 times with PBS. Nuclei were labelled with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI to preserve fluorescence and counter stained DNA with DAPI 1 μg/ml.

Confocal Microscopy

An LSM 510 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) Confocal Laser Scanning microscope was used to examine QDs inside PC12 cells and its morphology.

Cell Imaging was carried out using a LSM 510 Inverted Confocal Microscope which is equipped with the following excitation lasers: (a) Argon Laser Excitation -wavelengths ($\lambda_{Ex}$) = 458 nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, (b) HeNe1 - $\lambda_{Ex}$ = 543 nm, (c) HeNe1 - $\lambda_{Ex}$ = 633 nm and (d) Titanium Sapphire Tuneable Two-photon Laser tuneable from 710 nm to 1000 nm with a resulting excitation range of 355 nm to 500 nm.

Confocal laser scanning was carried out at laser scan speed of 7 with the Photomultiplier Tube settings adjusted to eliminate noise and saturation with the aid of the range indicator setting in the LSM 510 software. For image optimisation scan averaging was carried out on 8 scans per image.

Sequential acquisition was used to acquire the two colour images of the QDs in cells. For visualisation of the QDs, the samples were excited with the Argon 514 nm Laser and the microscope configuration was set up to capture the emitted fluorescence at 550 nm or 600 nm as desired. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) or Nomarski Microscopy was used to visualise the cell morphology, and was carried out by using the HeNe1 488 nm laser with the Transmission Channel Detector selected and the DIC polariser and Nomarski prisms engaged. The two images were then over laid using the LSM 510 software.

Sequential acquisition was also used to acquire three colour images. Rhodamine phalloidin was excited using the HeNe1 543 nm laser and the emitted fluorescence was acquired at 575 nm. DAPI stain was excited with laser light at 390 nm (from the two photon laser tuned to 780 nm) and emitted fluorescence was acquired at 458 nm. The three separate images were over laid using the LSM510 software to make up the three colour images.

AlamarBlue Assay

During cellular respiration, mitochondria take in oxygen and release CO$_2$. During this process alamarBlue is substituted for molecular oxygen in the electron transfer chain and consequently becomes reduced. This reduction results in a change in both the colour and also the absorbance of the dye. These changes can be measured and are directly quantifiable against the number of healthy respiring cells present.

PC12 cells were seeded in 48-well micro-plates (Nunc) as triplicates. After 24 h, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of $10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ M. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive controls had cells with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were treated with QDs with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were treated with QDs with culture medium and no cells. Background controls were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium. After 24 hours of treatment with QDs, the medium was removed and the wells were washed with HBSS. AlamarBlue solution was prepared by adding alamarBlue (Biosciences UK) and HBSS in the ratio of 1:10. 200 μl of alamarBlue solution was added to each well and the plates were incubated for 1 hour. 100 μl of reduced alamarBlue solution from each well was dispensed in a clear tissue
culture 96 well plate. The Plate was analysed using a Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader. Absorbance was measured at lower wavelength of 550 nm and higher wavelength of 595 nm with a measurement time of 5.0 s. This was repeated with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.

**PicoGreen Assay**

PicoGreen is a fluorescent stain that is highly selective for solubilised double-stranded DNA and is an extremely sensitive technique capable of nanogram DNA quantification. Unlike the non-destructive alamarBlue assay, a PicoGreen assay involves the freeze-thaw lysing of cells to analyse the quantity of dsDNA present. As the cells are washed to remove any dead cells before analysis, the assay only measures the DNA response from live healthy cells, thus allowing us to directly relate how the QDs impact cell survival rates.

The Quant-iT PicoGreen double-stranded DNA assay kit (Invitrogen) was used to assess DNA concentration. PC12 cells were grown in 48-well microplates (Nunc) as triplicates. After 24 h, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of 10(-7)-(-9) M. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive controls had cells with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were treated with QDs with culture medium and no cells. Background controls were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium. After 24 hours of co-incubation with the QDs, the medium was removed and the cells were lysed by freezing for 15 minutes at -80°C and thawing for 15 minutes at room temperature repeated 3 times. According to the assay kit a standard curve was then constructed. Final concentrations of the standards were 1000, 500, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, and 0 ng/μl. 100 μl of lysed DNA solution of cells from each well were dispensed in a clear tissue culture 96-well plate. 100 μl of diluted PicoGreen solution were added to each of the test wells of 96-well plate. The Plate was analysed using a Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader by Fluorescence 485 nm/535 nm, 1.0 s protocol. Levels of DNA in test wells were measured absorbance for 2 minutes at room temperature. 25 μl 0.1 M H2SO4 was then added, incubated for 1 minute and shaken at 300 rpm to stop the reaction. The Plate was analysed using the Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader (450-550 nm) protocol and measured absorbance for 2 minutes at room temperature. This was repeated with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.

**Cell Proliferation ELISA BrdU**

An ELISA BrdU (BrdU) assay involves the detection of 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine, an analogue of thymidine, which is incorporated into the DNA of proliferating cells. Incorporated BrdU is labelled with a peroxidase-conjugated anti-BrdU antibody (anti-BrdU-POD). The amount of bound anti-BrdU-POD is quantified calorimetrically through exposure to a peroxidase substrate (3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine [TMB]). TMB is acted upon by peroxidase to form a blue product. Upon addition of a stop solution (H2SO4), a yellow product is formed, which absorbs at 450 nm. The level of absorbance is directly related to the amount of cell division that has occurred during the course of the incubation period.

Cellular proliferation was measured using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (supplied as a kit [Roche]). Cell Proliferation ELISA BrdU (Colorimetric) was performed according to the protocol in the manual of the kit. PC12 cells were grown in 96-well microplates (Nunc) as triplicates. After 24 h, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations in the range of 10(-7)-(-9) M.

Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive controls had cells with culture medium but without treatment with QDs. Negative controls were treated with QDs with culture medium and no cells. Background controls were cells treated with QDs but without culture medium. BrdU labelling solution was added to each well after 24 hours of adding QDs and incubated at @ 37°C and 5% CO2 atmosphere. The culture medium was removed and the cells denatured, and the anti-BrdU-POD added. This binds to the BrdU incorporated into cellular DNA. The level of incorporation is detected by means of a colorimetric substrate reaction. Quantification of the bound anti-BrdU-POD was accomplished by adding 100 μl TMB to each well and a further 20 minute incubation time at room temperature. 25 μl 0.1 M H2SO4 was then added, incubated for 1 minute and shaken at 300 rpm to stop the reaction. The Plate was analysed using the Wallac Victor Fluorescent Plate Reader (450-550 nm) protocol and measured absorbance for 2 minutes at room temperature. This was repeated with incubation periods of 48 hours and 72 hours.

**Statistical Analysis**

Results of alamarBlue and PicoGreen assays were analysed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). A p value of less than 0.05 for the ANOVA was considered significant. Error was expressed as a standard deviation.

**Abbreviations**

QDs: Quantum Dots; CdTe: Cadmium Telluride; PC12: pheochromocytoma 12; NGF: nerve growth factor; TGA: Thio glycolic Acid; gel-QDs: gelatinised QDs; DNA: Deoxyribonucleic Acid; DMWM: Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium EDTA; DAPI: 4; 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; UV: ultraviolet; PLL: photoluminescent; P.L.: Poly-L-Lysine; BSA/PBS: Bovine serum albumin/phosphate-buffered saline; DIC: Differential Interference Contrast; HBSS: Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution; TMB: 3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine; HRTEM:
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy; FRET; Förster Resonance Energy Transfer; TGA: Thermogravimetric Analysis.
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Effects of long-term exposure of gelatinated and non-gelatinated cadmium telluride quantum dots on differentiated PC12 cells
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Abstract

Background: The inherent toxicity of unmodified Quantum Dots (QDs) is a major hindrance to their use in biological applications. To make them more potent as neuroprosthetic and neurotherapeutic agents, thioglycolic acid (TGA) capped CdTe QDs, were coated with a gelatine layer and investigated in this study with differentiated pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells. The QD - cell interactions were investigated after incubation periods of up to 17 days by MTT and APOTOX-Glo Triplex assays along with using confocal microscopy.

Results: Long term exposure (up to 17 days) to gelatinated TGA-capped CdTe QDs of PC12 cells in the course of differentiation and after neurites were grown resulted in dramatically reduced cytotoxicity compared to non-gelatinated TGA-capped CdTe QDs.

Conclusion: The toxicity mechanism of QDs was identified as caspase-mediated apoptosis as a result of cadmium leaking from the core of QDs. It was therefore concluded that the gelatine capping on the surface of QDs acts as a barrier towards the leaking of toxic ions from the core QDs in the long term (up to 17 days).

Keywords: CdTe Quantum Dots, Differentiated PC12 cells, Cytotoxicity, Neuronal Growth Factor, Apoptosis

Background

Quantum Dots (QDs) represent an attractive diagnostic and therapeutic tool, however they possess the major disadvantage of being inherently cytotoxic, due to their cadmium components [1,2]. Cellular interaction with QDs is dependent on a variety of physicochemical parameters, including size, chemical composition, surface structure, solubility, shape and aggregation; all of which can influence or modify cellular uptake [3]. There is an inverse relationship between the size of QDs and their number of surface atoms or molecules that determines the material reactivity, which is the key to defining the chemical and biological properties of QDs [3,4]. The small size of QDs also gives them the ability to traverse cell membranes and possibly the blood-brain barrier, which cannot be achieved using conventional dyes, making their use as therapeutic tools an intriguing possibility. The size of QDs is fundamental to their cellular interaction and has to be considered while studying their toxicity and distribution in various cell compartments [5]. When coated with certain biocompatible polymers, QDs have been shown to be far less toxic to cells and living organisms in the short term [6]. A fundamental problem of QDs is that of aggregation and accumulation, which are particularly prevalent upon entrapment in organelles such as vesicles, endosomes and lysosomes inside living cells [7-9]. However, little information is known about the interactions of QDs with intracellular proteins and transportation methods of QDs inside living cells [10]. Even cell-penetrating peptides such as poly-arginine and TAT, when conjugated with QDs, still become trapped within vesicles and endosomes, therefore inhibiting their use as molecular diagnostic and therapeutic targeting tools [11,12]. Notably, accumulation of QDs over longer exposure periods of 8-24 hours results in a degradation of their...
coatings, leading to a leakage of their toxic core particles or ions [8,13]. This core leakage has been shown to initiate the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are the key mediators in cell organelle damage and destruction. The high surface area to volume ratio of the QDs also lends itself to enhanced numbers of ROS sites [3]. Overload of Cd²⁺ and ROS in the mitochondria leads to permeability of the inner mitochondrial membrane. Cytochrome c is then released from mitochondrial intermembrane space which then activates the downstream caspases 9 and 3, finally causing cell death by apoptosis [2,14-17].

There has been significant advancement and progress in biological imaging, especially using fluorescent semiconductor nano-crystals due to their resistance to photo-bleaching [18-20]. This has paved the way for the development of medical diagnostics and drug delivery tools utilising QDs. One of the most important criteria for the future development of QDs as efficient cellular delivery, labelling and targeting agents is that their intracellular uptake depends on the selective detection of one molecule, or a small number of molecules. The QD probes must be able to selectively access various subcellular compartments which need to be targeted in order to understand the dynamics of cellular organisation without causing a cytotoxic effect during the time period required [21].

Currently, methods to access single molecule properties in living cells are limited due to the size of the probe or photo-bleaching of fluorescent biomarkers. QDs have great potential as fluorescent semiconductor nano-crystals due to their resistance to photo-bleaching [18-20]. This has paved the way for the development of medical diagnostics and drug delivery tools utilising QDs. One of the most important criteria for the future development of QDs as efficient cellular delivery, labelling and targeting agents is that their intracellular uptake depends on the selective detection of one molecule, or a small number of molecules. The QD probes must be able to selectively access various subcellular compartments which need to be targeted in order to understand the dynamics of cellular organisation without causing a cytotoxic effect during the time period required [21].

Previously, we have investigated the cytotoxicity of QDs by analyzing the outcome of co-incubating a range of concentrations of various types of QDs with non-differentiated PC12 cells [23]. In this paper, we have studied the long-term cytotoxicity and localisation of gelatinated (gel) and non-gelatinated (non-gel) QDs of various sizes in differentiated PC12 cells. When treated with nerve growth factor (NGF), PC12 cells become differentiated and have functional properties enabling them to behave in a manner similar to neuronal cells [24]. Their phenotype may not be similar to primary nerve cells as their origin is from tumour cells, however, in the presence of NGF, they have the ability to produce neurites, synthesize neurotransmitters and receptors and exhibit the electrical activity, which are characteristic of neurons [25]. Although some cytotoxicity studies of QDs have been carried out with PC12 cells [26,27], in this study we clearly analyze the viability, cytotoxicity and apoptosis at different time periods and discuss the effect of exposure of QDs on PC12 cells before and after the neurites were grown. The apoptotic process involved in the cell death, as well as the intrinsic behaviour of QDs upon uptake by the cells is also analyzed.

Results
Our aim was to analyze the effect of CdTe QDs on cell behaviour and morphology and to investigate any alterations of cell proliferation, cytotoxicity, viability and apoptosis using pre-determined assays. PC12 cells were exposed to QDs over extended co-incubation periods before and after the formation of neurites. Stock solutions of gel and non-gel QDs (10⁻⁴ M) [28] were diluted to 10⁻⁹ M and incubated with the cells as described in the experimental section.

1. Characterisation of CdTe QDs
All types of QDs used in this study were fully characterised prior to their biological testing. UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy and photoluminescence emission spectroscopy provided information on their exciton band, core diameter, emission wavelength and quantum efficiency. These properties are summarized in Table 1 for all four types of QDs. Due to the presence of carboxylic groups on the surface of the particles, they were negatively charged and stable in basic pH solutions.

2. Uptake of QDs and their effect on cell morphology of differentiated PC12 cells
Confocal images were taken to visually inspect QD uptake, localisation and cell morphology following exposure to QDs before and after the differentiation of PC12 cells (Figures 1, 2 and 3).

As seen in Figure 1, the QDs were found to be located within the cytoplasm of differentiated PC12 cells in all the images. The cells exposed to gel QDs (red and orange) (panels A and C respectively) exhibited a similar morphology and neurite growth to the control (no treatment of QDs) in panel E. The cells exposed to non-gel QDs (panels B and D respectively) appeared rounded with partial inhibition of neurite growth (red non-gel) or no neurite growth (orange non-gel). Cell morphology changes are attributed to the absence of the protective gelatinated shell. These cellular morphologies indicated that the presence of gelatine provides a protective surface coating for the QDs and prevents the initiation of deleterious effects on the morphology and cellular activity of differentiated PC12 cells.

In Figure 2, the nucleus was stained with DAPI (blue) and the cytoplasm was actin stained (green). The gel QDs (red luminescence) in panel A are visible predominantly in the cytoplasm and their presence, even after 17 days of co-incubation, did not seem to significantly perturb the cells. The QDs were also parsimoniously
distributed in the neurites. The cell morphology did not change compared to the controls in panel B.

Figure 3 shows the overlaid differential interference contrast (DIC) images with corresponding fluorescent images of the differentiated PC12 cells treated with NGF for 6 days prior to exposure to $10^{-9}$ M concentrations of the QDs. Red gel QDs are shown in panel A, red non-gel QDs in panel B, orange gel QDs in panel C and orange non-gel QDs in panel D following 7 days of co-incubation. The QDs were found to be located within the cytoplasm of differentiated PC12 cells in all the images. The cells exposed to red and orange gel QDs (panels A and C respectively) showed similar morphology and neurite growth compared to the control (no treatment of QDs) in panel E. There was evidence of slight neurite degeneration in the cells exposed to orange gel QDs more so than in the cells exposed to red gel QDs, illustrating that the red gel QDs are more cyto-protective than the orange gel QDs. The cells exposed to red non-gel and orange non-gel QDs (panels B and D respectively) appeared rounded with partial degeneration and full degeneration (fragmentation) of neurites respectively, which suggests that orange non-gel QDs are more cytotoxic than red non-gel QDs which is expected due to the enhanced cytotoxicity of the smaller orange QDs relative to their larger red counterparts.

These initial observations using confocal microscopy illustrate the effect of exposure of QDs before and after the differentiation of PC12 cells on cell survival and morphology. In order to further investigate the cell behaviour, several assays were used to study the effect on cell proliferation, cytotoxicity, viability and apoptosis.

### 3. Effect of QDs on cellular activity of differentiated PC12 cells

Results were analysed using a one-way ANOVA analysis by Tukey’s mean comparison, where results with a p-value of less than 0.05 were reported as statistically significant and their occurrence can be deemed to be due to interactions in the system under investigation and chance variation can be eliminated. MTT (cell proliferation) and APOTOX Triplex (cytotoxicity, viability and apoptosis) assays were run to analyze the effect of different QD types and size following exposure of QDs before and after the differentiation of PC12 cells.

**MTT Assay**

The graph in Figure 4 depicts the results of an MTT assay for PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to QDs after periods of 10 and 16 days. After 10 and 16 days, the proliferation of cells exposed to red gel QDs was the same as the positive controls whereas the proliferation of cells exposed to smaller (orange) gel QDs was significantly reduced. This clearly showed that smaller orange gel QDs are significantly more toxic than larger gel QDs towards differentiated PC12 cells. Similarly, smaller orange non-gel QDs appeared to be significantly more cytotoxic than larger red non-gel QDs as co-incubation periods were prolonged. Overall, gel QDs were found to be less cytotoxic than their non-gel counterparts. The absorption of MTT, and therefore cell proliferation, further decreased when the co-incubation time was extended up to 16 days. Even after prolonged exposure time, smaller QDs had a higher adverse effect on cell proliferation compared to their larger counterparts.

As observed from the results displayed above, the gelatin layer on the surface of the gel QDs regardless of size proved to effectively reduce their cytotoxicity. This suggests that cell toxicity of QDs is due to the leakage of cadmium ions or from reactive oxygen species as we discussed in our previous paper with non-differentiated PC12 cells [23].

**ApTox-Glo™Triplex Assay**

The graph in Figure 5 depicts the results of an APOTOX-Glo Triplex assay showing the cytotoxicity of PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls. The cells were also similarly treated after the neurites were grown for 10 days. After periods of 7, 12 and 17 days, the cytotoxicity of red gel QDs was comparable to the untreated cell controls but in the case of smaller gel QDs the cytotoxicity increased significantly. This clearly showed that smaller orange gel QDs are significantly more toxic than the larger red gel QDs. The smaller orange non-gel QDs also exhibited significantly higher cytotoxicity than the larger red non-gel QDs as co-incubation periods were prolonged, and non-gel QDs

---

**Table 1 Characteristics of QDs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QD type</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Absorbance peak (nm)</th>
<th>PL emission peak (nm)</th>
<th>Quantum Yield</th>
<th>Size (nm) (+/- 0.1)</th>
<th>Hydrodynamic diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red non-gel</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange non-gel</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red gel</td>
<td>TGA-gelatin</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange gel</td>
<td>TGA-gelatin</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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were more cytotoxic than gel ones. Cytotoxicity levels increased as the co-incubation periods were prolonged up to 17 days. Gel and non-gel QDs exhibited the same trend with regards to the impact of particle size on cytotoxicity, with the smaller ones being the more toxic. Furthermore, the cells exposed to non-gel QDs were found to be more affected than those exposed to gel QDs. We found the same trend of cytotoxicity after neurites were grown for 10 days prior to QD exposure. This shows that there is absolutely no inhibition of

Figure 1 Live confocal images. Differential interference contrast (DIC) images of differentiated PC12 cells with overlaid corresponding fluorescent confocal images exposed to 10⁻⁹ M concentrations of QDs showing red gel QDs in (A), red non-gel QDs in (B), orange gel QDs in (C), orange non-gel QDs in (D) and the control in (E) without exposure to QDs following 14 days of co-incubation [scale bar = 100 μm].
cellular interactions with QDs after the cells were grown with neurites.

The graph in Figure 6 depicts the results of an APO-TOX Triplex assay showing the viability of PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and the viability of cells treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types after neurites had been grown for 10 days. After periods of 7, 12 and 17 days, the viability of cells exposed to red gel QDs was the same as that of untreated control cells, however the viability of cells exposed to the smaller orange gel QDs decreased significantly. Similar to previous assays, cells exposed to the smaller orange QDs were significantly less viable than cells exposed to the larger red QDs (both gel and non-gel) as co-incubation periods were prolonged. Viability levels decreased as the co-incubation periods were prolonged up to 17 days, and retained the same trend with regards to gel/non-gel and size influence. The cells exposed to gel QDs were found to be more viable than the ones exposed to non-gel QDs and were equally viable as untreated controls (negative controls). We found the same trend of cellular viability after neurites were grown for 10 days and cells were subsequently treated with QDs. This also shows that there is absolutely no inhibition of cellular interactions with gel QDs after the cells were grown with neurites.

The graph in Figure 7 depicts the results of an APO-TOX Triplex assay showing the apoptotic activity of PC12 cells treated with NGF and exposed to red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls and also the apoptosis of cells which were treated with red and orange gel and non-gel QD types after neurites had been grown for 10 days. After periods of 7, 12 and 17 days, the apoptotic activity of cells exposed to red gel QDs was the same as that of untreated control cells, whereas the apoptotic activity of cells exposed to smaller orange gel QDs had significantly increased. This illustrated that smaller orange QDs were significantly more cytotoxic than the larger red QDs for both gel and non-gel QDs as co-incubation periods were prolonged. Overall, non-gel QDs induced more apoptosis than gel QDs. Apoptotic activity levels increased with both gel and non-gel QDs as the co-incubation periods were prolonged up to 17 days and retained the same trend with regards to gel/non-gel and size influence. The cells exposed to non-gel QDs were found to undergo more cell death than the cells exposed to gel QDs. We found the same trend of cell death after neurites were grown for 10 days and subsequent treatment of the cells with QDs. This shows that there is absolutely no inhibition of cellular interactions with gel QDs after the cells were grown with neurites.

Discussion

The present study is aimed at defining the effect of gelatinated CdTe QDs on differentiated PC12 cells. The cellular uptake of QDs is mediated by proteins such as clathrins, which are coated to membrane vesicles on the cell surface at the entry [29-31]. Non-specific binding occurred less frequently for PC12 cells [32] when compared to other cells like neuroblastoma cells as studied by Gomez et al. [33].

Confocal microscopy has been used to identify the localisation of the particles after cellular uptake, as shown in Figure 1 and 2. Similarly to previously reported non-differentiated PC12 cells [23], gel QDs were mostly found in the cytoplasm, which became
largely illuminated. This may be easily explained by the nature of the nanoparticles. The TGA-capped CdTe QDs used in this study were negatively charged thanks to the de-protonated carboxylic groups of the TGA molecules and they exhibit an average zeta potential of \(-40\) mV. It has been shown in previous studies that negatively charged QDs have a strong tropism to core histones and histone-rich cell organelles [10].
research suggested that the surface charge of these nanoparticles may ultimately determine their cellular uptake and therefore their location within the cell. It has been suggested that the negatively charged QDs are drawn towards the nucleus due to molecular interactions with positively charged histones. This may explain why the majority of TGA-capped CdTe QDs reside in the cytoplasm [5], surrounding the nucleus as opposed to the neurites.

Macromolecules, such as proteins and RNA, responsible for genome structure and function must be transported by selective, energy-dependent mechanisms from...
the cytoplasm to the nucleus. The karyopherin family of proteins maintain this process of selective import and export into the nucleus and cytoplasm. The nuclear localisation signals, nuclear transport receptors and the proteins in the nuclear pore complex ensure that no unwanted molecules are transported into the nucleus [34]. This selective transport system could be the reason why QDs are not localised within the nucleus. A second reason why QDs seem to localise only in the cytoplasm could be due to entrapment within cell organelles such as endosomes, lysosomes and vesicles. However, examination of images of differentiated PC12 cells (Figures 1 and 2), shows some localisation of QDs within the neurites. This would mean that not all the QDs are
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Figure 6 Viability assay. Graph of APOTOX GLO Triplex assay showing the viability of differentiated PC12 cells after 7, 12 and 17 days treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls. The cells were also treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types and neurites were subsequently grown for 10 days. Symbols *, § and ¶ denote examples of statistical significance in comparison with untreated cell controls using a one-way ANOVA (P < 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison.
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Figure 7 Apoptosis assay. Graph of APOTOX GLO Triplex assay showing the apoptosis of differentiated PC12 cells after 7, 12 and 17 days treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types along with controls. The cells were also treated with red and orange QDs of gel and non-gel types and neurites were subsequently grown for 10 days. Symbols *, § and ¶ denote examples of statistical significance in comparison with untreated cell controls using a one-way ANOVA (P < 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison.
accumulated within these cell organelles, but still are not observed within the nucleus [12,31].

Figure 3 displays a comparison of the morphological changes induced by exposure of cells to QDs of different sizes and structure. The degeneration of neurites observable mostly in the case of non-gel QDs was attributed to neuronal cell death and direct axonal toxicity, as evidenced by the study of Sanjeev Kumar Mahto et al., with differentiated PC12 cells inside microfluidic devices [26]. Another study also showed that the degeneration of neurites was due to autophagosomes or lysosomes produced in the cell cytoplasm and in the neurites, which traverse in both anterograde and retrograde directions to destroy the already impaired mitochondria due to the toxicity of QDs [35].

Although observation of the cell morphology gave a rather clear idea of the trend in cytotoxicity among the different types of QDs, quantitative assays of the metabolic activity could provide a better understanding of the mechanisms involved. The MTT proliferation assay was designed to probe the activity of reductase enzymes as a measure of cell viability and proliferation. The results shown in Figure 4 indicated that gel QDs (both red and orange) did not significantly affect cell proliferation as compared to untreated control cell cultures. Non-gel QDs, however, caused a reduction of about 50% in cell proliferation. Interestingly, whether the cell differentiation occurred simultaneously or prior to QD treatment did not change the outcome of the assay. The MTT assay correlated well with the viability part of the APOTOX GLO Triplex assay (Figure 6), although the latter gave more subtle results, showing a discrepancy between red and orange QDs. This assay essentially assessed the cell membrane integrity and is therefore more sensitive than MTT which measures the enzyme level. Orange QDs are smaller in size and appeared to be slightly more cytotoxic than their larger red counterparts. It was previously reported by Lovric et al. [5] that QD cytotoxicity was inversely related to their size due to the fact that smaller particles may enter cells more readily thus interfering to a higher degree with the cell machinery. As expected, the cytotoxicity part of the APOTOX GLO Triplex assay produced similar results (Figure 5); gel QDs appeared to be much less cytotoxic than non-gel QDs, and orange (smaller) ones were more cytotoxic than red (larger) ones.

A recent study on the toxicity of QDs with PC12 cells has shown involvement of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [5] and the most common pathways involved in relation to toxicity of QDs with ROS has been discussed previously [23]. In the cell, mitochondria are cellular factories for the production of Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) and are also a prime source of ROS production. In addition, they help to regulate the cytoplasmic calcium levels, pH and apoptosis. Abnormally increased levels of ROS (oxidative stress) during ischemia make it difficult for the neuronal cells to survive due to overwhelming multiple buffering mechanisms of ROS [15]. Oxidative stress is a state in which glutathione (GSH) is depleted with accumulation of oxidized glutathione (GSSG) [3,36]. Lower levels of ROS are easily neutralized by generation of GSH and antioxidant enzymes. Protective or injury responses in the cells are characterized by the drop in GSH/GSSG ratio [3,36-39]. At lower oxidative stress, cellular redox hemostasis occurs, intermediate oxidative stress leads to inflammation and higher oxidative stress leads to cytotoxicity which finally leads to apoptosis [3,36].

Apoptosis is one form of cell death which involves the cell death machinery, Caspase-9, Apaf-1 and Cytochrome c. Chromatin margination along the nuclear membrane, nuclear condensation, budding and fragmentation are some of the features of apoptosis which can be seen in the cell morphology. DNA fragmentation, which is one of the hallmarks of apoptosis is thought to be induced by cadmium. Cadmium toxicity is thought to affect the cells by the production of ROS and can induce apoptosis through a mitochondrial caspase dependent pathway [40]. Caspases, a family of cysteine proteases, carry out these complex biochemical events which cause cell morphology changes. Caspases are made up of initiator caspsases such as caspases-8, -9 and -12, whose function is to activate downstream caspases, and executor caspsases, such as caspases-3, -6 and -7, their function being to degrade cellular protein [1,41].

In previous research on human neuroblastoma cells, Chan et al. described the apoptotic chain of events induced by CdSe QDs through the mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and activation of caspase-9 and caspase-3 [14]. The trigger is the intracellular degradation of QDs, which leads to the release of free cadmium ions (Cd^{2+}) inside the cytoplasm. These free cadmium ions inside the cells are responsible for the formation of ROS, leading to oxidation of the phospholipid Cardiolipin, which helps in associating the cytochrome c with inner mitochondrial membrane [42]. Due to oxidation of cardiolipin, cytochrome c is released, an important event in apoptotic signaling [43]. Release of cytochrome c is also due to ROS-induced changes in the conformation of the adenine nucleotide translocase, a protein which is involved in the formation of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore [44], and the voltage-dependent anion channel-selective permeabilization of the mitochondrial outer membrane [45]. It is thought that this release of Cytochrome c into the cytosol leads to Caspase-9 activation by Cytochrome c/Apaf-1 complex. Caspase-9 is the upstream caspase in the mitochondria-dependent apoptosis pathway and activates Caspase-3.
In our study, the apoptosis assay, while confirming the general trend among the various types of QDs, provided valuable information about the mechanisms involved in cell death upon QD treatment (Figure 7). The assay itself is based on the measurement of the activity of caspase 3/7 as an indicator of apoptosis. Therefore it can be concluded that QDs, in particular non-gel types, cause cell death via cadmium-induced mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and activation of caspase-3 leading to apoptosis [41].

Long term exposure (up to 17 days) of PC12 cells to QDs both before and after undergoing differentiation displayed dramatic differences between non-gel and gel QDs. While the former exhibited a dramatic increase in cytotoxicity as measured by MTT and APOTOX GLO Triplex assays (Figures 4 to 7), the latter remained at a comparable level of toxicity as after 7 and 12 days of incubation. It was therefore concluded that the gelatine coating durably stabilized the QDs and created virtually no interference with cell functions over significant periods of time.

The results presented here are consistent with our previously published findings on non-differentiated PC12 cells [23]. Differentiated PC12 cells mimic neuronal cells behaviour, thus providing a model for QD interaction with neurons. The accumulation of nanoparticles in neurites was minor compared to the rest of the cytoplasm and did not appear to disturb the cell functions any further, even over extended periods of time (up to 17 days). In addition, we found that QDs did not affect differentiation itself, as proved by the growth of neurites in their presence.

**Conclusion**

There is clear evidence from MTT and APOTOX-Glo Triplex assay (Cytotoxicity, Viability and Apoptosis) and also from microscopic images that the gelatine-coating helps to reduce the toxicity of CdTe QDs and assists in protecting the cells themselves. This was observed indiscriminately when neurites were grown prior to or after exposure to QDs. The difference in toxicity and resulting cell death between the orange and red gel QDs is due to the smaller size of the orange QDs. By preventing leakage of cadmium ions from the QD core and providing a biocompatible interface, the gelatine coating helps to delay caspase activation events that eventually lead to apoptosis. Gel QDs were shown neither to inhibit cell differentiation nor to be any more cytotoxic towards neuron-like differentiated cells than non-differentiated ones. This provided a good indication that these particles can remain in healthy and sensitive tissue for several days (up to 17 days) without damaging it, which opens applications in diagnostics and targeted drug delivery. This is an important starting point that can be used for development of other non-toxic nanoparticle-gelatine composites, which might have a range of potential biomedical applications such as controlled drug delivery, in vivo and in vitro diagnostics and anticancer therapy.

**Materials and methods**

**Chemicals and Reagents**

PC12 cells (cell line derived from a pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal medulla) were used for this study. Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin and Trypsin-EDTA solution and all chemicals for QD synthesis were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Al2Te3 was purchased from Cerac Inc. Mouse Nerve Growth Factor (mNGF 2.5S Grade 2) was purchased from Promega Corporation. Permonax four-well chamber slide (Lab-Tek, Nalgene Nunc International), Phalloidin-FITC (Sigma-Aldrich), DAPI (Vector Laboratories), 96-well flat tissue culture plates were purchased from Sarstedt.

**Quantum Dot Synthesis**

Note: all values denoted are initial concentrations and synthesis follows previously published procedures [46,47]. Millipore water (150 ml) was degassed by bubbling argon through it for approximately 1 hour. Cd (ClO4)2•6H2O and 1.3 molar equivalents of thio-glycolic acid (TGA) stabilizer were added to the water and the pH was adjusted to 11.2-11.3 by the addition of a 2 M NaOH solution. For samples containing gelatine, 0.3 g was added to the reaction mixture. H2Te gas was generated from Al2Te3 (0.25 molar equivalents as compared to cadmium per-chlorate) via drop-wise addition of a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution and was bubbled through the cadmium/thiol solution under a slow argon flow for approximately 10 minutes. Note: 100% reaction and carryover is assumed and cadmium is always in excess for this experiment. The resultant, non-luminescent solution was then heated to reflux (at 130°C). Following the reflux process, fractions were precipitated via the addition of isopropanol and were stored at 4°C. The stock solutions were further purified on a Sephadex G25 column. A Shimadzu UV-1601 UV - Visible Spectrophotometer was used to measure QD absorption while a Varian - Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer was used to determine the fluorescence emission/photo-luminescence (PL) spectra of QDs. Throughout the text,
gel and non-gel refer to the presence of gelatine during the synthesis of the QDs. Smaller QDs (~2.5 nm) are referred to as orange QDs and larger ones (~4.5 nm) as red QDs. Hydrodynamic diameters and zeta potentials were measured on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano Series V5.10. The concentration of samples used for these measurements was typically corresponding to an absorbance around 0.2 in the plasmon band. Three measurements were usually taken for each sample, each made of 10 to 20 accumulations as optimised by the machine.

Cell Culture
PC12 cells, were cultured in medium (DMEM supplemented with 10% heat inactivated horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin) @ 37°C and a 5% CO₂ atmosphere. All the tissue culture plates and chamber slides were treated with 0.001% Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) for 24 hours.

Cell Staining
Cells were seeded into four-well chambers at a density of 5000 cells/cm². After 24 hours, QDs were added (10% of amount of Medium) to make final concentrations of 10⁻⁹ M and the cells were incubated for 17 days. Cells were grown on 4 well Permonax Chamber slides in the presence of QDs and were washed with 1% phosphate-buffered saline (BSA/PBS). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes and then washed 3 times with PBS. Then cells were permeabilized with permeabilizing solution (5 min, 0°C). Actin filaments of cytoplasm were labelled with Phalloidin FITC (Sigma-Aldrich), at 1:50 dilution with PBS for 20 minutes and again washed 3 times with PBS. Nuclei were labelled with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI to preserve fluorescence and counterstain DNA with DAPI 1 μg/ml.

Confocal Microscopy
An LSM 510 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) Confocal Laser Scanning microscope was used to examine QDs inside PC12 cells and morphology.

Cell imaging was carried out using a LSM 510 Inverted Confocal Microscope which is equipped with the following excitation lasers: (a) Argon Laser excitation wavelengths \(\lambda_{EX} = 458\) nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, (b) HeNe1 - \(\lambda_{EX} = 543\) nm and (c) Titanium Sapphire Tuneable Two-photon Laser tuneable from 710 nm to 1000 nm with a resulting excitation range of 355 nm to 500 nm.

All Confocal laser scanning was carried out at laser scan speed of 7 with the Photomultiplier Tube settings adjusted to eliminate noise and saturation with the aid of the range indicator setting in the LSM 510 software. For image optimisation, scan averaging was carried out on 8 scans per image.

Sequential acquisition was used to acquire the two-colour images of the QDs in cells. For visualisation of the QDs, the samples were excited with the Argon 514 nm Laser and the microscope configuration was set up to capture the emitted fluorescence at 550 nm or 600 nm as desired. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) or Nomarski Microscopy was used to visualise the cell morphology, and was carried out by using the HeNe1 488 nm laser with the Transmission Channel Detector selected and the DIC polariser and Nomarski prisms engaged. The two images were then overlaid using the LSM 510 software.

Sequential acquisition was also used to acquire three-colour images. Rhodamine phalloidin was excited using the HeNe1 543 nm laser and the emitted fluorescence was acquired at 575 nm. DAPI stain was excited with laser light at 390 nm (from the Two Photon laser tuned to 780 nm) and emitted fluorescence was acquired at 458 nm. The three separate images were overlaid using the LSM510 software to make up the three-colour images.

MTT Assay
The yellow tetrazolium MTT (3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2, 5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide) is reduced by metabolically active cells, in part by the action of dehydrogenase enzymes, to generate reducing equivalents such as Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH). The resulting intracellular purple formazan can be solubilized and quantified by spectrophotometry. The MTT Cell Proliferation Assay measures the cell proliferation rate and conversely, when metabolic events lead to apoptosis or necrosis, the reduction in cell viability. PC12 cells of approximately 1000/well were seeded in a flat 96-well micro-plate (Sarstedt) as triplicates. Three different types of controls, namely: positive, negative and background were used throughout the study. Positive control had cells with culture medium treated with NGF but not exposed to QDs. Negative control had QDs without cells. Background control had culture medium without cells. After 24 h, QDs (10% of amount of medium) of size ~4.5 nm (red gel, red non-gel) and ~2.5 nm (orange gel and orange non-gel) were added to make final concentrations of QDs to 10⁻⁹ M. After 48 hours of seeding, the cells were treated with final concentration of 200 ng/ml of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) on every second day with 200 μl of fresh medium in each well.

After 10 days of exposure to QDs, old medium was removed from all the wells and 100 μl of fresh medium was added. 10 μl of MTT reagent was then added to each well and incubated for 3 hours. To stop the reaction of the assay, 100 μl of stop solution was added to
ApoTox-Glo™ Triplex Assay
This combines three assay chemistries to assess viability, cytotoxicity and caspase activation events within a single assay well. In the first part of the assay, it measures two protease activities simultaneously; one being a marker of cell viability and the other being a marker of cytotoxicity. Peptide substrate (glycylphenylalanyl-aminofluorocoumarin; GF-AFC) enters intact cells where it is cleaved by the live-cell protease activity to generate a fluorescent signal proportional to the number of living cells. This live-cell protease becomes inactive upon loss of cell membrane integrity and leakage into the surrounding culture medium. Peptide substrate (bis-alanyllalanyl-phenylalanyl-rhodamine 110; bis-AAF-R110) is used to measure dead-cell protease activity, which is released from cells that have lost membrane integrity. Bis-AAF-R110 is not cell-permeable, so no signal from this substrate is generated by intact cells. The live- and dead-cell proteases produce different products, AFC and R110, which have different excitation and emission spectra, allowing them to be detected simultaneously. In the second part of the assay, the Caspase-Glo® 3/7 Reagent, added in an “add-mix-measure” format, results in cell lysis, followed by caspase cleavage of the substrate and generation of a “glow-type” luminescent signal produced by luciferase.

PC12 cells of approximately 500/well were seeded in a flat 96-well micro-plate (Sarstedt) as triplicates. Four different types of controls, namely: positive, untreated, negative and background controls were used throughout the study. Positive control had cells with culture medium treated with NGF and exposed to Staurosporine of 500 nM final concentration for 16 hours to induce apoptosis. Control cell cultures contained cells treated with NGF, without QDs. Optional test compound control (negative control) consisted of QDs without cells. No-cell control (background) contained only culture medium without cells. After 24 h, QDs (10% of amount of medium) of size ~ 4.5 nm (red gel, red non-gel) and ~2.5 nm (orange gel and orange non-gel) were added to make final concentrations of QDs to 10⁻⁹ M. After 48 hours of seeding, the cells were treated with final concentration of 200 ng/ml of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) on every second day with 200 μl of fresh medium in each well [27].

After 7 days of exposure to QDs, old medium was added. 20 μl of Viability/Cytotoxicity reagent containing both GF-AFC and bis-AAF-R110 substrates was added to each well, and briefly mixed by orbital shaking at 300-500 rpm for 30 seconds and then incubated at 37°C for 30-180 minutes. Fluorescence was measured at 400Ex/505Em (Viability) and 485Ex/520Em (Cytotoxicity) by using PerSeptive Biosystems CYTOFLUOR® multi-well plate reader series 4000. After that 100 μl of Caspase-Glo 3/7 reagent was added to each well, and briefly mixed by orbital shaking at 300-500 rpm for 30 seconds and then incubated at room temperature for 30-180 minutes. Luminescence was measured using a Perkin Elmer Victor® TMV Wallac plate reader by Luminiscence (1.0 s) protocol which is proportional to the amount of caspase activity present. This was repeated again for another 96 well plates with incubation period of 12 and 17 days after adding QDs.

Statistical Analysis
Results of MTT assay were analysed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). A p value of less than 0.05 for the ANOVA was considered significant. Error was expressed as standard deviation.
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Silicone elastomers exhibit a broad range of beneficial properties that are exploited in biomaterials. In some cases, however, problems can arise at silicone elastomer interfaces. With breast implants, for example, the fibrous capsule that forms at the silicone interface can undergo contracture, which can lead to the need for revision surgery. The relationship between surface topography and wound healing—which could impact on the degree of contracture—has not been examined in detail. To address this, we prepared silicone elastomer samples with rms surface roughnesses varying from 88 to 650 nm and examined the growth of 3T3 fibroblasts on these surfaces. The Picogreen\textsuperscript{®} assay demonstrated that fibroblast growth decreased with increases in surface roughness. Relatively smooth (~88 nm) PDMS samples had ca. twice as much fibroblast DNA per unit area than the ‘bumpy’ (~378 nm) and very rough (~604 and ~650 nm) PDMS samples. While the PDMS sample with roughness of ~650 nm had significantly fewer fibroblasts at 24 h than the TCP control, fibroblasts on the smooth silicone surprisingly reached confluence much more rapidly than on TCP, the gold standard for cell culture. Thus, increasing the surface roughness at the sub-micron scale could be a strategy worthy of consideration to help mitigate fibroblast growth and control fibrous capsule formation on silicone elastomer implants.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Biomaterials, from breast implants to coronary stents, have evolved over time without a clear understanding of the properties that lead to optimal biocompatibility [1]. It is well known that surface characteristics such as roughness, texture, surface free energy, surface charge and chemical composition all play key roles in cell adhesion and growth, and that the nature of a biomaterial surface governs the phenotypic response of interacting cells [1].

Surface topography plays a significant role in biological processes such as cell attachment [2–5], motility, proliferation [3,6,7], differentiation [8], as well as regulation of gene expression [9]; these biological processes are important criteria for implant acceptability. The roughness of the implant surface can have significant influence on the cellular behaviour [10] and thus the foreign body reaction [9,11,12] can be minimized by critical adjustment of the roughness [13].

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS or silicone) is a versatile polymer because of its biological stability [14,15] and low toxicity [14], the ease with which the hardness of silicone elastomers can be controlled, and its ability to be easily molded and shaped [15]. These properties make it suitable for a variety of applications such as breast implants [16], cochlear implants [17,18], maxillofacial reconstruction [15], artificial corneas [19], artificial skin, soft contact lenses [20], and coatings for pacemaker leads. The wound healing response at the external surface of a silicone implants leads to the formation of a fibrous capsule. Capsule formation can be either interrupted or unduly enhanced by infection, immune reaction, implant migration, or extrusion [15]. In the case of breast implants, the capsule can undergo significant contracture (shrinkage), a condition that can be painful and require revision operations [21].

Silicone breast implants are sold with smooth surfaces, or surfaces that are rough at the hundreds of microns scale. The rough surfaces are designed to facilitate tissue infiltration. However, the impact of silicone roughness at the sub-micron level on healing has not been examined in detail. Changing the roughness of PDMS at this length scale may modulate fibroblast growth and proliferation, which in turn may affect post-implantation fibrous capsule
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formation and could also facilitate tissue reconstruction procedures [3].

We have recently developed synthetic methodologies that introduce roughness on silicone elastomer surfaces of up to hundreds of nanometers without changing the chemical composition of the surface. In the report below, we correlate the ability of 3T3 fibroblasts to adhere and proliferate on silicone surfaces with different surface topographies at the sub-micron scale.

2. Materials and methods

KOH was obtained from Aldrich and organic solvents were purchased from Caledon Laboratories. Water used was purified by treating in a reverse osmosis unit followed by a Millipore unit (18 mΩ resistivity). SYLGARD 184 (silicone elastomer kit) was purchased from Dow Corning.

2.1. Fabrication of PDMS

The elastomer was formed by combining the curing agent (1 part) with the silicone prepolymer (10 parts), and pouring the mixture into a Petri dish, where it was allowed to cure for 48 h at room temperature. Silicone slabs were cut into small circular disks of ca. 0.65 mm thickness and area 0.36 cm² and were used directly.

2.1.1. Etching

PDMS samples with varied surface roughness were prepared by controlled etching with KOH in mixed organic/aqueous solvents. The starting silicone elastomers had rms roughness (WYKO NT1100 optical profiler, Veeco) of 15–20 nm (see below for AFM roughness, which gave different values), which could be increased in a controlled manner to ca. 800 nm over 0.5–24 h. KOH was dissolved in water and then mixed with MeOH, ratio KOH:H₂O:MeOH = 1:10:90. KOH was obtained from Aldrich and organic solvents were pur chased from Caledon Laboratories. Water used was purified by treating in a reverse osmosis unit followed by a Millipore unit (18 mΩ resistivity). WYKO NT1100 optical profiler, Veeco) of 15–20 nm (see below for AFM roughness, which gave different values), which could be increased in a controlled manner to ca. 800 nm over 0.5–24 h. KOH was dissolved in water and then mixed with MeOH, ratio KOH:H₂O:MeOH = 1:10:90. One silicone elastomer disk was placed in a vial that contained the basic etchant solution and shaken for 6 h at room temperature (orbital shaker, 2 rps). At the conclusion of the etching process, the elastomer was formed by combining the curing agent (1 part) with the silicone prepolymer (10 parts), and pouring the mixture into a Petri dish, where it was allowed to cure for 48 h at room temperature. Silicone slabs were cut into small circular disks of ca. 0.65 mm thickness and area 0.36 cm² and were used directly.

2.1.1. Optical profilometer

Surface roughnesses were obtained using a Veeco WYKO NT1100 optical profiling system (Mode: VSI, objective 50×, FOV 2.0×).

2.2. Cell culture

The PDMS samples were sterilized by treating with 70% ethanol for 20 min followed by successive washes four times with sterile PBS. NIH-3T3 (mouse) fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Sigma–Aldrich) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma–Aldrich), 1% penicillin–streptomycin (Sigma–Aldrich) and 200 mM l-glutamine (Sigma–Aldrich) and kept in an incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ atmosphere. Sterilized PDMS samples were kept in sterile 24-well plates, seeded with approximately 50 μl of a suspension of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts at a density of 40,000 cells/cm². This was just enough to cover the PDMS samples so that the cells could not flow off of the PDMS sample surface. The cells were kept in an incubator for 1 h so that they became fixed on the PDMS surface and then Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) was added to give a final volume of 800 μl in each well, and again the plates were placed in an incubator at 37 °C under 5% CO₂ for 24 h. DNA was quantified according to the calibration curve by PicoGreen® assay. Twelve samples (4 PDMS samples × 3 repeats) were prepared three times with different passages, each time in triplicate. We used 14, 15 and 16 passages for our experiments.

2.4. PicoGreen® assay

The PicoGreen® assay was performed 24 h after seeding the cells on the surface of PDMS to measure the amount of DNA in micrograms per millilitre. After 24 h, media was removed from the wells and the wells were rinsed with Hanks Balanced salt solution (Sigma–Aldrich) once and 250 μl of double distilled water was added to each well. The cells were repeatedly subjected to lysis by freeze–thaw cycles three times (cooled for 15 min at –80 °C and then thawed for 15 min). Buffer and different DNA stock solutions were prepared for the calibration curve and 100 μl of diluted PicoGreen solution was added to an equal amount of lysed cell solution in a 96-well plate, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen/Molecular probe® Quant-itTM, PicoGreen®dsDNAAssay kit). The readings were obtained using the fluoroscein (485/535 nm, 1.0 s) setting from the plate reader, a Perkin-Elmer Wallac Victor® 1420 Multilabel counter.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Results of PicoGreen® assay were analysed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) by Tukey’s mean comparison. A p value of less than 0.05 for the ANOVA was considered significant. Error was expressed as standard deviation.

3. Results

Silicones readily undergo both polymerization and depolymerization with acidic and basic catalysts [22]. The by-products,
typically cyclic siloxanes, can be removed by evaporation. When appropriate solvents are used, the depolymerization process occurs asymmetrically, leading to roughened surfaces (Fig. 1). Silicone elastomers were first cured by hydrosilylation using a commercial kit, Sylgard 184. Different degrees of roughness on the elastomer surface were created by the controlled chemical etching of the surface catalyzed with KOH (Table 1) [23]. FTIR spectra of the PDMS samples of different roughness demonstrated that chemical etching did not affect the surface chemical composition, which remained that of pure poly(dimethylsiloxane) (Fig. 2).

Surfaces of different roughness could be obtained by controlling reaction time, etchant (KOH) concentration, and particularly the solvent: a key requirement was the use of solvents that were poorly soluble in silicones in order to limit reactions to the interface. Thus, KOH was dissolved in a 10:90 mixture of water:methanol. Surface roughnesses of the samples prepared were investigated by SEM, AFM and optical profilometry. SEM demonstrated qualitatively that the PDMS surfaces exhibited different degrees of roughness (Fig. 3), which were quantified using AFM: the four surfaces exhibited root mean square roughness of \( \sim 88 \), \( \sim 378 \), \( \sim 604 \) and \( \sim 650 \) nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. Optical profilometry, a technique based on interferometry, reported the same trends in roughness: the differences in roughness values between the two techniques are a consequence of the reporting of roughness on the profilometer as \( R_q \), rather than the Ra values recorded by the AFM. In addition, because the two techniques derive roughness from an optical and electrical response, respectively, a perfect correlation is unexpected. Abbade et al. have examined the correlation between the two techniques in detail [24].

The response of 3T3 fibroblasts to the PDMS elastomer of different surface roughnesses was examined over 24 h. Cells were seeded at a density of 40,000 cells/cm\(^2\), allowed to adhere for 1 h, and then supplemented with DMEM for 24 h. The morphology of cells on different surfaces was examined microscopically, and the efficiency of cell proliferation was determined using a PicoGreen® assay that determines the amount of fibroblast cellular DNA on different surfaces.

Morphologically, the cells readily distinguished between the PDMS surfaces of different roughnesses. The growth on tissue culture plastic (TCP) was used as a control. As shown in Fig. 5, after 24 h very significant differences were observed in the degree of proliferation and the appearance of the cells. 3T3 cells on TCP were adherent after 24 h, proliferating although not to confluence, and exhibited their normal elongated (high aspect ratio) shape (Fig. 5a). Flat, smooth silicone surfaces were far more productive for cell growth than TCP: dense, near confluent cell layers were produced (Fig. 5c). By contrast, very rough PDMS surfaces with the same chemical structure exhibited only a few adhering and rounded up cells (Fig. 5b).

The selectivity of the 3T3 cells for smoother surfaces was further demonstrated by the use of the PicoGreen® assay, which is a more objective method to quantify cellular proliferation by measuring the DNA produced. As shown in Fig. 6, the fibroblast growth decreased with an increase in surface roughness. Smooth (\( \sim 88 \) nm rms roughness) PDMS elastomers had significantly higher and statistically different \( (p<0.05) \) amounts of fibroblast DNA per unit area than the ‘bumpy’ (\( \sim 378 \) nm) and very rough (\( \sim 604 \) nm and \( \sim 650 \) nm) PDMS samples. The smooth silicone surface exhibited far more cells at 24 h than the TCP, which is normally considered the gold standard for tissue culture.

4. Discussion

A key step in wound healing is the proliferation of fibroblasts, and the generation of ECM, including collagen. In the case of some implants, notably breast implants, excessive production of collagen, particularly when the fibres are well oriented, leads to...
'contracture', which can be painful and, in many cases, requires a surgical revision [25].

A variety of factors associated with a given surface can affect cellular compatibility. For example, low cell growth has been associated with hydrophobic surfaces such as silicones [26,27]. However, the rough, bumpy and smooth surfaces described above are comprised of the same silicone of the same low surface energy. Thus, the distinction observed in the ability of cells to proliferate can be associated with roughness alone.

While some investigations have suggested that the topography of the silicone surface does not have a significant effect on contracture [28], more studies suggest that a correlation exists [29,30]. These studies have compared 'smooth surfaces', prepared by dip coating with uncured silicone elastomers, to multi-micron scale rough surfaces, prepared either by molding operations or by exposing the uncured silicone surface to salt, which is washed away after cure [21]. The additional effect of softness of the material has been reviewed [31]. On smooth surfaces, fibroblasts more
easily orient, leading to collagen fibres that can effectively contract. Deep, oriented multi-micron wide grooves lead to contact guidance of cellular growth along the groove [32]. The response of fibroblasts to oriented grooves was found to be better than to randomly oriented rough surfaces: thicker capsules formed in the former case, although when implanted the thinner capsules that were associated with random rough surfaces led to greater inflammatory responses [25]. Therefore, in addition to the benefits that could arise from tissue ingrowth on rough surfaces, which can be important for holding the implant in place, particularly with reconstruction patients post-mastectomy, rough surfaces at the micron scale length may be associated with reduced contracture [29,30].

While the effect on cellular growth of both smooth and very rough silicone implant surfaces have been examined [33], very little is known about the effect on cellular adhesion and proliferation of silicone surface roughness at the sub-micron scale. On silicon (the rigid element), slightly rougher surfaces (>70 nm) and very smooth (<10 nm) surfaces were detrimental to cell adhesion when compared with intermediate surfaces (20–50 nm) [34]. One report suggests that nanotexturing may affect contracture [21]. In the work above, we compared smooth surfaces with intermediate (bumpy) and very rough surfaces on the hundreds of nm scale. Smooth surfaces were associated with extremely efficient fibroblast proliferation, much better even than TCP.

The decrease in cellular compatibility of rougher silicone elastomer surfaces at the nm scale may be beneficial in a practical sense. The initial steps of the wound healing process involve protein adsorption on the silicone surface followed by cellular adsorption, particularly by fibroblasts. Since the ultimate outcome of over-proliferation of fibroblasts can be a thick and contracted capsule, surfaces that are less attractive to such surfaces may be beneficial in silicone-based implantable devices as they may lead to lower rates of contraction. Further research on in vivo responses to such surfaces will address this question.

5. Conclusions

Controlled levels of surface roughness could be introduced on PDMS elastomer samples using KOH-catalyzed etching as demonstrated by SEM, optical profilometry and AFM. Smooth PDMS surfaces supported 3T3 fibroblast cell growth better than both TCP and rougher silicone surfaces. The decreased ability of fibroblasts to proliferate on the rougher surfaces may be beneficial for in vivo applications, as it could lead to lower levels of capsular contracture than on smoother surfaces.
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Fig. 5. (a) 3T3 fibroblasts on TCP; (b) 3T3 cells clumped on a very rough PDMS surface; (c) dense 3T3 cells on smooth PDMS. In all cases, photos were taken 24 h after seeding.

Fig. 6. PicoGreen® assay results showing the amount of DNA on silicone surfaces in microgram per millilitre (* denotes statistical significance using a one-way ANOVA (p < 0.05) by Tukey’s mean comparison when compared with smooth PDMS).


